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ABSTRACT
HEARING POWER, SOUNDING FREEDOM: BLACK PRACTICES OF LISTENING,
EAR-TRAINING, AND MUSIC-MAKING IN THE BRITISH COLONIAL
CARIBBEAN
Maria T. N. Ryan
Guthrie P. Ramsey Jr.

This dissertation explores how African and African-descended people in the British
colonial Caribbean, enslaved and free, engaged with music that had its origins in Europe
through listening, performance, theorizing, and composition between the banning of the
transatlantic slave trade in 1807 and the granting of unrestricted freedom in 1838. By
shifting perspective to how black people heard European music, rather than how white
people heard colonized and enslaved black people, this project complicates traditional
narratives about race and music in the colonial Caribbean, arguing that black musicians
used music and listening as a tool to assert their intellectual and aesthetic capabilities,
while simultaneously learning, theorizing, and sometimes subverting the music of their
colonizers. I position these modes of performance and listening within a context of
increased white anxiety about race in the decades before and after emancipation. Drawing
on methodologies from black feminist history, this project focuses on the music lives of
the enslaved from scant traces in the archive. Through chapters about enslaved fiddlers,
military musicians, Christian converts, and free people of color, this dissertation
vii

acknowledges that the multiplicity of ways that enslaved and subjugated Africans and
their descendants performed and interacted with European music demonstrate that
European music in the colonial Caribbean was not strictly racialized as white.
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A Note on Racial Terminology
Race has no biological reality and yet it has caused very real consequences for centuries.
As Dorothy Roberts, scholar of race, gender, and law, clearly lays out: “race applied to
human beings is a political division: it is a system of governing people that classifies
them into a social hierarchy based on invented biological demarcations.”1 In the British
colonial Caribbean the classification of races was crucial to the smooth-running of
colonial rule, especially considering that white people were almost always the
demographic minority. Fears deriving from the white population being a significant
minority were often stated clearly, for example a statement made at the Jamaica
Assembly in 1815, “and let it be remembered, that the dominion of the whites is founded
on opinion. Unsettle those opinions, and the physical force is on the opposite side, and
must soon preponderate.”2 Racial classifications were a strategy to ensure continued
white rule.
I use “black” in the sub-title of this dissertation, “Black Practices of Listening,
Ear-Training, and Music-Making in the British colonial Caribbean,” to refer to all
African survivors of the middle passage and their descendants in the Caribbean. Black
was occasionally used as a racial signifier in the early nineteenth century, but “negro”
was the far more common term to refer to people who were phenotypically West African.

1

Dorothy Roberts, Fatal Invention: How Science, Politics, and Big Business Re-create
Race in the Twenty-first Century (New York: New Press, 2011), x.
2

Sir James Leith, Antidote to West-Indian Sketches drawn from Authentic Sources. No.
II. A Short Account of the African Institution, and Refutation of the Calumnies of the
Directors (London: Whitmore and Fenn, 1816).
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In this dissertation, I most frequently use the phrase “African and African-descended
people,” rather than “black,” to be clear that I am referring not only to Africans and
people who would be considered “negro,” but also to people of mixed European and
African descent. This latter group were generally referred to as “mulatto” by white people
in the British colonial Caribbean. There were further categorizations for mixed-race
people, from “quadroon” to refer to a person with one black grandparent and three white
grandparents, to “octaroon” to refer to someone with one black great-grandparent. “Free
coloreds” or free people of color was another commonly used racialized category that
included free black people as well as free people of mixed European and African descent.
The category applied whether one had been manumitted or born into the condition of
freedom. Technically, in the British colonial Caribbean one became automatically
manumitted if they were of one-eighth black heritage, but racial discrimination still
existed against those who were visually indistinguishable from white people.3
In recent years some scholars of slavery have moved away from using nouns such
as “slave,” “owner” and “master” to describe the positions that people held during
slavery, towards terms that focus attention on the actions that maintained slavery, e.g.
“enslaved person,” “person who claimed to own,” and “enslaver.” This language is
designed to emphasize that to be enslaved was not an essential condition, but a process. A
group of senior slavery scholars of color have described this attention to language as

3

Colleen A. Vasconcellos, Slavery, Childhood, and Abolition in Jamaica, 1788–1838
(Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2015), 58.

xiv

“grappling to describe and analyze the intricacies and occurrences of domination,
coercion, resistance, and survival under slavery.”4 Like these scholars, I also choose to
generally use the terms “enslaved,” “captive,” and “those who claimed to own,” in order
to emphasize that racialized slavery was a system that required constant maintenance.

4

P. Gabrielle Foreman, et al., “Writing about Slavery/Teaching About Slavery: This
Might Help,” community-sourced document, April 24, 2021,
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1A4TEdDgYslXhlKezLodMIM71My3KTN0zxRv0IQTOQs/mobilebasic.
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Introduction
“Music is a favorite recreation of the Negroes,” wrote a white British musician who lived
in Jamaica in the 1770s, “for the enjoyment of which they are well adapted by a natural
good ear.”5 The anonymous author went on to claim that, “A proof of their acquiring
their knowledge of European music in this manner, is the close imitation of each other,
observable in such tunes as become fashionable.” Writing to a readership unfamiliar with
life in Britain’s Caribbean colonies, he attempted to convey a musical landscape where
music with European origins circulated among an enslaved, African and African
descended population: “If any circumstances can render an agreeable air irksome to us, it
is the incessant repetition of it among them, who when any tune is in vogue, sing or
whistle the same, very often sixteen hours of the four and twenty: possibly it may be
added in the same key. Singing the vocal parts and whistling the symphony is very
common with them.”6 “Negroes” and the white population, “them” and “us,” were
listening to the same music, named as “European music,” with tunes that came in and out
of fashion. But in the transfer of this music from its European origins to its performance
in the Caribbean by African people and their descendants, the author claimed it
transmuted from “agreeable” to “irksome” due to the immense popularity of these

5

C. E. Long Papers, Add. MS 12405, ff. 335r, British Library. Accessed through “The
Jamaica Airs Exhibit,” Early Caribbean Digital Archive
https://ecda.northeastern.edu/jamaican-music-exhibit-leigh/
6

C. E. Long Papers, Add. MS 12405, ff. 335r, British Library.
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“agreeable airs” meaning they could be heard all day, sung or whistled, and in various
keys. Those African and African descended people who were singing and whistling these
tunes clearly knew the music well. The author even commented that not only did they
sing the vocal tune, but also whistled the instrumental sections of the songs. This latter
practice— “whistling the symphony,” i.e. the instrumental part of the music—implies
that the songs were originally heard by black listeners in their accompanied versions, not
just sung unaccompanied.
The anonymous author’s description, and perhaps frustration, with the popularity
of European music among enslaved people stands testament to the fact that African and
African-descended people in British Caribbean colonies listened to—and played—
European music. This musical engagement took many forms, from enslaved Africans
who played violin for balls in Spanish Town, Jamaica to newly-emancipated people
forming orchestras in post-emancipation Antigua, and from enslaved parishioners
listening to a choral piece from the segregated back benches of an Anglican church in
rural Jamaica, to African members of the West India Regiment drumming for military
marches. This dissertation explores the question: how did African and African-descended
people, enslaved and free, engage with European music through listening, performance,
theorizing, and composition, in the decades before and after emancipation in the British
colonial Caribbean? Britain had been claiming and maintaining colonies in the Caribbean
since the seventeenth century, however the regions of the circum-Caribbean that were
colonized by Britain were not fixed during the period I discuss in this dissertation, as

2

European Imperial powers continued to dispute, annex, and fight for the control of certain
territories, especially during the French Revolutionary Wars.
But what was European music in the British colonial Caribbean? And in
particular, how was European music heard and understood by African and Africandescended listeners and performers? The anonymous author whose quote opened this
introduction does not specify exactly what he meant by “European music,” beyond
referring to “tunes,” and “airs.” However, he wrote that European music was a
knowledge that could be acquired, and had been by the African and African-descended
people he encountered in Jamaica. In this dissertation, European music is understood
broadly, including such forms as hymns, dance tunes, sonatas, choral music, military
marches, arias, and symphonies. All of these genres were heard or performed by black
listeners in the Caribbean who may or may not have thought of them as European. But
my attempt to center these African and African-descended listeners and performers is
made difficult by the lack of surviving sources written by black people in the British
colonial Caribbean before emancipation. This lack is double: firstly, enslaved people
rarely had access to literacy, or the materials and time needed to record their thoughts and
experiences in written form. Second, text objects or artefacts that may have once existed,
such as invitations, notated music, written lyrics, and even instruments, rarely survive to
the present day due to the instability of their original materials, which were often create
to be used rather than preserved for generations, and the absence of social and familial
structures of inheritance.

3

One of the many challenges faced by historians researching enslaved, subjugated,
and indigenous people living under colonization is that colonial documents are often the
most plentiful and easily accessible source, making it easier to (re)construct racist
ideologies than to focus on how those same people understood themselves and their
colonizers. The seeming absence of black voices in the archives of colonized spaces is a
deliberate strategy of colonial logic; part of its dehumanizing practice included the denial
of access to reading and writing, self-representation, and image-making for certain
people. However, the presence of black agency was never fully erased from the archive.
In this dissertation, I focus on how European musics were taught to and heard by African
and African-descended subjects, through sources that were overwhelmingly written by
white people, many of whom directly profited from racialized slavery. But by using these
materials in a way that attempts to switch perspective to try to view—and hear—music as
African descended people did, instead of how white British people viewed and heard
colonized and enslaved black people, I demonstrate that African-descended musicians
used music as a tool through which to assert their intellectual and aesthetic capabilities
while simultaneously learning, theorizing, and sometimes subverting the musical culture
of their colonizers.
The Caribbean networks of black musicians and their audiences that this project
aims to trace have received little attention in studies of British music history. Yet their
existence, indicated through scraps of archival documents, raise provocative questions
about who was actually purchasing, performing, and listening to (by choice or through
proximity) music that had its origins in Europe generally, and in Britain specifically.
4

These sources suggest that there was a significant network of African and Africandescended musicians and listeners in the British colonial Caribbean who were familiar
with various types of European music. Some black and African mixed-race people who
were proficient musicians employed European music as a mode of cultural identityforming wherein music could be used to demonstrate their taste, skill, and refinement to
white people in positions of power. Some enslaved violinists earned additional money by
lending out their skills to play at white social occasions. This dissertation is the first
extended project that brings together the plurality of ways that African and Africandescended people listened to and theorized the European music that they both performed
and listened to in Britain’s Caribbean colonies.
Running through the chapters of this dissertation is a broader historical question
about how the concept of European music was changing meaning in the decades directly
preceding and following emancipation in 1834. I argue that the concept of “European
music” was not fixed, and that European music and musical ideas circulated in the British
colonial Caribbean in complex and unpredictable ways, often in ways that colonizers
neither intended nor anticipated. The examples of music-making in the Caribbean in this
dissertation were simultaneously happening at a time in which “European art music” was
going through an ontological change in Europe, where it became the ultimate aesthetic
product—a supposedly culturally superior art form—within a hierarchical, biological,
racist ideology that had Western culture at its apex.7 Much has been written on the

7

This musical hierarchy, although only solidified in scientific discourse in the nineteenth
century, is just one way in which the general colonial logic of modernity operates. I take
my ideas about modernity/coloniality and race from Sylvia Wynter and Walter Mignolo.
5

development of Western (and particularly Germanic) musical aesthetics within the
nineteenth-century. Philosopher Lydia Goehr influentially argued in the early 1990s that
the culturally weighted concept of the “musical work”—as separate from a more
expansive understanding of “music”—only emerged around the turn of the nineteenth
century, but soon became pervasive in a way that shapes even contemporary
hierarchizing of musical genres.8 Goehr’s argument is significant in musicological
historiography as she compellingly deconstructs many of the assumptions and ideologies
that lie behind traditional analytical methods of studying so-called “Western Art Music.”
However, what Goehr does not consider is how the concept of the “musical work”
developed and solidified at the same time as European colonial powers, in the face of
increased pressure for abolition, had to create new ways to justify the continued
subjugation, and in many cases, enslavement, of non-European peoples.
The concept of an aesthetically superior European music that is exemplified in the
“musical work” is deeply embedded in the ideologies of scientific racism. But the
performance of European music by African and African descended people under colonial
rule does not adhere to binary racializations of musical genres and styles. As survivors of
the middle passage and their descendants adapted their musical practice to colonized

See, Sylvia Wynter, “Unsettling the Coloniality of Being/Power/Truth/Freedom: Towards
the Human, After Man, Its Overrepresentation--An Argument,” The New Centennial
Review 3, no. 3 (2003): 257–337; Walter D Mignolo, The Darker Side of Western
Modernity: Global Futures, Decolonial Options (Durham, N.C: Duke University Press,
2011).
8

Lydia Goehr, The Imaginary Museum of Musical Works: An Essay in the Philosophy of
Music (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992).
6

contexts they were also negotiating the nuances of race and racialization in the British
colonial Caribbean. My project complements musicologist Bonnie Gordon’s argument
that certain types of music were not always associated with a particular race, but became
racialized in the early decades of U.S. independence. Gordon considers how “both
European- and African-derived musics became thoroughly racialized as “white” and
“black,” respectively, and became part of the discourses surrounding racial hierarchies
and chattel slavery” in service of a “nation-building project, which incorporated racial
difference.”9 In the British colonial Caribbean, I argue, there was a similar development
of racializing European music as “white,” not in service of nation-building, but in the
continued justification of racialized chattel slavery, and after emancipation, the
maintenance of white governance and social segregation in the face of a creolizing black
population who were becoming performers and listeners with a greater taste and skill in
European music.10

9

Bonnie Gordon, “What Mr. Jefferson Didn’t Hear,” in Rethinking Difference in Music
Scholarship, edited by Olivia Bloechl, Melanie Lowe, and Jeffrey Kallberg (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2015), 109
10

I use creole here in the contemporary eighteenth and early nineteenth-century sense of
referring to people, regardless of race, who were born in the Caribbean, rather than in the
usage by twentieth-century Caribbean theorists, such as Édouard Glissant, who mobilize
the concept of creolization as a type of resistant hybridity. For more see Kamau
Brathwaite, The Development of Creole Society in Jamaica, 1770-1820 (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1971); David Lambert, White Creole Culture, Politics and Identity
during the Age of Abolition (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010); Peter
Manuel, Creolizing Contradance in the Caribbean (Philadelphia, PA.; Chesham: Temple
University Press, 2011).
7

Literature Review
While researching in the National Library of Jamaica I found that someone had once tried
to write a history similar to the one you are about to read. It felt like a hand reaching out.
The hand was that of Astley Clerk, a Jamaican music historian from the early twentiethcentury, and it was reaching out from his manuscript notebooks entitled “Music in
Jamaica.”11 His notebooks didn’t look dissimilar to mine, because we had given ourselves
the same task: to read through hundreds of travelogues, journals, and books on Jamaica
and the West Indies, and to make a note of anything that related to music and sound in
Jamaica in his case, and in mine, in the wider British colonial Caribbean. Clerk set
himself the project to show to his fellow Jamaicans that Jamaica has a rich musical
history, intertwined with European and African music histories, and that it is worth
studying, learning about, and reviving and sustaining through performance.
How did I come to write this project, almost one hundred years after Clerk, whose
work lies in manuscript? While Clerk was researching and writing about Jamaican music
history and organizing concerts in the 1930s, my grandparents were children in rural
Jamaica. They would later answer the motherland’s call for colonial subjects to replenish
a shortage of British workers after the Second World War, and emigrate to England as
part of what is now known as the Windrush generation. My grandfather emigrated in
1950, and my grandmother several years afterwards, travelling alone aged eighteen. I
thought of them often as I wrote this dissertation, especially as I was writing as an
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immigrant myself, albeit in the reverse direction across the Atlantic, from England to the
U.S. As I wrote about the musicians and listeners in this dissertation who were only a few
generations separated from the middle passage, I wondered about the resonance between
these migrations over two centuries, first forced through slavery, then by choice in the
hope of a better life, and then from the luxury of being able to travel for educational
opportunities. Likewise, the literature that this project is built upon is also the product of
multiple migrations and spaces: it is informed by decolonial work from Latin America,
black feminist theory from the U.S., Dutch and French archival theory, and Caribbean
literature and theory.
This dissertation is the first extended study on the role of European Music in the
British Caribbean performed by and listened to by African-descended people in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. But within this general lacuna of book-length
works, there are several important studies and articles that pertain to this subject.
Musicologist Stephen Banfield’s expansive essay “Anglophone Musical Culture in
Jamaica,” asks questions about how European music in the British colonial Caribbean
might have sounded. Peter A. Roberts’s book A Response to Enslavement: Playing their
Way to Virtue argues that the expressive cultures of enslaved people in Britain’s colonies
were a reaction to the impossible dilemma of slavery, where “play,” was a survival
strategy.12 Out of necessity, studies of the music of enslaved people rely on accounts
written by white listeners, who very often were visitors to the Caribbean. My approach to
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these sources is informed by literary scholar Mary Caton Lingold’s work on the limits
and possibilities of learning about African music in the Caribbean from Anglophone
travel narratives.13
Scholars of theatre and performance have focused on Jamaica in ways that have
been illuminating for me, particularly Elizabeth Maddock Dillon’s book New World
Drama, in which she considers theatrical life in Kingston as part of a larger Atlantic
performative commons.14 By thinking about eighteenth-century Jamaican theatrical
culture as a practice specific to the Americas, rather than a facsimile of English theatre,
she argues that theatrical performance “affords a particular lens onto the colonial relation
… that is not found in print.”15 In this dissertation I extend this idea to the realm of the
performance of European music by black people in the Caribbean, which white listeners
often reacted to with either unease or ridicule.
Britain’s Caribbean colonies in the nineteenth century were not isolated, but
existed within a wider Caribbean that was colonized by various European imperial
powers. Language, religious practices, and slave laws varied in these different spaces, as
did music, even as there were also commonalities. In particular, the idea and actuality of
Haiti looms large over any study of the British colonized Caribbean in the first half of the
nineteenth century. There is also a substantive secondary literature on European music in
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Latin America. Although much of this is specific to the centrality of Catholicism in Latin
American colonies, Ana María Ochoa’s monograph Aurality provides a rigorous
theoretical model of how power structures the way that people and musics are heard and
understood in colonial spaces more generally.
This study is focused on the Caribbean, but the ways that imperialism and
colonialism interact with music in colonial spaces in Britain’s slave societies have much
in common with the development of European music in other colonies throughout the
world. Although histories of empire have traditionally focused on the concrete—military
strategies, economic patterns, movements of people and territorialization—in the past two
decades scholars of music and sound have begun to draw attention to the auditory
presence, power, and permanence of empire and its ongoing impact on indigenous,
subjugated, and enslaved peoples, arguing that “the emergences of European imperial
orders and the concomitant rise of political democracies have also been matters of the
ear.”16. The scholars doing this work—that is now sometimes gathered under the rubric
of “Global Music History”—have sought to expand narrow and politically-flat
understandings of music in empire, such as hybridity, in order to more accurately map
power onto musical and listening practices. In particular, this dissertation is informed by
D.R.M. Irving’s Colonial Counterpoint, in which he investigates music in early modern
Manilla, arguing that “the active appropriation of European musical practices by
indigenous musicians in parts of the Spanish Empire served to resist any potential artistic
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predominance of colonialists in the newly imposed aesthetic.”17 This musical landscape
of appropriation in both directions and the potential of appropriating the music of
colonizers as a form of resistance is perhaps a global phenomenon.
On the other hand, scholars of music have recently also been focusing on the
violence of colonial musical encounters and exchanges, as well as their resistive
possibilities. Music theorist Kofi Agawu’s work on colonialism in Africa argues for the
violence of the imposition of tonality through Christian hymns.18 Critical writing by
musicologists Olivia Bloechl, Sarah Eyerly, and Glenda Goodman on the role of
European music in the relationship between European colonizers and indigenous North
Americans has emphasized the complexity of the singing of European music by
indigenous people, which could be a site of genuine religious belief, or of violent
rebellion.19 The ambivalence towards Christianity on the part of both white colonizers
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and indigenous people resonates with the impact of missionary Christianity in Jamaica in
the 1820s which I explore in the third chapter of this dissertation.
Listening and overhearing are key concepts in this dissertation. I argue that in the
British colonial Caribbean, where people of all races lived in close auditory proximity,
enslaved people were listening to and learning the music of white people at the same time
that white people were observing and writing about the music of black Africans and their
descendants. The latter mode of listening may have left more of a presence in the
historical record, but the former was surely just as significant, even if due to the denial of
literacy it is difficult to recuperate. My focus on listening is informed by Jennifer Lynn
Stoever’s book The Sonic Color Line, in which she suggests a theoretical model for
understanding racialized listening in the U.S. through two concepts: “the sonic color line”
and the “listening ear.”20 The sonic color line, she argues, “pitched racial identity in
America as a shell game: a perpetual oscillation between aural and visual markers of
race, each one signaling the other yet both capable of operating alone,” whereas the
listening ear is an “ideological filter” that “normalizes the aural tastes and standards of
white elite masculinity as the singular way to interpret sonic information.”21 This
intervention in the construction of race in the nineteenth and early twentieth century U.S.
is important, as it provides a framework for understanding how dominant ways of hearing
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race circulate, while also leaving room for other—black—ways of listening to disrupt a
hegemony of listening for race.
Another approach to listening I use in this dissertation involves the idea of
“listening to images,” as suggested by Tina Campt in her 2017 book of the same name.22
I use iconographic sources as evidence for the spaces in which listening was taking place.
Campt asks us to reconsider official and bureaucratic photographs of black people
throughout the African diaspora by “engaging the paradoxical capacity of identity photos
to rupture the sovereign gaze of the regimes that created them by refusing the very terms
of photographic subjection they were engineered to produce.”23 This idea of “refusal” is
tempting for those studying enslaved and subjugated people, but colonial engravings,
sketches, and paintings, even when they are taken from life, are not photographs. But,
even so, Campt’s desire to take a counterintuitive stance to the archive she has chosen to
study can be productively converted for non-photographic, colonial iconography.
Listening to images is a metaphor for Campt, however, is not a metaphor in this
dissertation, but an auditory mode of learning, knowing, and theorizing.
Because this project draws on a wide range of primary sources—from newspapers
to paintings, from novels to vestry minutes, and from instruments to private
correspondence—I draw upon work from the field of critical bibliography, particularly
relating to the black Atlantic world. My project is part of an ever-growing body of work
that seeks to examine the richness and nuance of black people’s lives under slavery from
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colonial archives that are seemingly scant on the day-to-day lives of enslaved people.24 I
am also guided by work that uses black feminist methodologies to examine the possibility
and ethics of investigating subversion and pleasure during chattel slavery, particularly
within creative and expressive practices, for example, Treva B. Lindsey and Jessica
Marie Johnson’s collaborative work that argues for the importance of recognizing black
women’s sexuality during slavery, even while acknowledging the devastating sexual and
reproductive violence inherent to chattel slavery.25
This dissertation is focused on European music, which I argue was not always
synonymous with whiteness. Several recent musicological articles and projects have
foregrounded the political necessity of connecting previously non-racialized—i.e. white
racialized—musics to slavery. Musicologist David Hunter, in his research tracing how
much eighteenth-century music in England was funded through the profits of slavery in
Jamaica, and highlighting George Frederic Handel’s personal investments in the Royal
African Company, argues for “music’s lack of innocence” in the eighteenth century.26
Glenda Goodman weaves together the direct and indirect ways that the music book of
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Sarah Brown, an eighteenth-century white resident of Rhode Island, was connected to
enslaved workers in her own household and through her family’s business interests in
both slavery and abolition, the story of one family encapsulating the intimacies of race in
Early America.27 David R. M. Irving lays out the whitewashing of much music
historiography and discourse, which has occluded the presence of ethnic Others in the
formation of what we now call Western Art Music,” calling for a global consideration of
the idea of Western Art Music in his manifesto “Rethinking Early Modern ‘Western Art
Music.’”28 This dissertation takes up this work, illustrating that the case of music in the
colonial Caribbean further complicates how certain musics became racialized as black or
white surrounding abolition across the Americas.

Methods: Critical Fabulations, Stretched Bias Grains, Speculative Explorations
This dissertation is based on archival research I undertook in the U.K., Antigua and
Barbuda, St. Kitts and Nevis, and the U.S, on contemporary published primary sources,
many of which I accessed through their digitized formats, and curated digital databases
and exhibitions. The sources I use in this project include personal and official letters,
slave registers, memoirs, watercolors, architect’s drawings, treaties, legal documents,
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vestry minutes, printed music, newspapers, hymnals, military records, and published
books. The vast majority of sources I studied were created not by the African and
African-descended musicians I aimed to center, but by white visitors to the Caribbean,
slave-owners, and colonial and imperial officials. In my attempt to consider the musical
lives of those who were unable to leave written accounts, I have drawn on methods
developed by other scholars who have written histories of black and subjugated people
that lived under colonialism and the violence of slavery. These methods—critical
fabulation, stretching sources along the bias grain, and speculative exploration—
acknowledge that details of those lives will never be fully recoverable, but that the effort
to tease out and tell their stories, however partial, is worthwhile.
Literary scholar and cultural historian Saidiya Hartman lays out the tensions and
impossibilities of writing historical lives of the enslaved in her important article “Venus
in Two Acts.”29 In the article she meditates on the ethical dilemma and the archival
difficulty of writing a history that includes enslaved girls whose lives were reduced to
short, violent words in a colonial archival. She decides to fashion a narrative of these
girls, in the spirit of the grammatical subjunctive, while acknowledging that she is not
“recovering the lives of the enslaved or redeeming the dead, but rather laboring to paint
as full a picture of the lives of the captives as possible. This double gesture can be
described as straining against the limits of the archive to write a cultural history of the
captive, and, at the same time, enacting the impossibility of representing the lives of the
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captives precisely through the process of narration.”30 She describes her method as
critical fabulation, based on “fabula,” a term to describe the elements of a narrative.
Critical fabulation is deeply rooted in archival sources, but demands that the writer also
attends to the unsaid and the unheard, fights against the hierarchies and logics of sources
that make certain people subjects and certain people objects, and leaves space for that
which is imagined but cannot be known. Like Hartman, I acknowledge the impossibility
of fully representing enslaved musicians and listeners in a neat narrative, but believe that
it is possible to “strain against the limits of the archive,” in order to center their lives.
Historian Marisa J. Fuentes’s book Dispossessed Lives: Enslaved Women,
Violence, and the Archive could be considered as a full-length realization of Hartman’s
desire in “Venus in Two Acts” to tell stories about enslaved women that, in their telling,
acknowledge that the possibility of writing about these women is co-constituent with a
violent archive. Fuentes writes that she “uses archival sources at times for ‘contrary
purposes,” and that she “[stretches] archival fragments by reading along the bias grain to
eke out extinguished and invisible but no less historically important lives.”31 This
metaphor of the archive as cloth, which can be manipulated without being destroyed,
describes a methodology in which Fuentes “[changes] the perspective of a document’s
author to that of an enslaved subject, questioning the archives’ veracity, and filling out
miniscule fragmentary mentions or the absence of evidence with spatial and historical
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context.”32 To extend Fuentes’s metaphor, because the cloth is stretched but never torn or
remade, Fuentes is able to write a history that is grounded in archival sources while also
centering the lived experience of the enslaved women who are the subject of her book. In
this dissertation, which relies on certain sources that are deeply prejudiced against
Africans and their descendants, I am encouraged by Fuentes’s model of using such
sources in a way that mines for details about the lives of the enslaved without replicating
the racist biases of the source. In particular, my exploration of a moment in the life of
Kitty Hylton in Chapter Three of this dissertation, and the lives of two enslaved women,
one known as Nancy, and the other whose name I do not know, in Chapter Four, builds
upon the idea of stretching sources “along the bias grain.”
But even though this dissertation is indebted to Hartman and Fuentes’s work,
neither scholar is solely focused on the particular methods required to recapture music
and listening in particular. For this, there is much to learn from recent Latin American
anthropological work that rethinks the ontological divides of nature and culture, human
and nonhuman, through using Amerindian cosmologies to take seriously that there are
other ways to be and to experience the world. The intricacies of this work are beyond the
scope of this dissertation, although there is certainly much to be studied about the
adaptation of African musical ontologies in the Americas. Ethnomusicologist Ana María
Ochoa’s book Aurality takes up elements of this work that I have found productive in
thinking about the development of modes of racialized listening in the British colonial
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Caribbean.33 In a chapter of Aurality, Ochoa outlines how she uses European travelogues
to speculate about the listening and sounding practices of the mixed-race black and
indigenous boatmen, known as bogas, who worked on the Magdalena river in Colombia.
She writes, “I intend to explore the ways the bogas might have been participating in a
history of human listening and eco-acoustic evolution central to the reconstitution of the
politics of life in the reconstruction of a sense of the collective. This is an adventurous
proposal due to the scant historical acoustic material on which such speculation is based.
But it is worth attempting, more because of the possible questions it raises about the
topography of sounds in colonial situations than about the questions it answers about the
bogas.”34 Ochoa’s foregrounding of her exploration of the bogas as a “speculative
exploration” rather than as a reconstruction, recovery, or even imaginative exercise is for
a political purpose: to explore the part the bogas’s acoustic and listening practices played
in the “reconstitution of the politics of life.” That is, through centering the bogas it may
be possible to explore the implications of changing ways and orders of listening, rather
than the sounds themselves. Of course, this centering acknowledges that she cannot
actually recover the bogas’s auditory world, rather that through their representation there
is the possibility of restructuring, even on an ontological level, the changing order of
sounding and listening in that particular colonial context. Likewise, in parts of this
dissertation I attempt to do “speculative explorations” of musicians and listeners in
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iconographic sources in ways that follow the artists’ depictions of African and Africandescended people, but without imposing particular re-imaginings of subjectivity onto the
embodied experience of those represented. Their experience does not have to be
evaluated as pleasure, or subversion, or creolization. Rather, their representation can
illustrate that even within a racialized system designed to dehumanize and extract labor,
music-making, dancing, and listening in spaces of extreme social imbalance had the
potential to disrupt and reorder prevailing colonial logics that lead to that same social
imbalance.

Chapter Summaries
Each chapter of this dissertation takes on a different aspect of music with European
origins. They are not tightly bounded, and ideas, sources, and characters recur between
the chapters.
My first chapter concerns African and African-descended violinists. The figure of
the black fiddler is common throughout the Americas, and encapsulates the complex
relationship between black people in America and European music. The first section of
the chapter investigates the musical labor of the enslaved, and how the labor of enslaved
violinists functioned within both urban and plantation settings. The second section
explores violin pedagogy among the enslaved, a practice that there is little evidence
about. In this section I use white accounts of how they heard black violinists in order to
speculate about violin pedagogy based on how white people understood what they were
hearing. Third, I examine two sources—one a novel, the other a pair of sketches—to
21

demonstrate the role that intimacy played in white interpretations of black violinists. I
argue that in the British colonial Caribbean the practice of black people playing fiddle
often held a tension between the supposed Protestant values of British colonies and more
Catholic values elsewhere in colonial America, as well as being a site of white desire for
intimacy, particularly for abolitionists.
In Chapter 2, “Dance, Dignity, and Discipline: Military Music and Musicians,” I
explore the sounding and musical implications of the military presence in the British
colonial Caribbean. British troops were regularly stationed in Britain’s Caribbean
colonies, both in times of war and as a precautionary presence to discourage and react to
potential insurrections of the enslaved population. The first section of the chapter focuses
on military musicians who were also musicians for dances and other social occasions. In
particular, I discuss how predominantly-white British bands and local military bands
formed of black musicians were heard differently, despite having similar musical
repertoire. The second section centers on how African and African-descended women—
from enslaved washerwomen to mixed-race free women—socialized with visiting white
regiments, using music and dance as a strategy for both pleasure and profit, despite their
knowledge of the potential violence of interactions with the military. The final section
takes on the role of drummers as disciplinarians in the British Army, military music as an
accompaniment to the flogging of enslaved people, and the conflicts that arose when
these drummers were black men.
Chapter Three concerns music and religion in Barbados and Jamaica in the 1820s.
Through three examples, I illustrate how the anxiety felt by white slaveowners and those
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who wanted to maintain the racial status quo over the growing conversion of enslaved
people manifested in ideas about the types of music that were deemed appropriate for
converted enslaved people to sing and listen to. First is an example of a procession and
service held by the Bishop of Barbados that demonstrates one way that the Church of
England used spectacle both to awe and to exclude Africans and their descendants. The
second section focuses on Methodist missionary efforts in Jamaica through the example
of John Shipman, a white British minister who wrote about how psalmody could be used
as both a tool for conversion and piety as well as to modify the behavior of the enslaved
to make them more easily controlled and profitable. The final section is in two parts: first
I examine a choral service written by the controversial Anglican minister, George Wilson
Bridges, which he wrote to recruit enslaved parishioners through musical listening, rather
than through teaching them to sing Christian psalmody and hymns. I then contextualize
the musical innovations of George Wilson Bridges with his violence, in particular
drawing attention to an enslaved woman in his employ named Kitty Hylton, who filed a
complaint after Bridges brutally beat her.
In the fourth chapter I consider the musical lives of free people of color. The
population of people of mixed European and African descent in the Caribbean exploded
in the first quarter of the nineteenth century. In this chapter I explore how developing of
skill in, or taste for, European music was one way that certain free people of color tried to
negotiate a better social status. From mixed-race Antigua merchants forming a charitable
Philharmonic ensemble, to a mixed-race man who did not dance in his own house in
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order not to embarrass his white guests, gaining proficiency in European music was a
strategy that sometimes subverted and sometimes upheld racial stereotypes.
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Chapter One | Enslaved Fiddlers: Labor, Learning, and Listening
A satirical print titled “A Grand Jamaica Ball!, or the Creolean Hop a la Muftee” from
1802 is crowded with figures in a large balconied hall (fig. 1.1). White men and women
are shown participating in a multitude of interactions—dancing, gossiping, observing
from a balcony, drinking, leaning nonchalantly on a pole, groping, being groped. All the
dancers are white: young ladies being watched by a haggard looking chaperone, clerics
and British redcoats high-stepping, older men in blue coats contorting their body in ways
that belie their age. But although white figures are seemingly the ridiculed subject of the
image, black people are depicted throughout the room. Their blackness is represented as
opaque, jet black, their faces featureless. The black people in the print are denied
individuality, unlike the exaggerated comic white figures depicted. And yet, the presence
of black people is essential to the workings of the image, their observation of the event
mirroring the viewers’ gaze. The source of the music for the ball is depicted on the
balcony: on the right, five uniformed military musicians, four white men playing wind
instruments and a black percussionist; and far from them, on the extreme left of the
balcony, five black violinists, represented more as pattern than people. Below the
violinists are huddled thirty-three black barefooted figures, flush against the wall—some
of them children, probably the house servants of those in attendance at the ball, almost
certainly enslaved. Weaving in among the dancers are liveried enslaved black people
serving drinks from carefully balanced trays, witnesses to the high spirits and debauchery
of those that they served. This presumably loud scene, although represented silently,
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Figure 1.1 Unknown engraver after "A.J." A Grand Jamaica Ball!, 1802. Etching with hand coloring.
The Lewis Walpole Library, Yale University.

makes me wonder about what it meant for African and African-descended violinists to
partake in British social traditions in a colonized setting defined by violence, through
providing music for people who directly profited from their enslavement. How did the
violinists relate to the musicians across the balcony from them, or the dancers below, and
what did the enslaved observers make of the music and dance that they witnessed?
The anonymizing silhouettes of black people in “A Grand Jamaica Ball” are
reconjured almost 200 years later in the work of U.S. artist Kara Walker, who uses black
paper silhouettes to create disturbing and complex panoramas and scenes that critique and
satirize the representation of sexual violence and eroticism of slavery in the U.S., her
sometimes shocking works implicating the viewer in the act of consuming
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representations of racialized violence. A silhouette from Walker’s 1997 “Presenting
Negro Scenes Drawn Upon My Passage Through the South […]” features two figures
depicted with musical instruments (fig. 1.2). At the bottom of the scene a black man is
seated on a tree stump, head down, bleeding from his lower lip, tuning or playing a
stringed instrument, possibly a banjo. Behind the man, a miniature woman wearing a
headscarf reaches to grab the large clockwork key that protrudes from his back,
illustrating that he will be forced to perform regardless of his will, fully implicating
coerced music-making in the tortures of slavery. The presence of the clockwork key—of
slavery itself—encapsulates how difficult it is to disentangle how music-making in
scenes of coercion was understood and experienced by enslaved musicians. Meanwhile,
a couple dances on, oblivious to or ignoring the violent scene behind them, typical of
Walker’s silhouette works, in which “neither slaves nor masters emerged morally

Figure 1.2 Kara Walker, detail from PRESENTING NEGRO SCENES DRAWN UPON MY PASSAGE
THROUGH THE SOUTH AND RECONFIGURED FOR THE BENEFIT OF ENLIGHTENED
AUDIENCES WHEREVER SUCH MAY BE FOUND, BY MYSELF, MISSUS K.E.B. WALKER,
COLORED, 1997.
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unscathed, nor where innocents are narratively privileged or blacks idealized.”35
Likewise, in this dissertation music is treated with ambivalence, as something that has the
potential to bring relief, joy, interiority, and escape, as well as being a reminder of
precarity, of lost homes, and of sorrow. I cannot re-fix those feelings to music played and
heard two centuries ago, but teasing out these complex entanglements is worth pursuing
if it brings into relief those people who were forced into featureless silhouette by the
colonial archive and imagination.
Throughout the centuries of the enslavement of Africans and their descendants in
the Americas, certain people were trained as musicians in a way that the people who
enslaved them understood a musician to be. Usually these were men, and they were often
taught the violin. The time-consuming investment in their training and financially costly
provision of their instruments was redeemed in the musical service they provided for the
people that claimed to own them. Some African-born musicians would already have been
familiar with a violin-like instrument from their lives before the middle passage. It is
likely that at least some of the enslaved men chosen to be given and trained on violins
would have already been familiar with some bowing techniques and principles, or with
other string instruments such as the kora.36 But the mostly one-stringed instruments of
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West Africa, although also bowed, were very different in technique and sound to the
fretless European violin with its four strings, horse-hair bow, and narrow fingerboard.
Enslaved fiddlers, in order to be able to perform music for the people who claimed to
own them, needed first to be taught to play the violin in order to perform tunes with
European origins.
But despite the ubiquity of enslaved Afro-American violinists across colonial
America, evidence about the logistics of how they were trained, from where and whom
they acquired their instruments, and their own feelings about playing for the people who
claimed to own them, are scarce in the case of the British colonial Caribbean. In this
chapter, I attempt to fill out some details of the possible lives of the fiddlers represented
in “A Grand Jamaica Ball,” and others like them, and how their musical labor straddled
different strata of the racially segregated social spaces.37 Although, unfortunately, I have
found no sources written or created directly by enslaved musicians in the British colonial
Caribbean, traces of the lives of black violinists can be found in many sources left by
white residents and visitors—from images such as “A Grand Jamaica Ball” to published
abolitionist tracts arguing for the humanity of Africans Focusing on the figure of the
fiddler through the lens of white observers illuminates a range of issues—from how
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listeners assessed the music performed, to the labor conditions of enslaved musicians.
These sources, although often produced to directly deny voice and agency to enslaved
people, and to mask the day-to-day violence of life in Caribbean colonies, do record the
changing ways that enslaved violinists were heard, and the assumptions that (white)
listeners made about what they were hearing and who was creating it. In the first section,
I consider enslaved fiddlers playing European music as a form of labor, and explore the
logistics of this work, such as the type of work they were expected to do, how they
maintained their instruments, and their relationship to other enslaved domestic servants.
The second section explores an obvious question without an obvious answer—how did
enslaved violinists learn European tunes? In order to answer this question, I examine
what white descriptions of enslaved violinists’ music reveal about assumptions about
music pedagogy, technique, and recognition. The final section acknowledges that
although enslaved fiddlers performed for white people, that this wasn’t their entire
musical world, and that there are irrecoverable moments of music-making that enslaved
fiddlers partook in away from the eyes and ears of the people that claimed to own them.
In this section I also explore how the figure of the black fiddler was used by John Riland
in his 1827 novel Memoirs of a West-India Planter.
Although surviving written material doesn’t record these moments of musicmaking and listening, ethnography and overhearing went both ways. As white observers
listened to and tried to make sense of African creole culture in the Caribbean, so too were
enslaved people observing and making sense of European and white creole politics,
culture and behavior. In this chapter, by bringing together fragmentary evidence about
30

enslaved violinists, and the spaces they performed in, I argue that in the British colonial
Caribbean in the early decades of the nineteenth century racialization structured listening,
but that a listener’s racial expectations were not yet fixed, but informed by many factors,
such as class, musical experience, the perceived race of the listener and performer,
religious background, and the context of who else was in the room. This fits with
musicologist Bonnie Gordon’s argument that in the late-eighteenth-century U.S.
“European culture was gradually becoming racialized as white. The need to identify
[certain] sound traditions as white was related to the ongoing racialization of
Afrodiasporic musics as black – and, thus, as other – in a multiracial slave society.”38
Gordon argues that the performance of European music by nonwhite people only became
a problem in a developing binary of attaching musical traditions to race that began in the
late eighteenth century. Although concepts of race and racialization were not identical in
the early U.S. and in the colonial Caribbean, this issue—who could authentically perform
European music—is encapsulated in the figure of the enslaved violinist, whose
instrument, by virtue of being fretless, could perform musics with origins both in Africa
and Europe. By focusing on African and African-descended violinists, we will learn more
about the assumptions about race and music that still resonate today.

The Musical Labor of Enslaved Fiddlers
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Although the dance depicted in “A Grand Jamaica Ball” is satirical, it was based on a real
place: the Egyptian Hall at King’s House, in Spanish Town.39 King’s House was the
residence of the Governor of Jamaica, and was therefore one of the most important
houses in Jamaica for entertaining its ruling white population. Few white social
gatherings in Jamaica would have been as grand as those held by the Governor in the
Egyptian Hall. Although roughly rendered, the engraving bears resemblance to the
features of that Hall, where the Governor and his wife held balls and dinners for their
guests, which was said to have “over a door which opens into the lobby, […] a small
moveable orchestra, made to hold a band of music on festive occasions,” as well as an
“upper […] gallery of communication, which range[s] the whole length of the West side”
for this room which was used for “public audiences, entertainments, balls, and the
hearings of chancery and ordinary.”40 It is the upper gallery, rather than the moveable
orchestra platform, that the musicians are depicted on in “A Grand Jamaica Ball.” From
1801 to 1805 Sir George Nugent was the Governor of Jamaica, residing at King’s House
with his New Jersey-born wife, Maria. It is possible that the 1802 engraving was based
on either one of the balls that the Nugents had hosted early in their tenure, or a festive
occasion held by their predecessor. Events as large as the “Grand Jamaica Ball” required
a huge coordinated effort to organize. Invitations had to be printed and delivered, guests
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had to organize their outfits and instruct their enslaved servants to prepare horses for their
transportation for the evening. The Nugents’ kitchen staff would have ordered animals to
be slaughtered for the feast, and spent days preparing the drinks and delicacies for the
midnight supper, the hall had to be swept and perhaps painted, and the music needed to
be organized. In this case the services of members of a military band—most likely from a
British regiment stationed on the island—and an ensemble of enslaved fiddlers were
procured.
But who were the enslaved violinists that the Nugents called upon? Although
evidence about the everyday labor of enslaved fiddlers is scant and fragmentary, in this
section I attempt to paint a fuller picture of how enslaved fiddlers were tasked with
playing for white people, and how they procured and maintained their instruments. Maria
Nugent’s diary is full of references to dances that she hosted and was invited to attend,
from grand evening entertainments for visiting dignitaries, to informal after-dinner
dances. As wife of the governor Nugent was expected to host assemblies for the white
women of the island, the wives and daughters of her husbands’ colleagues, some of
whom had spent all or most of their lives in Jamaica. Unfortunately for the cosmopolitan
Maria Nugent, the social skills of these women did not always match up to the standards
of conversation that she was used to in England. Just a few months after her arrival in
Jamaica she lamented that she found

a sad want of local matter, or, indeed, any subject for conversation with them [the
women attending Lady Nugent’s first assembly]; so, after answering many
questions about how I liked the country, &c. and being thoroughly examined by
the eyes of them all, I sent for fiddlers, and we had a very merry dance till
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11’olock, and before 12 they all took their leave. I mean in future not to attempt
anything like a conversazione, but to have Friday dances.41
For Nugent, sending for fiddlers was a convenient way to end the conversation
politely and move into a more relaxed form of socialization. The off-hand way she
mentions sending for fiddlers suggests that they were nearby, and ready to play. It seems
likely that these fiddlers would have been the same uniformed men depicted in “A Grand
Jamaica Ball.” Although Maria Nugent and her family brought some white domestic
servants with them from England, when she arrived with her husband at King’s House in
1801 they found it already staffed by thirty-three enslaved domestic servants who had
also served the previous governor, to which the Nugents requested the purchase of ten
additional enslaved domestic servants.42 Given the high status of King’s House among
white colonial elites in Jamaica, and the limited number of black musicians in Jamaica
who were perceived as tolerable by white elite listeners at this time, it is probable that
they sought out to purchase, train, or hire, the best black violinists in the area so that they
could be available at the shortest notice for impromptu events such as Nugent’s call for
them above. However, considering the high monetary cost of purchasing enslaved people
it is unlikely that these musicians would have solely been musicians, sitting around all
day waiting to be called, especially considering that in the Caribbean most dances only
started after nightfall and continued into the small hours of the morning. The violinists’
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liveried outfits in “A Grand Jamaica Ball” would have been appropriate for them to wear
while performing other public-facing domestic tasks, such as serving at the dinner table,
being a valet or butler, or driving a carriage such as a phaeton. Enslaved domestic
servants often also lived in the main house, sleeping in the kitchen or corridors, rather
than in the negro huts where agricultural laborers resided. This meant that they could be
summoned at any hour by the people who claimed to own them, including for such events
as impromptu social gatherings.
Another example of uniformed, ready-to-play, enslaved violinists is found in the
anonymously published 1828 novel Marly, or a Planter’s Life in Jamaica, purported to
be written by someone who had worked within Jamaica’s slave system.43 Unlike the elite
gathering of Maria Nugent, where she entertained wealthier white women, in most rural
areas of Jamaica there were few white women, and so balls and dances were usually
multiracial, or at least involved nonwhite women as well as white men.44 In Marly there
is a grand dance on the planation to celebrate the harvest festival “crop over” where

[…] after partaking of a sumptuous feast, with an over-abundance of punch, till
the evening was set in, at which time, Apollo, the house-boy, was dispatched to
the negro houses, to tell Sammy, and Ajax, and Cudjoe, and Scipio, to come to the
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Buckra house, and bring their fiddles with them. These four were the best fiddlers
upon the estate, and they proved themselves tolerable musicians. They had been
expecting that their services would be required, for they were already dressed for
the occasion, and accompanied Apollo to the house.45
Although fictional, this scene raises questions about how common fiddlers were
in Jamaica. A large plantation such as the one conjured up in Marly would have been
reliant on, and home to, many hundreds of enslaved laborers. The four fiddlers who were
sent for were described as “the best fiddlers upon the estate,” suggesting that there were
more violinists on the plantation than the four who performed that night. However, that
these four musicians were the “best” is quickly qualified by the condition that they had
“proved themselves tolerable musicians”—hardly high praise. Although the author does
not give any further details of how these violinists sounded, their description as
“tolerable,” played into expectations that enslaved musicians’ performances were secondclass and something to be tolerated in the absence of better musical options. Although the
violinists’ “tolerable” playing is not attributed to their blackness, a reader in England
would surely have drawn their own conclusions about the relationship between these
musicians’ race and their musical ability.
Elsewhere there are other references to the fiddlers of an estate. For example,
A.C. Carmichael, a white Scottish woman who lived for five years in St. Vincent and
Trinidad from 1820 to 1825, recalled that “when our estates’ people finished crop, a great
band of them, in gay clothes, came to town to see us, preceded by the estates’ fiddler,
whose hat was trimmed up with ribbons: they had paid for getting these decorations
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themselves, because they said “they wished to surprise me, cause they knowed I had
never seen the like afore.”46 One wonders who would have supplied the violins, bows,
and strings in these contexts. It is possible that the proprietor would have supplied the
instruments, but it is equally possible that the enslaved musicians themselves invested in
and owned fiddles. The enslaved people who went to entertain Carmichael took pride in
the fact they had paid for the fiddler’s decorations themselves, perhaps they also paid for
the upkeep of his instrument. There was a lively Sunday trade amongst enslaved AfroJamaicans who would sell surplus produce from the provision grounds where they grew
their own produce, or any extra clothing they may have had. But fiddlers had an
additional tradable resource: their musical skill. It is well documented that in the U.S.
South enslaved fiddlers were often “loaned out” by the people that claimed to own them
to make additional income which would often be shared between them, as well as some
enslaved musicians being instrument-makers and repairers themselves.47 This practice is
not documented in the British colonial Caribbean, but a similar appetite for skilled
fiddlers and instrument repair must have existed, considering the popularity of balls
across all classes and races.
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Because of the popularity of dancing as entertainment, the breaking of a string
could be a calamitous occasion, as described by Maria Nugent when she was being
entertained on one of her and her husband’s tours of the island:

10th February 1802. “About 8 began dancing. Broke the fiddle-strings. Poor
Blackie was in despair, and so were some of the ladies. I rejoiced secretly, and we
got to bed soon after nine.”48
Despite Nugent’s secret relief that the broken strings put an end to the dance, her journal
entry illustrates that the music that was routine throughout the island was always reliant
on the availability of resources such as strings. When strings were not available the music
stopped. At the time, strings were made of sheep gut, with the lowest string being a piece
of gut with thin metal wire coiled around it, known as “overspun.”49 The multi-day
process of making strings was not suited for the humidity of the Caribbean, and so
strings, like most other European musical instruments, were imported. So when Nugent
wrote that “poor Blackie was in despair,” the fiddler may well have been lamenting
future possible lost income and gigs, as well as stressed about the possible consequences
of the immediate situation. He could have been held responsible for spoiling an evening
when the family who claimed to own him were hosting the most important woman on
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Jamaica at the time. If the violinist himself was responsible for his instrument and its
upkeep, he might have had to ask a favor of other musicians he knew to purchase
replacement strings from them; if the white family were responsible they might have
sought out replacement strings from a local merchant, who may have regularly advertised
in locally printed newspapers. Musical instruments and the paraphernalia needed to keep
them maintained were sought-after imported commodities that were occasionally
highlighted in local newspaper advertisements promoting newly imported goods.
For example, a 1784 advertisement in the Barbados Mercury announced that a
new shipment from London would be sold at Mr. Lynch’s shop in Bridgetown. This
miscellaneous shipment included spices such as cinnamon and nutmeg, “japanned coffee
tea pots,” cutlery, children’s toys, spectacles, and “music books and paper ruled, fiddles,
hautboys, German flutes, fifes, tabors, fiddle, guitar and harpsichord strings, hautboy
reeds, screw fiddle beaus [bows], fiddlepins and bridges” (fig. 1.3).50 It was important for
this merchant that not only were the instruments themselves advertised, but items such as
reeds, bridges, bows, strings, and pins. Harpsichord strings and hautboy reeds may not
have been everyday items, but the merchant knew that they were difficult to replace in
Barbados where they were not made, and a music-starved amateur musician might jump
at the chance to purchase items that would allow music to fill their lives with ease once
more. An 1827 advertisement in the Antigua Weekly Register announced a newly docked
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Figure 1.3 “Just Imported from London…” Barbados Mercury July
24, 1784, 3:1.

shipment, where the merchant chose to forefront the musical items available for sale:
“VIOLIN STRINGS of a superior quality, and a few sets of WHITE HORSE HAIR for
Violin Bows; cheap for Cash only” (fig. 1.4).51 It is highly unlikely, though not
impossible, that the enslaved violinist who broke a string in the presence of Maria
Nugent, would have been a reader of a Jamaican newspaper. However, the household he
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belonged to may well have subscribed to a local newspaper, read it aloud, or circulated it
amongst their neighbors, allowing the news therein—including interesting or unusual
items for sale—to travel beyond the strict subscription list of the paper. It was not
unheard of for enslaved people to circulate newspapers among themselves in the
nineteenth century. One Baptist missionary wrote that in 1831, in the middle of rumors
that emancipation was imminent, that “the town slaves got hold of newspapers, and
circulated what they could make out as far as possible,” suggesting some level of literacy
and a practice of reading aloud.52 Although advertisements like those above may have
been originally intended for the interest of white amateur musicians, or indeed for free
people of color, the musical economy of Britain’s Caribbean colonies also included the
musical needs of the enslaved population, who increasingly played the same instruments
as those who claimed to own them.
Enslaved men and women rarely left written wills, nor do many musical
instruments survive to the present day, making it more difficult for historians and
archaeologists to trace the items they owned than the instruments of the white elite class.
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Figure 1.4 “Grocery Depot,” Antigua Weekly Register, December 24, 1827, 2:1.

There is evidence that musical instruments—with origins in Europe, Africa, or
America—were abundant from the very earliest days of English colonization. There are
numerous records of African instruments being kept aboard slave ships in order to
facilitate the practice of the “dancing of the slaves,” although in almost all recorded cases
these instruments belonged to European slavers and not captive Africans.53 However, this
does not mean that enslaved laborers did not own or seek out musical instruments. In an
early eighteenth-century publication, the British scientist and collector and Sir Hans
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Sloane listed and provided engravings of the many instruments he had accrued during his
late seventeenth-century visit to Jamaica in his landmark taxonomical work Voyage to the
islands Madera, Barbados, Nieves, S. Christophers, and Jamaica, with the natural
history … of the last of those islands, although he focuses more on music with African
than European origins. 54 It seems probable that the first enslaved Africans to be taught
the violin by Europeans were loaned or given the instruments, but it did not take long for
enslaved people to own, and perhaps even make, their own European musical instruments
such as violins. In Caribbean colonies, there were extensive economic networks among
enslaved people where goods, produce, and money circulated beyond the purview of the
people that claimed to own them.55 Although the nature of slavery meant that enslaved
workers were not monetarily compensated for their labor, there were other ways for them
to earn money, such as selling or trading any excess produce grown on provision grounds
or selling excess cloth given to them at Christmas. These could be exchanged or traded
for a multitude of goods, included musical instruments. By the early nineteenth century
many enslaved musicians owned their own violins. Think of the four violinists in Marly,
who were summoned “to come to the Buckra house, and bring their fiddles with them,”
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implying that they themselves owned the instruments with which they provided their
musical services at the main house.56
A non-fictional equivalent can be found in the memoirs of William Knibb, a white
British Baptist missionary who lived and preached in Jamaica in the 1820s and 1830s.
Looking back on his life and letters, Knibb recalled an enslaved man called Sam, who
“had been a great favourite in his master’s house on account of his violin playing.”57
However, in 1829 or 1830, after Sam converted to Christianity, he decided that his fiddle
music was too much of a temptation and a distraction from prayer and piety and “fearing
lest his musical instrument, which had hitherto been his delight, might now prove a snare
to him, he broke it, for he thought that if he sold it he might be tempted to buy another
with the money.”58 There is no indication that it would be difficult for Sam to purchase a
new instrument, suggesting that there was an informal economy of buying instruments. It
was not long until the man who claimed to own Sam sent word that “he would soon be
wanted to play his part as usual.”59 The master was furious when he learned that Sam had
destroyed the violin and had no intention of repairing or replacing it. He threatened to
flog Sam, who eventually was “dismissed from his easy post in his master’s house to toil
in a field of labour under a tropical sun.”60 This anecdote reveals several things beyond
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Sam’s Christian virtue. First, Sam owned his own violin that he could choose whether to
destroy or sell, suggesting that it would not be difficult to find a willing buyer prepared to
pay for the instrument. Sam was also given notice, like the fiddlers at Marly’s, when he
was musical services were required. Third, some white Christian missionaries promoted
the idea that playing European music on an instrument like the violin was a problematic
practice, as more enslaved people began to convert to Christianity in the 1820s (this is
further explored in Chapter Three of this dissertation). And finally, that his skill as
violinist was connected to him being a domestic servant, rather than a field laborer. His
punishment for destroying his instrument was to be “dismissed from his easy post,” and
instead sent to do more laborious field work. Although the specifics of what Sam’s work
at his master’s house entailed beyond his musical services are not described by Knibb,
the story of Sam suggests that enslaved violinists musical labor was tied up with other
forms of domestic labor that were deemed easier than field work. This was perhaps to
preserve the hands of the musicians, or was reflective of other types of training, for
example in domestic service, that musicians may have received. It was these close living
quarters that likely facilitated the training of enslaved violinists.
The historical record is unlikely to provide many more details about the day-today lives of the black violinists described by white observers discussed above: Sam in the
memoir of the missionary Knibb, the many nameless black fiddlers in Maria Nugent’s
diaries, and the ensemble of Spanish Town violinists depicted in “A Grand Jamaica
Ball.” But reflecting on their musical labor points towards the complex role music held
within chattel slavery. Many white slaveowners valued the musical services of some of
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the people they claimed to own enough to release them from more profitable duties such
as agricultural work, as shown in the case of Sam. Although enslaved musicians had to be
“on-call” should their musical services be required by the people that claimed to own
them, such as the fiddlers that Lady Nugent called for to get out of an awkward evening,
they could also use their skills at other events, even earning money through
performances. In addition, their need to purchase, sell, and maintain instruments
contributed to the informal economies of the enslaved that coexisted with the more
formal economy of chattel slavery itself, its trade in captive Africans, and the merchant
trade that took place in port towns and on the pages of newspapers. Although it is beyond
the purview of this paper, these economies also extended to the inter-racial trading of
lessons and compositions.
But although these musical networks had the potential to provide joy and respite,
they were never entirely separate from the violence of racialized chattel slavery. Every
ball for white elites attended by black musicians was made possible through the profits
created by the labor of enslaved Africans and their descendants who toiled on brutal
coffee or sugar plantations, creating a codependence between the potential for pleasure
and exploitation.

White Ears Listening for Black Pedagogy
But how did African and African-descended violinists learn the tunes that white
people wanted to hear at their balls and other social occasions? Although there must have
been some method of training in order for the musicians to play tunes that were
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recognizable to the ears of white listeners and allowed them to play alongside musicians
such as the military musicians in “A Grand Jamaica Ball,” there are almost no detailed
descriptions of how this training took place, or who taught enslaved violinists their
technique and repertoire. Musicologist Stephen Banfield gets to the heart of this question,
asking, “Who taught the slaves the violin and their stock of European dance tunes? The
question might be thought impertinent insofar as slaves in Jamaica, despite their status,
had long been subject to the same repertoires and systems of artisanal training, and of
having tools (in this case violins) provided for them, as any localized working class.”61
He goes on to speculate that like other craftsmen such as valets, barbers, and gardeners,
they would have picked up skills from a variety of musicians of different races, from
white planters to people visiting the British colonies from Europe or other American
colonies. In some other colonies there is more information about how black fiddlers
learned their craft. In the colonial and early U.S. there is evidence that musical and
luthiery skills were passed down from father to son in enslaved communities, whereas in
Latin American Catholic colonies enslaved men were often taught violin and loaned
instruments by religious groups such as the Jesuits for use in religious services.62
However, the British colonial Caribbean had neither the religious infrastructure nor the
stability of generational slavery to consistently maintain either of these methods of
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training. As I discuss in Chapter Three of this dissertation, unlike in Catholic colonies in
America, conversion of the enslaved to Christianity was not widespread in British
Caribbean colonies; indeed there was great resistance to the Christianization of the
enslaved from the people who claimed to own them. The Christian missionaries that did
proselytize to the enslaved were almost all from Protestant denominations that did not
have instruments as part of their worship, and so hymn singing, rather than instrumental
music, was taught. Furthermore, the notorious brutality of labor expected, short life
expectancy, and breaking up of families, during enslavement meant that there are few
examples of enslaved families passing down the same trade from generation to generation
in the British colonies. As Banfield writes, comparing Jamaican violin pedagogy to
English folk fiddle pedagogy, “social structures in Jamaica under slavery will have been
less amenable to the passing on of musical capability from generation to generation
through artisanal family stewardship than in rural Britain of this period. The persistence
of musical expertise suggests a lively tradition of deliberate investment on the part of the
ruling class and race in providing training for their slaves and black servants in domestic
music.”63 However, this investment and training is rarely directly described in
descriptions of musical life in Britain’s Caribbean colonies.
Generations of scholars have mined colonial travel literature in order to learn
about the lives of the enslaved, despite the biases and often outright hostility the authors
held towards African people and their descendants. Literature scholar Mary Caton
Lingold has focused on how writing about music, in particular ethnographic description,
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became a central trope of colonial travel writing “as portrayals of early African-diasporic
music traveled to European audiences, an emergent intellectual tradition announced itself
to the reading publics of Anglo-European society.”64 The development of this tradition
also lines up with the development of what literary scholar Jennifer Lynn Stoever names
as the listening ear, which she describes as an “ideological filter,” that “normalizes the
aural tastes and standards of white elite masculinity as the singular way to interpret sonic
information.”65 The dominance of this filter means that some ways of describing music
pedagogy, such as “learning by ear,” have become so commonplace that the method that
is being described is obscured. In the absence of testimony from African and Africandescended fiddlers about how they learnt their craft, in this section I analyze white
authors’ writings about black fiddlers to see what their ways they describe their listening
may reveal about black musical pedagogies.
When musical training or instruction was mentioned by white observers, it was
often invoked solely to tell the reader just how little training enslaved musicians received.
John Stewart lived for twenty-one years in Jamaica, which was a selling point for his
1808 publication An Account of Jamaica and its Inhabitants which promised in its
preface that his two-decade residence informed a volume that would not only “interest
and amuse” but also allowed him to write “with truth and accuracy.”66 Stewart describes
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a country dance put on for the entertainment of “charming well-dressed young women,”
where “the negro fiddlers, accompanied by the lively sound of the tambourin [sic], in lieu
of the bass-viol, often play, though not regularly taught, with wonderful accuracy and
apparent taste.”67 By “accuracy” Stewart could mean that the tunes were already known
by him and the other attendees at the ball, and were recognizable, or that the music was
“in-tune” to his ears. This suggests that even if the fiddlers he describes were not
“regularly taught” they must have at least rehearsed together, and had some knowledge of
the tunes that were expected to be played at a country dance. Stewart, like many men
writing about white creole women, is keen to emphasize that they are just as elegant and
refined as British women of the same class, and perhaps his reference to the music played
by the black fiddlers as in “apparent taste,” is a way of making the scene seem palatable
and genteel to readers back in England. By the time Stewart was writing, the issue of
taste had become racialized, and he is unusual in attributing black musicians with having
good taste.68
Some fifteen years later John Stewart published another book on Jamaica, using
much of the same material as in An Account of Jamaica with some additions and changes.
Stewart’s 1823 book is much more pointedly written against what he perceived as unfair
and ill-informed recently published books on Britain’s Caribbean colonies by authors
with abolitionist views who “visited the West Indies obviously for the purpose of noting
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only what was faulty,” and who “exhibit a very unfair and distorted picture,-strengthening thereby those unqualified prejudices which have so assiduously been kept
alive against the planters.”69 Many descriptions in Stewart’s 1823 book are subtly rewritten from his 1808 publication in order to support his now more defensive support of
Caribbean slave society. This rewriting extends to his descriptions of scenes of musicmaking.
For example, the description of the music at the country dance quoted above is
updated to:

The music is in general very indifferent; four or more violins, played by black or
brown fiddlers, a tambarine [sic], drum, and triangle, form the usual orchestra
band, very few having the more appropriate accompaniment of a violon-cello.
Even if the music of the violins were better than it is, it would be spoiled by the
uncouth and deafening noise of the drums, which the negro musicians think
indispensable, and which the dancers strangely continue to tolerate.70
There is little in this paragraph, or indeed chapter, to suggest that Stewart had any more
experience at country dances in Jamaica than he did when he first wrote about his
experiences in the late eighteenth and first decade of the nineteenth century. Indeed,
much of the description is nearly word-to-word identical to his earlier observations.
Stewart still notes that a bass string instrument is missing, however it is now a violoncello, not a bass-viol, and the fiddlers are “black or brown” rather than “negro.” The
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biggest change is that while in the 1808 description Stewart describes the percussion
fairly positively as “the lively sound of the tambourin,” and fiddlers as playing with
“wonderful accuracy and apparent taste,” by 1823 the music is “in general very
indifferent,” and “spoiled by the uncouth and deafening noise of the drums,” which “the
dancers strangely continue to tolerate.”71
This substantial change in musical judgement illustrates how descriptions of black
music-making in scenes of white sociality could be used to argue various aesthetic and
ideological points to readers in Europe and North America. When Stewart’s first book
was published the Slave Trade Act had just been passed in 1807, banning the slave trade
but maintaining the institution of slavery. By 1823 the stability of that institution was
looking a lot less secure, as abolitionists made increasingly popular arguments for the
humanity of enslaved Africans and their descendants in order to advocate for their
freedom. In his 1807 publication Stewart mentions that the violinists played well despite
their lack of training, suggesting their intelligence, skill, musical instinct, and perhaps
even self-discipline. By 1823 there is no mention of musical training, and instead Stewart
chooses to focus on the drums “which negro musicians think indispensable,” summoning
images in the reader’s mind of Africans with unfamiliar drums and rituals, rather than
creole musicians holding familiar European instruments and with an aptitude for
European music. Perhaps for Stewart even the idea of effective musical pedagogy among
enslaved musicians was too radical an idea when slavey was under threat. The opposite
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idea is implied by Irish journalist and music critic Frederick William Naylor. Writing
about his years in the West Indies in the 1820s he noted that “[the slaves] have generally
a good ear for music, they sing or whistle with wonderful correctness any tune they may
have heard, they dance in excellent time, and are altogether very intelligent persons in
anything connected with music.”72 The idea that enslaved Africans and their descendants
were innately musical, and that this was an argument for their humanity and freedom, had
been circulating for some time. The white Scottish abolitionist William Dickson
published in 1789 in his Letters on Slavery that

The fondness of the negroes for music, and the proficiency they sometimes make
in it, with little or no instruction, is too well known to need support, from
particular instances. Thus their taste for melody and harmony, if it does not
demonstrate their rationality, ought, at least, to be admitted as an argument in
proving their humanity.73
This reference to African “musicality” was frequent in both travelogues of European
visitors to the Caribbean and in abolitionist writing and could be mobilized both by those
who wanted to deny black people’s claim to humanity and equality with Europeans, and
those who fought for the recognition of black people as equals. Dickson lived for some
years in Barbados, where he became a critic of slavery, and so it is likely he had
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experience of listening to enslaved musicians.74 Although Dickson doesn’t specify
exactly what type of music he is referring to when he describes their musical proficiency
“with little or no instruction,” that he refers to instruction at all suggests to me that he
may be thinking of European music that they learned in the Caribbean. In Letters on
Slavery Dickson ultimately concludes that Europeans are more rational than Africans, but
that this doesn’t justify the practice or principle of slavery. Music for Dickson, when
performed by Africans and their descendants, and learned without recourse to written
instruction or notation, was a demonstration of humanity, but not rationality.
But what did white listeners actually mean when then they described black
musicians as having an aptitude for learning tunes by ear without “knowing notes”? In his
1774 History of Jamaica Edward Long remarked that:

[an ear for melody] has also been remarked of the Creole Blacks, who, without
being able to read a single note, are known to play twenty or thirty tunes, countrydances, minuets, airs, and even sonatas, on the violin; and catch, with an
astonishing readiness, whatever they hear played or sung, especially if it is lively
and striking.75
Long was a violinist himself, and lived in Jamaica from 1757 until 1769, following in the
footsteps of his family who had been connected to Jamaica as slaveowners and planters
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since the mid seventeenth century.76 Long expressed surprise at the “astonishing
readiness” with which his fellow Afro-Jamaican violinists could repeat on their
instrument music they had heard before. The list of different music genres Long mentions
is fairly extensive. Although country dances were an expected repertoire for an Africandescended violin player in Jamaica, as they were a popular dance tune genre for all
classes and races, sonatas were more associated with white musicians as they were
traditionally transmitted through written musical notation. To play a sonata by ear
demonstrates a keen musical memory, as well as strong grasp of technique. No wonder
that Long prefaces the genre with “even” to emphasize the musical memory and technical
skill required to learn sonatas without recourse to notation.
Long’s observation of sonata-playing Afro-Jamaican musicians raises the
question, where were black creole musicians hearing these sonatas in order to learn them?
Considering the close quarters in which enslaved people and the people that claimed to
own them lived, it seems likely that enslaved domestic servants who were fiddlers may
have overheard any white musicians practicing sonatas, and so learned the melodies.
Perhaps some of the people that Long claimed to own were violinists, and overheard him
practicing or performing to friends and family at his home on the Lucky Valley sugar
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plantation in Clarendon parish.77 Or perhaps he took on an even more direct role,
teaching violinists and sharing the music he knew with them. Such direct teaching was
not unheard of. A. C. Carmichael described such a scene of musical learning. While she
was staying in Trinidad she took it upon herself to instruct some of the young enslaved
children at the estate she was residing in, and noted that

Very often, when I had finished their lessons for the evening, I sat down to play
on the pianoforte. On such occasions they remained around the house, listening to
the music; and if it happened to be of a kind that admitted of dancing, they were
sure to avail themselves of it. They soon had a large addition of tunes added to
their stock of negro airs; and I have heard sundry airs from Haydn and Mozart,
chanted by the boys when cleaning their knives, with astonishing accuracy.78
This is a rare insight into the free time of enslaved children and young people, although
exactly how free they were to avoid Carmichael’s wishes is unclear. Carmichael suggests
that some of the children did choose to “remain around the house” after she had finished
teaching them. In this lingering, they learned the tunes that Carmichael had brought from
Scotland. Carmichael then becomes the overhearer, listening to “sundry airs from Haydn
and Mozart” as she overheard some of the boys working within her listening range.
Carmichael’s reaction—that their accuracy of recall was “astonishing”—reflected
contemporary ideas that Africans and their descendants had skill in mimicry, but not
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artistry.79 It also suggests a conception that certain types of music, music that we might
today call part of the Western Art Music tradition, were deeply tied to notation. When
Carmichael heard enslaved boys singing tunes from Haydn and Mozart that they had
heard her play on the pianoforte in Trinidad, or when Long heard black fiddlers playing
sonatas without recourse to notation in Jamaica, their preconceived ideas learned in
Britain about how European art music should be transmitted, learned, and performed,
were challenged.
White observers who were musicians themselves, such as Carmichael and Long,
often wrote in some detail about how they understood African and African-descended
musicians to learn music. Another musical author, who wrote anonymously but was a
British man residing in Jamaica in the mid-1770s, wrote in some detail about his
experiences of music in Jamaica, and his notes are found in Edward Long’s papers.80 The
anonymous author wrote that

Music is a favorite recreation of the Negroes; for the enjoyment of which they are
well adapted by a natural good Ear; their proficiency depending entirely on the
facility with which they make themselves masters of any tune they hear. A proof
of their acquiring their knowledge of European Music in this manner, is the close
imitation of each other, observable in such tunes as become fashionable. Should
the person who first sings or plays a new piece in their hearing, make the smallest
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deviation from the notes, the same beauty or defect, runs through every
subsequent performance among the Negroes.81
The author here is explicit in communicating that he heard black people performing
“European music,” as Devin Leigh notes, this illustrates that by the 1770s tunes with
European origin were already a part of enslaved musicians repertoire.82 The category of
“European music” was rarely used before the 1770s, and the growth in its use is
symptomatic of new ways that European thinkers were beginning to categorize and
codify music racially.83 The anonymous author, like Long and Carmichael, notes the ease
with which black musicians seemed to learn new tunes by ear, attributing this to a racially
essential trait. However, he adds a new detail to back up his claim, writing that because
the tunes are learned by ear when someone “sings or plays a new piece in their hearing,”
any additional “beauty or defect” made in the additional recitation is memorized. The
author attributes this to performances by black musicians, but throughout Europe it was
not necessarily expected that every performance of a piece should sound identical. In her
germinal book The Imaginary Museum of Musical Works, philosopher Lydia Goehr
argues that the concept of the musical “work” emerged only in the late eighteenth
century. Until that concept became widely accepted, she writes that “performers did not
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generally play music with the idea of instantiating an already completed work […] Like
composers, they performed with the understanding that they had an extra-musical
function to fulfil. They treated music pragmatically, as a language or medium for use.”84
The anonymous author’s description seems to be on the borderline of an understanding of
European music as a “work” that can either be performed correctly or incorrectly, and an
acknowledgment that it is the performer who becomes “master” of the tune (an
interesting metaphor in the context of chattel slavery). Although Goehr is mostly
concerned with how the idea of the musical work emerged in a European context, a
consideration of how the idea of a European musical “work” was being understood as
white listeners in colonial contexts attempted to make sense of nonwhite musicians being
(often excellent) performers of European music, adds the context that there were
racialized stakes to the discourse of the nature of music in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth century. Although the majority of European music played in the British
colonial Caribbean was not the orchestral and chamber music that Goehr refers to as
“works,” her conception of changing ways of listening seems to match the way that white
observers described the performance of black musicians. Goehr writes that “the concept
of a musical work … emerged in line with the development of other concepts, some of
which are subsidiary—performance-of-a-work, score, and composer—some of which are
oppositional—improvisation and transcription. It also emerged alongside the rise of
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ideals of accurate notation and perfect compliance.”85 Although none of the sources I
have read use the language of transcription or improvisation to describe the performances
they are hearing, there is often an implication that the music wasn’t “right,” suggesting
that it was being compared to some ideal version, reflecting Goehr’s assessment that the
importance of “perfect compliance” in performance was taking hold, as much as in the
playing of dance tunes, as sonatas.
Although many sources suggest that African and African-descended violinists
learned music mostly by ear, there are a few examples that suggest a musical pedagogy
more familiar to a white observer familiar with written notation, which involves the
giving of letter names to fixed pitches. The anonymous author mentioned above whose
notes are found in Long’s papers, wrote of black violinists in Jamaica that “A few of
them indeed are taught to play on the violin by notes, yet it is not unusual for a Negroe on
being asked the name of any note, to answer, it is the first, second or third finger on such
a string.”86 The idea of “notes”—discrete pitches identifiable by name—is central to
European musical understanding and instruction.87 Here, learning to play “by notes” is set
in opposition to his earlier description of learning by ear. Devin Leigh, writing about this
source claims that it was an ethnography conducted by the author himself.88 If so, it
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seems likely that the author himself was the one asking enslaved violinists what notes
they were playing. He was expecting the answer to the question of what note they were
playing to be a note name such as “A” or “E,” but instead he was given a specific
fingering. Regardless of whether one is learning an instrument using Western notation or
not, one first must learn the fingerings or positions—the physical positioning of one’s
hands that allows the instrument to resonate at the desired pitch. For a violin played
bowed, this involves stopping the strings with one’s fingers. The fiddlers reply to the
author’s question that a given note is “the first, second, or third finger on such a string,”
which is not idiosyncratic to violin-learning in the colonial Caribbean, but was a common
vocabulary for string instrumentalists that became standardized in eighteenth-century
violin pedagogy.89 Even before the pedagogic standardization of fingering, violinists of
all races would have been taught to equate particular notes with particular fingerings.
The inability of the violinists when questioned to provide a letter-name for the notes they
played was not evidence that they were not taught how to play particular pitches, nor was
it incompatible with learning music by ear, but only that they were unlikely to have been
taught, or taught themselves, using written notation.
The anonymous author goes on to write that the black musicians he encountered
were also “fond of the Tabor and Pipe with the violin, in Country Dances, but for want of
instruction, they can not produce more than three or four notes, and then very often in a
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key dissonant to that of the Dance they accompany.”90 The pipe and tabor is an
instrumental pairing of a simple flute and a snared drum played simultaneously by one
person that was first recorded in the thirteenth century. Whereas the violin is an
incredibly versatile instrument able to play all chromatic semitones and microtones over
its range, wind instruments such as the pipe are more limited, as like most wind
instruments they are designed to produce discrete pitches through a vibrating column of
air which is created and controlled by the player. This air is forced through a body in
which the length of the tube is controlled by the covering of certain holes or keys by the
player’s fingers. The fingering patterns for wind instruments are not necessarily as
intuitive as stopping a string on a violin in order to produce a higher or lower pitch. The
author heard the pipe and violin played simultaneously by black musicians as being in
different keys, and therefore dissonant to his ears, causing him to infer that the pipe
player suffered from a “want of instruction.”
If notes were the building blocks of eighteenth and nineteenth-century European
understandings of music, then “keys”—the arrangement of certain notes into a relational
hierarchy arranged around a home, or “tonic,” pitch—formed the establishing principle of
musical organization. The same tune can be played or sung in many different keys—but
to a listener immersed in this form of tonality a tune played simultaneously in different
keys will sound discordant and therefore unpleasant. You may have experienced this
when a group begins to sing “Happy Birthday” together, but everyone begins on a
different note, or when listening to some enthusiastic toddlers sing “baa baa black sheep”
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together. It is no coincidence that these examples are culturally specific, as so too is the
idea of a tonality organized through keys. Music theorist Kofi Agawu argues that the
imposition of tonality by colonial Christian missions in Africa can be considered
“musical violence of a very high order” keeping “Africans trapped in a prisonhouse of
diatonic tonality.”91 In the scenes of music-making and listening I have described so far,
very often there are two competing systems of musical understanding at play. African and
African-descended musicians, who were motivated through the violence of slavery to
play tunes recognizable to white people using an unfamiliar pitch system, and white
listeners, who evaluated the music they heard performed by black musicians through their
understanding of music as belonging to a particular key, and using discrete fixed pitches.
In the absence of testimony from the musicians themselves in moments such as the
anonymous author listening to a black fiddler and a pipe and tabor playing in different
keys, it is unclear whether the pipe player or fiddler heard their own playing as
discordant, but it seems unlikely.
A description of listening by A. C. Carmichael, the white Scottish woman on a
tour of the West Indies in the 1820s, explains the reasons she struggled to recognize tunes
familiar to her from Scotland when played by black musicians. She describes her relief
that at a ball in St. Vincent

The band from on board the man-of-war, played quadrilles and country dances all
the evening,—an extraordinary advantage in the West Indies, where the only
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musicians in the country are negro fiddlers, who play merely a little by the ear:
they know neither sharps nor flats, and when such come in their way, they play
the natural instead, so that it is very difficult to find out what tune they are
playing.92
Carmichael first claims that black fiddlers “play merely a little by the ear,” suggesting
that they learned through repetition, as discussed earlier in this section. However, she
goes on to say that “they know neither sharps nor flats, and when such come in their way
they play the natural instead.” This is a curious statement, because if the musicians were
learning tunes by ear, flats and sharps (names or symbols used to modify a note by a
semitone in order for them to “fit” into a particular key) would be irrelevant as the
musicians would just recreate the pitches they heard in the original rendering of the tune.
The description of “when such come in their way” suggests a practice of either reading
notation, or being taught tunes by letter name. If the former, Carmichael is implying that
the musicians ignored the symbols for flats and sharps, and simply played the natural, and
if the latter, that if instructed to play “A, B flat, C” the musicians would just play “A, B
natural, C.” Given the nature of the violin, it is also possible that the musicians were
playing notes that did not fit into nineteenth-century equal temperament, or with tonal
structures that did not so easily fit into European keys or ideas of musical “rationality.”
Kofi Agawu has described the plurality of African tonal thinking before European
colonization, including pentatonicism, egalitarian textures and lack of hierarchy between
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notes and parts.93 Regardless, Carmichael is suggesting that it was incorrect notes that
hindered her recognition of the tune that was being played.
It is also possible that Carmichael’s description of black musicians that didn’t
understand sharps and flats was a metaphor intended to ridicule the music of enslaved
musicians to her readers, as she goes on to write that

The only comfort to those who are easily annoyed by discord is, that the music is
always accompanied by a tambourine and one or two triangles, so that the
discordant tones are pretty well drowned. The negro musicians soon become
sleepy—and it is generally said, that they play better asleep than awake. All the
while they play, whether awake or not, they keep time with the foot, and move
their head and body backwards and forwards in a most ludicrous way.94
It is true that balls and dances in the Caribbean were often did not start until 10 o’clock in
the evening or later, and usually continued until dawn. But even so, Carmichael’s
description of violinists playing while asleep is clearly nonsensical. The black fiddlers’
tapping feet and rocking bodies are perceived as “ludicrous” to Carmichael, presumably
in comparison to the bodies of white military musicians disciplined to a grammar of
uniformity, such as the band of the naval ship, whose performances she preferred. In
comparison to those white musicians, Carmichael paints a picture of enslaved musicians
that are physically and musically ridiculous in her view as compared to white musicians.
Carmichael was writing about a visit that took place in the mid-1820s, a time of
significant demographic change in Britain’s Caribbean colonies. Before the banning of
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the transatlantic slave trade in 1807 most plantation owners in the British colonial
Caribbean did not rely on the children born to enslaved women—children born into the
condition of slavery—to sustain their coerced labor force. Unlike in the colonial and early
U.S., the enslaved population in the British colonial Caribbean did not naturally increase,
due to low birth rates and high mortality rates where many laborers were worked to
death.95 After 1807 those that profited from slavery could no longer rely on a supply of
captive Africans who survived the middle passage to replace their coerced labor forces.96
As a result, the proportion of the enslaved population that was African born became
smaller, and the creole, i.e. Caribbean-born, enslaved population bigger. This had effects
on the music of the island, that white observers began to comment on.
John Stewart noted in his 1823 publication that music-making by enslaved people
on Saturday nights was changing and that African music would soon be entirely replaced
by European-style music, writing,

it is probable that the rude music here described [he had described music
consisting of the goombay drum accompanying female singing] will be altogether
exploded among the creole negroes, who shew a decided preference for European
music. Its instruments, its tunes, its dances, are now pretty generally adopted by
the young creoles, who indeed sedulously copy their masters and mistresses in
every thing. A sort of subscription balls are set on foot, and parties of both sexes
assemble and dance country dances to the music of a violin, tambarine, &c. But
this improvement of taste is a in a great measure confined to those who are, or
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have been, domestics about the houses of the whites, and have in consequence
imbibed a fondness for their amusements, and some skill in the performance.97
Here we return to the idea that enslaved musicians were excellent at picking up European
music by ear, as the young people “sedulously copy” the style of those that claimed to
own them. However, Stewart qualifies this by saying that such imitation is mostly limited
to those domestic servants who lived in close proximity to white people, gaining “skill in
the performance.” Stewart doesn’t give any details as to how such skills were attained,
but it suggests that in wealthier white households where European music was part of
everyday life, or even special occasions, that this music could not be avoided by those
enslaved people who lived and worked in those same houses.
Stewart’s account is corroborated, or perhaps plagiarized, by the somewhat
abrasive and informal pro-slavery white British writer Alexander Barclay:

About twenty years ago, it was common on occasions of this kind [dances on the
occasion of harvest], to see the different African tribes forming each a distinct
party, singing and dancing to the gumbay, after the rude manners of their native
Africa; but this custom is now extinct. Following the example of the white people,
the fiddle, which they play pretty well, is now the leading instrument; they dance
Scotch reels, and some of the better sort (who have been house servants) countrydances.98
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Like Stewart, Barclay notes the decline of music that was heard as more “African,” and
then connects the adoption of European music by enslaved people to the tastes of
enslaved house servants. Barclay claims that enslaved black people played the fiddle
“following the example of the white people,” implying that it was through choice that
black people chose that instrument. This was true in many cases, as the fiddle was part of
some musical traditions in the British colonial Caribbean where white people were not
the target audience. For example, by the mid-1770s the fiddle was an established
instrument at the Afro-Caribbean festival of Jankunu, which involved elaboratelycostumed men and boys, groups of beautifully-dressed women who sang and danced
known as “set girls,” and ancestral spirits, and by the nineteenth-century the main
instrument at “negro balls.”99 Even though the fiddle was likely given to enslaved people
in order for them to learn to entertain and amuse white people, it must have been almost
immediately that these instruments were also used as sources of pleasure and musicmaking outside of white circles of sociality.
For white authors, their way of listening was natural, and even scientific. As
Jennifer Lynn Stoever writes, “Through the listening ear’s surveillance, discipline, and
interpretation, certain associations between race and sound come to seem normal, natural,
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and “right.”100 The idea of enslaved fiddlers who played by ear was one such idea that
became normalized in colonial literature about music in the Caribbean. However, beneath
that norm are many unanswered questions about musical ontologies, musical exchange,
and technique. Learning by ear was not unique to enslaved violinists in the Caribbean, in
the British Isles folk fiddlers learned and passed on tunes without recourse to notation.
However, the additional trauma of learning tunes for the people who claimed to own one,
and the complexity of maintaining two concurrent musical traditions—one for white
balls, and one for negro balls, adds a layer of complexity to this training in the case of the
colonial Caribbean.
It is possible that many white listeners simply did not know how these musicians
were trained, which may have taken place out of their hearing range, for example at the
negro huts where many of the musicians would have lived. In the absence of testimony
from enslaved musicians themselves about their training, we glean through the accounts
of white observers that black violinists were indispensable for the functioning of white
balls, but that they rarely met the expectations or assumptions of visitors from Britain.
The claim made by the majority of listeners above—that black fiddlers, some of them
survivors of the middle passage, were naturally adapted to play music by ear—is a
massive understatement of the amount of attention, skill, and practice it takes to render a
tune recognizable, and to play it in time with other musicians for the purpose of a
European dance tradition, demonstrating more flexible musical skills than performing
straight from notation.
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Imagined Intimacies
At the back of the hall depicted in “A Grand Jamaica Ball” are thirty-three black figures,
some of them children, standing against a wall observing the dance. Although they are
not actively participating by dancing, they are certainly listening and taking in the scene.
Unfortunately for historians, the enslaved observers of white dances almost never had the
opportunity (or perhaps inclination) to write about the social customs, dance, and music
that they witnessed. It is likely that the thirty-three are enslaved servants and their
children who accompanied the people they claimed to own the ball, or belonged to, and
worked at, King’s House. After all, the Nugents inherited thirty-three enslaved servants
when Sir George took up his position as governor of Jamaica.101 If so, it suggests that the
image, although satirical, was indeed taken from a real event. In any case, white
European newcomers to the Caribbean were often surprised by the constant presence of
enslaved black people in their homes and the homes of their friends.
Maria Nugent, returning from a ball in the early hours of the morning while
staying with a wealthy white family in St. Ann Parish, Jamaica, wrote in her journal that
“I could not help laughing, as we entered the hall at Seville, to see a dozen black heads
popped up, for the negroes in the Creole houses sleep always on the floors, in the
passages, galleries, &c.”102 Those “dozen black heads” were no doubt aware of all the
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comings and goings of the residents of the house, and overheard many conversations and
events that were not meant for their ears. A. C. Carmichael, visiting the Lesser Antilles in
the 1820s also found the presence of black and mixed-race people at white social events
to be worthy of noting down. She wrote of a ball in St. Vincent “If I had been rather
astonished to see a public ball-room (which I had some time before) crowded with
coloured people and negroes, I was still more surprised to find a private one equally so in
proportion: here were young, old, and middle-aged negroes; and as the children grew
sleepy, they went into their “Misses” chamber, which opened from the drawing-room,
and quietly snored in full chorus.”103 Here, the presence of enslaved observers is
noticeable even when the children are asleep, as their sleeping takes place in such
auditory proximity to the drawing room. The feelings of impropriety that I suspect fueled
Carmichael’s astonishment at the entwined intimacy of multiracial living in the
Caribbean were also what fueled the satire in “A Grand Jamaica Ball.” Musicologist
Christopher Smith, interpreting the image, writes that the white creole dancers depicted in
“akimbo” positions more associated with black Africans demonstrate “the liminal public
‘arenas’ of creolized dance zones held the possibility of transformation precisely because
what happened within them was nonnormative and ultimately uncontrollable,” at least to
white European sensibilities.104
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These uncontrollable exchanges could have real political consequences. It was in
white social spaces such as teas, dances, and dinners, that enslaved domestic workers
could learn more about news from the greater world. In early 1804, the white French and
creole population of Haiti were massacred on the orders of Jean-Jacques Dessalines in the
aftermath of his declaration of the former colony’s independence from France and
subsequent abolition of slavery. Maria Nugent lamented about how freely white people
spoke about the events in the renamed Ayiti, writing that “People here are so imprudent
in their conversation. The splendour of the black chiefs of St. Domingo, their superior
strength, their firmness of character, and their living so much longer in these climates,
and enjoying so much better health, are the common topics at dinner; and the blackies in
attendance seem so much interested, that they hardly change a plate, or do anything but
listen. How very imprudent, and what must it all lead to!”105 The demographic imbalance
in Jamaica, in which white people were a significant minority of the population, meant
that the possibility of revolution from the majority African-descended population was
always a possibility. Nugent’s description of enslaved servers who “hardly … do
anything but listen,” is an illustration that although written material from the British
colonial Caribbean before emancipation overwhelmingly comprised of white people’s
thoughts about, interpretations of, cultural descriptions, and means of control of the
mostly enslaved black population, there was always an equivalent opposite observation
taking place. Enslaved Africans and their descendants had little control over how and
when they were observed and written about by white people, nor could they deny the
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“listening ears” of colonial white people, as even their private moments were perpetually
open to ethnographic scrutiny. But likewise, white people also could scarcely avoid being
observed and overheard by population of Africans and their descendants who they lived
with, side-by-side.
The two sources I analyze in this section are from the former category: works that
are produced by white observers that seem to portray an intimacy of black violin
performance. The first is a rare sketch of a woman playing the violin while her
companion dances, and the second is an abolitionist novel whose main plot revolves
around the overhearing and recognition of a tune played by a formerly enslaved African
man on his violin. In these two examples, the latter fictional, the violinists do not
represent themselves, and yet the viewer is drawn into a (false) intimacy with the
violinist. What, if anything, can these sources teach us anything more about black
violinists? Or are they merely vehicles for the white racial imagination?
The sketches of the little-known English artist William Berryman, who visited
Jamaica between 1808 and 1815, suggest the close access that white visitors could claim
in what today seem like private moments for Afro-Jamaicans.106 In one pencil sketch
Berryman has drawn a woman playing a fiddle, with the inscription “A St. Domingo
negro fiddler [sic] at Maverly” (fig. 1.5). On the verso Berryman sketched the same
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woman twice, catching her playing in the upper sketch, and the violin at rest in the lower
drawing. One has the sense of peering at the musician, as Berryman is sketching her from
behind, and is himself behind a table, in one instance with a carafe sitting atop, and in the
other a large pot and two drinking vessels. In the upper sketch the woman is in profile,
her features implied only by two short pencil strokes, one representing an eye, and the
other a closed mouth. In the lower impression the violinist looks slightly up, perhaps
towards someone, her mouth open in a subtle smile, perhaps speaking or singing.
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Figure 1.5 William Berryman, “Negro wench dancing, Maverly, in white muslin,” (left) recto;
(right) verso, between 1808 and 1815. Ink and graphite drawing; 12.8 x 4.5 cm. Library of
Congress.

Although an outline sketch, Berryman numbered the parts of the women’s outfit, perhaps
with a future color version in mind. She must have cut a jolly figure, as her headscarf is a
purple check, her shawl vermillion, and the material of her top a small blue stripe
contrasting against a white skirt. It is notable that the image is labelled as “A St.
Domingo negro fiddler,” marking her as someone from the former French colony of Saint
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Domingue. On the recto the same fiddler is drawn twice again, recognizable by the same
outfit and the same number code representing the colors of her dress (fig. 1.5). On this
side of the paper at the top the violinist is facing away from us again, bow raised, with no
facial features on display, but at the bottom of the page we see her in profile, looking
peacefully up as she plays. This side of the page has a different title: “negro wench
dancing Maverly in White Muslin,” referring to the woman portrayed in the center of the
page, back to the viewer, perhaps engaged in a slow spin. Maverly likely refers to the
Maverly (or Maverley) Estate just North of Kingston, where over two hundred enslaved
people were held to labor during the period of Berryman’s visit.107 To my knowledge,
this is the only depiction of an African-descended woman violinist before emancipation
in Jamaica.
Jamaica was one of the main sites that received refugees—both white colonists
and the people they held enslaved—from Saint-Domingue. Sara Johnson, a literature
scholar and historian of the Caribbean, writes in some detail about the musical lives of
the thousands of enslaved Africans and their descendants who were resettled on Jamaica,
brought over by their owners who fled Haiti on British naval vessels.108 Johnson traces
how traditions such as the Sett Girls were a product of collaborative cultural exchange
between African-descended residents of the British colonial Caribbean and the French
Caribbean, although descriptions of set girls do appear in sources that predate the Haitian
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revolution, for example in the anonymous “Jamaica Airs.”109 White refugees also had to
rely on their musical talents. John Stewart wrote that although concerts were rare in
Kingston at the turn of the nineteenth century, “there are occasionally tolerable concerts,
the principal performers in which are French emigrants from St. Domingo; these unhappy
people resorting, among other expedients, to this exercise of their talents, in order to
obtain a livelihood.”110 This also raises the possibility that in colonial Saint Domingue
musicians were directly taught by the white families that claimed to own them.
As Berryman was only in Jamaica from 1808 to 1815 it seems likely that the
fiddler he sketched was a refugee from Saint Domingue. But while Sara Johnson focusses
on the fascinating and very public form of festive music-making connected to Sett girls,
the Haitian musician depicted by Berryman appears to be partaking in a more private,
domestic form of music making. The violinist takes no notice of Berryman. She is twice
removed from us, first by the table where everyday items lay unceremoniously, and
second by her stance. In three of the four depictions of her, she has her back to us, her
face only slightly visible. In the one sketch we see her face more fully, she looks away
from Berryman—she is playing her violin, but her focus is elsewhere. The other woman
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also has her back to the viewer. She is described by Berryman as a “negro wench
dancing,” but without his caption, there would be little besides her slightly outstretched
arms to suggest that she is in motion. Technically, as a white British man and the guest of
the man that claimed to own them, Berryman could have arranged the women in any way
he wanted, or taken his sketch from any angle, but he chooses to be a more passive
observer, portraying the women as though they were quite unaware they were having
their likenesses taken.
Art historian Tim Barringer, one of the few art historians to study the work of
Berryman, sees his sketches as unsettling ethnographies in which he portrays the
enslaved workers he encountered with “respect and fidelity,” and no sign of contempt,
unlike many other contemporary British artists.111 Barringer interprets a possible selfportrait of Berryman, on a page containing several other images of laborers, including a
mule driver and a pregnant woman, as indicating “a degree of perplexity about his
relationship to the enslaved men and women he encountered”112 (fig. 1.6). In his selfportrait sheet, like in the St. Domingue fiddler sheet, almost all the workers he depicts are
facing away from him, one riding away on a horse, another on a cart, one walking away.
The pregnant woman looks away, and a seated black man is entirely in profile, gazing
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Figure 1.6 William Berryman, c. 1808-1815 “Light small drawings, including portrait, figure
studies, carts,” Library of Congress

into an unseen distance. Only Berryman looks directly at the viewer, or back at himself. It
is tempting to interpret the drawn backs of enslaved laborers as a gratifying gesture of
resistance to being represented. However, what we are seeing is only the interpretation of
Berryman. The quiet resolve of the enslaved men and women he drew have a certain
peace to them; Berryman after all was in Jamaica seeking patronage from a wealthy white
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planter who profited from the labor of the people he claimed to own. He was in no
position to draw or paint the less savory aspects of life on a plantation such as Maverly:
the punishments, the children working long hours, or the brutality of the works up close.
Although his sympathetic renderings suggest he may have been sympathetic to an
abolitionist cause, his views on the subject are not known.
What is also left unknown is any further details about the violinist, such as her
name, what work she performed other than her music, or what type of music she was
playing as Berryman sketched her. Although she seems more immediate because
Berryman notes the colors of her dress, and renders her as a real person we may know,
the image still gives us no more concrete details of her life than that of the almost
faceless violinists pictured in “A Grand Jamaica Ball.” Indeed, all the sources in this
chapter extract the musical culture in the British colonial Caribbean from the more
violent and disturbing aspects of life in a slaveholding society. Even enslaved domestic
servants who played violin were not shielded from the day-to-day violence of chattel
slavery—how could they be, as they were also kept under the condition of enslavement.
Although some black musicians such as military drummers may have had a more direct
link to violence through their involvement in floggings (discussed in Chapter Two), the
master’s house also always had the potential to be a violent place. The skilled hands of
enslaved violinists may have made them favorites, but such favor was always temporary,
as their primary value was always retained in their ability to produce profit through labor,
whether agricultural or a craft. Glimpses of enslaved women such as the fiddler portrayed
by Berryman are a tempting challenge for contemporary historians of women and
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slavery, as “scholars of black women’s lives have engaged in … dances of irreverence
and defiance, revealing the known and reveling in the unknown, pushing the boundaries
of narrative and the archive.”113 Although the turned back of the fiddler may at first seem
to me to be a frustration, as I reflect it is also an invitation to reflect on the private effects
of music, that perhaps shouldn’t always be so easy to read and reconstruct.
Another fiddler, albeit this time a fictional character, is overheard in the
abolitionist novel Memoirs of a West-India Planter by John Riland.114 Although the
author John Riland was a real English clergyman, the narrator Riland was a fictional
composite, his experiences mined from other published accounts of life in Jamaica in
some parts, and fabricated in others.115 In his “memoirs,” the fictional Riland looks back
on his childhood in Jamaica, adolescence in England, and subsequent coming of age.
Riland recalls that he spent the first years of his life on his father’s plantation where he
was encouraged to be brutal to the enslaved laborers. However, when he was seven years
old he was taken to England by an aunt, where he ended up in the care of a gentle rural
clergyman, who ran a small school for boys. It is at this school, which he describes as “a
large private family,” that Riley came to learn Christianity, and to unlearn the racial
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ideologies with which he was raised.116 This reorientation comes through an encounter
with an African man, Caesar, in the woods, and the hearing of a haunting tune.
Riland and his schoolmates hear Caesar before they see him. The boys are
spending their free time picnicking on the remains of a Roman fort one evening, when
“the sounds of distant music were heard.”117 The chancing upon an African fiddler living
in the woods in Hertfordshire seems on the surface a little too convenient. But such
overhearings were a common trope of abolitionist novels and narratives. For example, in
Frederick Douglass’s 1852 novel The Heroic Slave, every twist of the plot revolves
around some accidental overhearing, right down to the final overhearing of someone
describing a slave revolt.118 And although black fiddlers were not common in the English
countryside, they were not unheard of. Most famously, Caesar’s life in some ways
mirrors the real life of violinist Joseph Emidy, who was born in Guinea, sold into slavery,
became a virtuoso violinist in Portugal, was press-ganged into the Royal Navy where he
was ship’s fiddler, and eventually gained his freedom, settling in Cornwall, South-West
England, where he became a respected violinist, teacher, and composer.119
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However, the fictional Caesar differs from the historical figure Emidy, as the
former did not have an equal amount of success as a musician in England. After the boys
think the music has stopped, the source of the sounds appears:

As the titter […] subsided, we saw the genius approach under the form of a dark
figure threading the mazy pathway among the bushes; and presently appeared, in
poor apparel, an elderly looking Negro led by a dog held by a string; —a
circumstance which made us understand, some time before we could distinguish
the man’s features, that he was blind. Under his arm he carried a violin; and no
doubt, had been apprised of our being by the brook-side by the wild wit and
laughter of a school-boy party.120
The description of the fiddler as “genius,” is presumably used in its original meaning, as
the name of the spirit of the place, endowing the musician with a timeless, or even
magical quality (here, it is hard not to think of this as the equivalent of the cinematic
“magical negro” trope), especially given the location of their picnic as at an ancient site.
It is also possible that the author meant the word to be understood in the way that we
more frequently use it today, as someone with an exceptional aptitude for something, or
was using the word with both its meanings. Once the blind “genius” reveals himself, the
boys invite him to partake in their picnic, and after a while Riland—who had not seen an
African since leaving Jamaica—makes bold to speak to him. The man reveals that his
name is Caesar, he comes from Africa, is blind, lives in a cottage nearby, and lives by his
music. Caesar goes on to reveal that he was sold into slavery when he was around
twenty-five years old, and was taken to Guadeloupe and sold to a French man, who took
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him to France and in whose family he learned the fiddle. However, as Caesar and the
family who claimed to own him were travelling back to Guadeloupe from France their
boat was wrecked on the English coast. Caesar alone survived, and purchased his violin
in England, although it is not revealed from whom or where, or with what he purchased
his instrument. Riland asks whether Caesar is Christian, and the man replies that he was
never told about his soul. He went to mass in Guadeloupe and France “and there was
music, and words in a tongue which the people themselves could not understand.”121 In
England Caesar did not attend church “except on club-days; and then, massa, I come too,
and fiddle with the band.”122 One senses here an anti-Catholic sentiment, with the
simplicity of Caesars playing opposed to the Latin text and non-congregational music of
the Catholic church. Riland invites Caesar to attend his church, and to eat with the
clergyman schoolmaster, which Caesar accepts. In time, Caesar and the boy Riland
formed a friendship, and as trust developed between them, Caesar shared his story with
the boy.
In his memoirs, Riland retells Caesar’s story, “not in his language, neither as
detailed at one interview; but as digested by myself,” which is a double subterfuge,
considering the encounter itself is fictional.123 However, when Caesar begins to speak
about his late wife, and the son he left behind in Africa, the story breaks down:
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I remember that at this part of the story Caesar spoke in broken accents, paused,
wiped his sightless eyes; and, suddenly taking his violin, drew the bow over the
strings, producing at first a confusion of discordant notes; which by degrees
ceased to grate upon the ear, and were succeeded by an exceedingly pathetic
strain, consisting but of few notes, but reminding me of the pensive airs in
Handel—for they also breathe the language of nature. He repeated the air several
times; and it seemed, by a kind of mysterious connection with the days of my own
childhood, to carry me back to the Lagoon [Riland’s father’s plantation]. Yet I
could not have decidedly said that I ever heard it before.124
This affective description is key to the whole novel, and suggests that Riland was familiar
with descriptive writing on West African music heard in the Caribbean. Like many
listeners unfamiliar with certain types of African music, at first it is heard merely as
“discordant,” but eventually become familiar, or as Riland writes “ceased to grate upon
the ear.” Riland’s description of a plaintive, pensive air comparable to Handel was not
unique. William Beckford, a Jamaica-born white planter, wrote of overhearing women
singing while working at the mill at night in Jamaica that “all their tunes, if tunes they
can be called, are of a plaintive cast.”125 Like Riland, he also described the African music
he heard as “natural,” and wrote of hearing the affective sound of the “melancholy
diapasons of the caramantee flutes.”126 John Stewart, in a characteristically less generous
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listening, writes relativistically of the music in African funeral ceremonies that “[their]
species of barbarous music is indeed more enchanting to their ears than all the most
exquisite notes of a Purcell or Pleyel.”127 But Riland compares Caesar’s music to the
quality of Handel’s music, not its actual form, writing “for they [Handel’s arias] also
breathe the language of nature.” This echoes the first description of Riland as a “genius,”
suggesting that he is natural, and an almost pagan figure. This description fits into a mode
of European writing about African music in which, as Mary Caton Lingold observes,
“African cultural forms often became relegated to the realm of natural phenomena.”128
This naturalistic ethnographic mode of writing could be mobilized to degenerate African
cultural forms as primitive, but Riland, by also equating Handel with the “language of
nature,” avoids this. Indeed, the comparison of Handel’s arias with Caesar’s music, which
sounds at first “discordant” and grating, suggests a mode of listening that is attuned to
affect rather than a desire to hierarchize types of music, some better than others.
Miriam Burstein, a literature scholar, in her granular work on Memoirs of a WestIndian Planter, deduces that Riland heavily borrows from, and is in conversation with the
pro-slavery author Bryan Edwards. Although Riland is opposed to Edwards’s position,
his musical moment is remarkably similar to Edwards’s surprisingly sympathetic
statement that in the music performed by enslaved Africans in the British colonial
Caribbean that, “there is observable, in most of them, a predominant melancholy, which,
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to a man of feeling, is sometimes very affecting.”129 Riland’s description of Caesar’s
violin playing is almost a metaphor for attunement to a different way of listening, the
same persuasive work that the abolitionist novel attempts to achieve in its attempt to
humanize the slave to a white reader. But this moment of listening and shared memory
does not last long. Caesar stops playing, and shares with Riland what the tune means to
him:

“There—there, sir” said Caesar, as he laid down his instrument—that is the tune
which Benneba used to sing to her babe! I often play it when I am quite alone;
and it brings all my country before me. It is an old African tune, and used by
mothers to lull their infants to sleep. It comforts me sometimes to play this tune;
but it oftener makes me unhappy—it tells me of joys never to come again! 130
The power of music on memory recurs several years later in the narrative. Riland
becomes severely ill with a fever and is kept in bed, where Caesar is not allowed to visit.
The fever caused Riland to be delirious, and he wakes from a dream, sobbing and
inconsolable. In the dream Riland conflates Caesar, whom he knew only in England, with
Daniel, an enslaved boy who attended Riland in his youth in Jamaica. As Riland’s nurse
attempted to soothe him, he shared the dream with her, wherein he heard Daniel singing.
The nurse informs Riland that what he had heard was actually Caesar, who was playing
his violin beneath the window.
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Perhaps unsurprisingly to a primed reader, years after the dream, when an adult
Riland brings Caesar to his father’s estate in Jamaica, it is revealed that Daniel is
Caesar’s son. The recognition scene is Homeric in its touchingness, and, of course, the
half-remembered melody is at the center of the reunion. At a festival day attended by the
whole estate, Daniel takes his moaning son away from his wife, saying to her:

“You go—go away,’ said Daniel: ‘me take piccaninny—I quiet him,’ pressing
him to his breast—‘you go sleep, child;’ and then the father began humming a
tune; modulating, by degrees, his voice, with a delicacy not unusual among
Africans; and melting, at length, into the very strain which Caesar had played on
the tombstone under my window at Ravenswood. Imagine the sudden
astonishment of Caesar and myself.”
It is in music that the mystery of the novel is resolved, and Caesar, so long ago torn from
his native country, is reunited with his family. The tune that travelled with Caesar from
Africa, through France and Guadeloupe, where he learned to play it on a new
instrument—the violin—to England, and finally finding resolution in Jamaica where it is
unexpectedly overheard by Riland, Caesar, and the sympathetic reader. The reader has
already been primed to “hear” Caesar’s violin playing as melancholic and affecting, and
this same framing is leant to Daniel, who is said to sing “with a delicacy not unusual
among Africans.” This passage is carefully constructed to build sonic suspense leading
up to the moment that Caesar and Riland recognize the tune that Daniel is singing. First,
Daniel is talking to his wife, then turns to talk to the child, perhaps changing to that singsong way that we reserve for babies, elongating vowels, and exaggerating pitch. This
turns to humming, and then he begins “modulating, by degrees, his voice,” until “melting,
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at length,” into the tune that Caesar sang back in England. It is not clear what Daniel
modulating his voice by degrees might have sounded like, but it suggests that he had
great control of his voice, and that it was an instrument capable of nuance and subtlety.
Throughout Memoirs of a West-Indian Planter, Riland uses music as an empathetic
device that simultaneously draws connection between those that are enslaved and those
that are ambivalent to their enslavement. Although the characters of Caesar and Daniel
aren’t portrayed performing European music (although Caesar is capable of it, as he
performs sometimes at a local English church); the music they perform had origins in
Africa. Riland’s narrative may be fictional, but it demonstrates how the representation of
music is a site where commonalities, as well as difference, can be mobilized towards a
political end, in this case, abolition and the highlighting of the hypocrisy of slave-owning
Christians.

The thirty-three enslaved servants hearing the strains of the two bands on the balcony
above them in “A Grand Jamaica Ball”; Berryman sketching a Haitian violinist as she
plays for her friend; an abolitionist in London reading Memoirs of a West-India Planter,
attempting as she reads to imagine Benneba’s African tune as sung by Caesar and Daniel:
in all of these encounters there is inherent a sense of over-hearing, of a knowledge being
gained through musical listening that wasn’t intended for each of them. How this
knowledge could be used depended on the status of the listener. The enslaved servants
listening under the balcony may have heard some new tunes that after the ball they could
whistle, sing, or play, to write their own words to and embellish, for their own
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entertainment or to accompany their work. They may then themselves have been
overheard, just as Carmichael had been astonished when she heard enslaved boys
whistling tunes by Haydn and Mozart that they had learned through listening to her
playing. We do not know what the violinist that Berryman sketched was playing, but the
intimacy captured between her and the woman dancing to her music, illustrates that the
violin, although originally taught to enslaved people to serve the purposes of the people
that claimed to own them, was used to create pleasure in ways that were indifferent to the
desires and expectations of white listeners. In Memoirs of a West-India Planter, Caesar’s
violin playing is used as a tool to move the plot forward, but also to persuade the reader
to have sympathy to the common humanity of Caesar and all he represents, through
equating his “discordant” tune with the pensive airs of Handel. The reader is invited to
listen in to an imagined and unknowable African music, but on a familiar instrument. All
of these examples may be representations of music performed on the violin by Africans
or their descendants, but they reveal the ambivalence that white listeners held towards
black performers. In particular, Berryman and Riland suggest an awareness that there was
a certain intimacy in black violin performance that was not available to them, as
outsiders, but which they nonetheless sought to represent, to various ends.

Conclusion: Ambivalent Listening
This chapter opened by considering the five violinists depicted in “A Grand Jamaica
Ball” who were depicted as identical to each other in their facial features, outfits, and
how they held their instruments (fig 1.7). However, the examples in this chapter have
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Figure 1.6 Detail from [A.J.] “A Grand Jamaica ball! or the Creolean hop a la muftee; as exhibeted [sic] in
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illustrated that unlike those generic violinists denied individuality, there was in fact
significant variation in the experiences and backgrounds of Africans and their
descendants who played violin in the British colonial Caribbean. From Sam, an enslaved
house servant newly converted to Christianity destroying his instrument, to an unnamed
Haitian woman playing dance music; and from a fiddler who played joyfully wearing
ribbons on his hat to celebrate crop-over, to a distraught violinist with a broken string at a
crucial moment of entertaining the governor of Jamaica’s wife. Although unified by the
same instrument—the violin—the musicians in this chapter had many different attitudes
and approaches to their instruments.
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The sources I have used were not created by violinists themselves, and thus much
remains unknown about how they were trained, what they performed, how they chose
repertoire, and how they rehearsed. Surviving accounts that describe the playing of
enslaved violinists often deride their performances, in doing so underestimating the time
and skill it takes to become proficient enough to play a variety of tunes, in an ensemble,
for a ball. Of course, as with all musicians, the perceived skill of the performers varied,
from John Stewart’s claim that “though not regularly taught, [black violinists played]
with wonderful accuracy and apparent taste,” to A. C. Carmichael’s disparaging comment
that “negro musicians … play better asleep than awake.” 131 These evaluations, written
for audiences in Britain who would overwhelmingly not have visited the Caribbean, were
as much politically as aesthetically motivated. But regardless of the length of time that
observers of black musicians performing European music had spent in the Caribbean, or
whether they were pro-slavery, abolitionist, or indifferent, it is clear that enslaved
violinists playing for Europeans and their descendants was not uncommon, and that there
was a common repertoire of tunes for dancing that white dancers expected, and that black
musicians could perform to their recognition. White observers who wrote about how
violinists learned these tunes overwhelmingly claimed that it was “by ear,” feeding into
ideas about inherent African musicality, and suggesting a rich culture of musical
exchange in which tunes circulated. But although learning “by ear” was deemed
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impressive by some, it also pointed towards a hierarchy of musical learning, in which
learning “by notes” was superior.
Musical exchange before emancipation was taking place within the confines of a
slave society. Enslaved fiddlers may have sometimes had a higher status on an estate,
such as Sam, or held prestige positions at ritual moments, such as the garlanded fiddler
Carmichael saw at crop-time. But enslaved violinists’ musical labor was always deeply
connected with agricultural labor, and although the former may have been more
enjoyable, it was still part of the same economic system of racialized, coerced labor. An
enslaved person may have owned their own violin, but they were claimed as property in
turn, meaning that their playing was conditional on the desires and needs of the people
who claimed to own them. This led to a certain ambivalence, wherein many white people
who were entertained by black fiddlers relied on them for the possibility of their
merriment, and simultaneously denigrated their expertise, in order to maintain the racial
status quo. This tension illustrates the complex entanglements of musical labor and profit
in the Americas, and the connection between musical evaluation and racial
categorization. Colonial white listeners clearly trusted and appreciated the skill of
enslaved musicians enough to have them perform for them, but that appreciation was
always limited and tempered by prevailing racial ideologies.
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Chapter Two | Dance, Dignity, and Discipline: Military Music and Musicians
An anonymous 1792 colored etching illustrates the pageantry of the daily Changing of
the Guard ceremony in London led by a military band (fig. 2.1).132 The forty men in the
parade are easily identified as members of the British Army by their bright red coats,
feathered ceremonial hats, and stark white breeches. However, a contemporary eye might
be drawn towards the slightly different uniforms of three members of the march depicted
in the center of the image. These three black men, one playing a tambourine, and the
other two beating drums, wear white turbans ornamented by red plumes and gold chains.
The tambourine player is key to the image, as he turns and looks directly at the viewer,
his instrument held aloft with a smile on his face. It is possible that these three men were
born in Britain, but it is more likely that they were recruited into the household regiments
(the regiments charged with providing ceremonial functions for the head of state) from
either Britain’s Caribbean colonies or from West Africa.133 Black musicians had been
attached to the royal court in both ceremonial and practical military roles since the early
sixteenth century and are a common sight in iconographic representations of the military
as well as featuring in military records, for example, the notable black trumpeter John
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Blanke who played at the court of Henry VIII.134 Like John Blanke, the three musicians
depicted in “Changing the Guard at St. James’s Palace,” could expect a certain degree of
prestige in their lives due to their ceremonial position and pay for their specialized work.

Figure 2.1 Changing the Guard at St James's Palace, 1792. Colored line engraving, artist unknown, published
1792. National Army Museum.

However, just three years after the Changing the Guard etching was published an
unprecedented decision was made by the British military to raise several new regiments
entirely comprised of privates who were African or of African descent. These regiments
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were formed with the express goal of their fighting against the French in the Caribbean
theatre of the French Revolutionary Wars.135 The war against France in the Caribbean
was not going well for the British for reasons that were perceived by British commanders
to be largely racial. First, France had abolished slavery in 1794, allowing freed African
and African-descended men to enlist in the French army as expert soldiers, familiar with
the land and resilient to the climate.136 This was a huge advantage over white British
soldiers, who were unfamiliar with Caribbean geography, not trained in tactics of
mountain or jungle warfare, and, most importantly, sickened and died in huge numbers
from the unfamiliar climate and proliferation of diseases in the Caribbean which they had
no immunity to. The newly raised regiments, which shortly after founding were named as
the West India Regiments, would become vital to Britain’s military management of its
colonies. Unlike the French in the late eighteenth century, however, Britain depended on
enslaved men to populate these regiments. Between 1798 and 1808 the British Army
purchased almost 14,000 Africans directly into service in the West India Regiments,
some 7% of the entire trade in captive Africans during those years.137 Unsurprisingly,
these enslaved soldiers, even the musicians among them, did not enjoy the same
privileges as their free black comrades in uniform in London. Although the Mutiny Act
of 1807 granted freedom to all enslaved men serving in the British military, military
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leaders still preferred to fill the ranks of the West India Regiments with mostly Africanborn men, either from the British colony of Sierra Leone, or pressganged into service
straight off slave ships that had been commandeered by British naval patrols. This
preference for African soldiers was due to white fears of trained and armed African
soldiers and Caribbean-born enslaved people joining together in solidarity to overthrow
British rule in the Caribbean colonies. By keeping the West India Regiments African,
and segregating them from the mostly enslaved African and African-descended
population, it was hoped that they would not form social connections and political
common goals during their time in the Caribbean.
The creation of the West India Regiments in 1795 added a new regimental
influence into what was already a crowded military presence in Britain’s Caribbean
colonies. There was a near-constant military presence across the British colonial circumCaribbean for several reasons; ongoing wars in the Caribbean and North America, but
also because of the white population’s fear of revolution and insurrection from the
enslaved African and African-descended population, who were always the demographic
majority. White people living in the British colonial Caribbean could rarely forget its
demographic racial imbalance. White fears of the black majority were often stated
clearly, for example in a statement made at the Jamaica Assembly in 1815, reminding the
gathered men that “let it be remembered, that the dominion of the whites is founded on
opinion. Unsettle those opinions, and the physical force is on the opposite side, and must
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soon preponderate.”138 The message was clear: without force and the threat of violence
white people would not be able to control the African and African-descended population.
Force took the form of a constant military presence consisting of rotating British
regiments stationed in garrisons, a naval presence, militias of both white and free black
residents, and after 1795, the West India Regiments. However, white people in the
Caribbean were not always comfortable with the idea of the West India Regiments due to
the fear that “the Black regiments, which government with blind infatuation armed and
disciplined […] may in a general revolt hereafter, side with their coloured brethren, as
well as train them in military tactics.”139
Music mattered in all of these military formations. Each regiment, and even the
militias, had a band as well as the standard trumpeters and drummers that were required
for facilitating eighteenth and nineteenth century warfare, which relied on privates
reacting to specific musical cues in drills and in battle. But music was not only functional
for the military; military musicians were also known to perform at public even private
social events. But despite the ubiquity of military musicians in the British colonial
Caribbean, there is sparce evidence about these musicians’ everyday lives and musical
training.
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In this chapter, I focus on scenes where members of the military and civilians
interact in musical settings and where the lines between military and civil life were often
blurred. These social interactions took a number of forms: from black military musicians
being listened to by white civilians to white officers being entertained by mixed-race
women. By focusing largely on the social rather than the martial aspects of military
music in the British colonial Caribbean, an area that is broadly neglected by military
historians, I argue that race was often a conflicting element in scenes of military listening
and that the strict hierarchies of rank in the military did not always easily align with
colonial hierarchies of race, class, freedom and unfreedom, and gender. In the first
section, I consider how military musicians in the British colonial Caribbean, often with
time on their hands, gave their services as musicians for social occasions. These
performances, often mocked by white listeners when featuring black musicians,
demonstrate the ambivalence that black musicians playing European music could cause
in listeners. Second, I focus on the lives of the African and African-descended women
who contributed to the smooth running of day-to-day life in the regiments’ garrisons and
interacted with soldiers socially, often to their own benefit. I show how these women—
whether black washerwomen, or mixed-race free women of color—navigated their
relationships with the military to their own personal gain. The third section concerns the
relationship of music to discipline and spectacular violence, in particular in the role of the
drummer. I explore how despite this violence, military life influenced the lives of the
enslaved in aspects such as dress. Together, these sections illustrate that despite the
inherent violent and imperial presence of the British military in the colonial Caribbean,
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African-descended people interacted with them in a variety of different ways. Military
music could be used to terrorize as well as delight, and often led to social consequences
that were quite unintended.
Military archives, like all colonial archives, generally lack details about the
everyday lives of African people and their descendants. Although the military had its own
formal bureaucracy, its records are often clinical and lacking in quotidian detail. Because
being a military musicians was not a rank, such musicians are difficult to find in military
archives and histories, because, as military music historians Trevor Herbert and Helen
Barlow claim, the “terms under which they were employed invited obscurity.”140 In this
chapter, I attempt to paint a picture of the complex way that music was integrated into the
martial aspects of life in the Caribbean, and the extent to military influence on civilian
cultural life, while still remembering the constant interrelation of violence and music in
scenes of slavery in the British colonial Caribbean, even in moments of seeming levity.

Military Musicians as Dance Musicians
Military musicians in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century can be categorized
into two broad types. First, there were drummers, trumpeters, and fifers, who were listed
as such in their titles and were entrusted with providing musical commands on the
battlefield and during drills and with the disciplining of soldiers.141 Then there were also
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musicians who played other instruments and augmented the bands for ceremonial and
social occasions. It is these larger ensembles that I focus on in this section. The
informality of these bands, both regimental bands of music and militia bands, came partly
from their funding. Bands could be of various sizes, but almost always included
drummers and trumpeters, who were directly funded by the British government, whereas
regimental officers themselves paid for the musicians of the bands beyond those who
were deemed necessary for the smooth running of the regiment.142 Furthermore,
drummers, fifers, and trumpeters were always enlisted soldiers, whereas band musicians
were not always enlisted privates and were sometimes what we could consider freelance
musicians. Band musicians played a variety of instruments, including drums, bugles, and
fifes, but also bassoon, string instruments, and other wind instruments. Band musicians
were often called upon to provide music for social events, and in this chapter I explore
several white civilians’ descriptions of music provided by military musicians at balls.
These descriptions reveal the racialized biases that affected how military bands were
heard by white listeners, and some of the stylistic differences between white and black
military bands. The latter ensembles were frequently mocked, both for their sound and
their appearance in ways that reveal how black military musicians, despite their
association with the British military, were evaluated according to racialized modes of
listening that developed during chattel slavery.
We have seen military musicians providing social music in the previous chapter,
in the satirical print “A Grand Jamaica Ball,” (fig. 1.1) in which five uniformed military
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musicians are one of the bands providing the music. In that image the band is composed
of four white musicians, two playing bassoon and two playing oboe, and a black redcoat
playing the cymbals. It seems likely that these five musicians were drawn from a
regimental band. The black drummer may have indeed been a musician who straddled
both musical types, as a signal-giver with “drummer” as his title, but also as a band
musician, whereas the white musicians were likely band musicians only, and otherwise
were regular members of the regiment. Although there is no mention of what music was
being played in the text accompanying the image “A Grand Jamaica Ball,” it suggests
that the musicians knew a range of tunes suitable for dancing that were popular at the
time, such as country dances, marches, quadrilles, and possibly even waltzes.
“A Grand Jamaica Ball,” is a rare depiction of white military musicians
performing alongside African-descended violinists. In written accounts of dances and
balls in the British colonial Caribbean white observers and participants often stated their
preference to visiting white military bands over local black musicians, but do not mention
occasions when the two types of ensemble would have played together. A. C.
Carmichael, a Scottish woman visiting St. Vincent in the early 1820s, recalled a ball that
had a strong military presence due to a British naval ship being moored on the island,
meaning it was possible that “the band from on board the man-of-war, played quadrilles
and country dances all the evening,—an extraordinary advantage in the West Indies,
where the only musicians in the country are negro fiddlers, who play merely a little by
the ear.”143 Carmichael preferred the white military musicians because they already knew
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the repertoire familiar to her, and to her ear they were more skilled musicians than the
black violinists who usually played at balls on St. Vincent. Although Carmichael was
pleased that white musicians were present at the ball, she noted that she was surprised at
the substantial presence of African and African-descended people on the peripheries of
the event, which was intended for white guests. She was astonished to see enslaved black
children sleeping in nearby rooms, and even was “very much amused by observing what
connoisseurs the negro women are of dress,—standing near me, at one time, I heard them
criticize everything I wore, both in the materials and the make.”144 It is clear that just as
Carmichael felt free in her writing to critique the dress and musicality of enslaved people
so too did African and African-descended people feel free to observe, critique, learn
about, and sometimes even enjoy or ridicule the dress, music, and social events of the
ruling white class. If, as I explored in Chapter One of this dissertation, black dance
musicians had a quick ear for learning dance tunes, then events such as the ball in St.
Vincent described by Carmichael provided an opportunity for many black people to hear
and learn new tunes brought from the musicians on the man-of-war, who had more
recently arrived from Britain.
Another white woman who approved of the music of visiting white regiments was
Maria Nugent, the wife of the Governor-General of Jamaica in the early years of the
nineteenth century. Several times in her personal journal, Nugent remarked on her
interactions with regimental musicians. One bleary-eyed morning at her home at Spanish
Town in 1801 she wrote that she “was glad of the excuse to be quiet till breakfast time, as
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I was kept awake by the band of the 20th dragoons, that regiment having given a parting
dinner to the 67th.”145 This brief diary entry testifies to intra-regimental socializing, and
also the close links between higher-ranked regimental officers and important families on
Jamaica such as the Nugents. It also speaks to the close quarters in which people lived in
the British colonial Caribbean. Maria Nugent was surely not the only person kept up, by
choice or not, by the band of the 20th Dragoons. Although it was a military social
occasion, it seems likely that the dinner would have been attended by enslaved black
servants, who would be listening and learning to the toasts given and tunes played that
night. On another morning, a year later, while visiting the barracks at Stony Hill, north of
Kingston, she was more pleased by the presence of a band, when one morning the band
of the 85th regiment “played for me all the morning, stationed in front of my window.
Highly gratified in every respect. General N. complimented the regiment, and we took
our leave, all parties thoroughly well pleased.”146 Although Nugent gives no details about
what was played, her pleasure at hearing the band of the 85th regiment that played “all the
morning,” implies a military band that was organized, well-rehearsed, and had a
substantial repertoire to fill a morning with music, even if it was for the entertainment of
one woman. Nugent’s journal also illustrates that the listening ears of white women were
important in shaping the reception of military music. One wonders what consequences
there may have been if Nugent was not “well pleased” by the morning’s music.
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The regimental bands mentioned so far in this section had all come to the
Caribbean via Britain, where presumably they also received their musical training.
However, there was another group of military bands in the British colonial Caribbean
whose music was often less appreciated: the bands of the militia. The militia was a
conscripted force made up of the male white and free black population. Joining the
militia was not optional, and was often resented, particularly by poor white men. S. L.
Simmons, who travelled from England to Jamaica to take on a modest post as a junior
bookkeeper at the plantation of Ford Steward, wrote to his sister complaining, “I forgot to
mention one thing, I must serve in the Militia, none are exempted. Every White person
and free black above the age of 16 are forced to serve as Privates — the Estate is obliged
to furnish you with arms but your Red Coat you are obliged to find yourself and which
costs in this country £7.”147 £7 was a substantial sum at the time, and these high costs,
resentment, and lack of training, led to a militia that was scruffy and untrained compared
to the British regiments. Likewise, the bands of the militia were also poorly compared to
those of British regiments. Irish journalist Frederic William Naylor Bayley, wrote of
hearing a militia band in the early 1820s:
By the way, with all my good-will towards the militia of Grenada, I must not let
them escape without a gentle word or two about the musical misery of their band.
Those who compose it, though none of them are composers, have just sufficient
knowledge of music to enable me to associate them in my memory with the
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squalling niggerlings on an estate nursery, or the seize-her dreading pigs of
Barbadian origin.148
Bayley does not racialize the members of the band of the Grenada militia, however, his
deeply derogatory comparison of them to “squalling niggerlings” and “dreading pigs,”
implies that at least some, if not all, of the musicians were black. His reference to an
estate nursery is not idle, as earlier in his memoirs he recalled touring a plantation on
Barbados, and visiting the nursery, which was “a large and airy room, full of young
negroes” who were kept there when their parents were working, and before they could be
sent out to work themselves at about the age of five or six. Bayley reserved most of his
description to how the children sounded, sarcastically writing “mine ears were regaled
with squalling and mewling, to a miracle; also the tinkling of a little bell, and the beating
of a little drum, which some lover of music had presented to a pair of this young and
promising assembly. There was the song celestial, and the tattoo terrestrial, and the
squeak direct!: O have never heard such a concert of vocal and instrumental music
before; and heaven grant that I may never hear it again.”149
Bayley’s dismissive description of the noises and music of enslaved babies and
toddlers at play ridicules their sound, but he makes the interesting, if sarcastic,
comparison to their drumming as the “tattoo terrestrial,” a reference to a military
performance by the armed forces. When Bayley later compares the band of the Grenada
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militia to enslaved babies on an estate nursery, this comparison becomes stronger,
perhaps even suggesting the way that many Europeans associated drums with Africa, as
well as fitting into racist tropes of infantilizing African men. Returning to the Grenada
militia band, Bayley suggests their limitations in both tuning and repertoire:

Moreover, it [the band] delights in sharps, and can only play to a march in the
Square or a toast in the Long Room, so that the sweet creoles must needs be
content to dance to the tine of three fiddles, two tambourines, and a triangle, in
lieu of the more important music of a band; and, accordingly, the orchestra of a
ball-room in Grenada is small to a miracle.150
Bayley is suggesting that the Grenada militia band is limited in their repertoire to playing
only a few marches, or short tunes for toasts, and that they have poor tuning and “delight
in sharps.” Like some of the descriptions of black musicians in the previous section,
Bayley’s comment that they “delight in sharps” is more likely a metaphor intended to
illustrate to the reader that the band was out of tune, or didn’t pay attention to tuning,
than to be taken literally. Because of these perceived flaws in performance, the white
Caribbean-born population preferred to turn to other musical sources for occasions where
more extensive music was required; here fiddlers and percussionists, likely black, rather
than the “important” music of a regimental band. This is almost identical to the situation
described by A.C. Carmichael, who also wrote that military bands were preferred to black
dance bands. However, in Bayley’s experience, a militia band was worse even than that
option.
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Figure 2.2 Abraham James, “Martial Law in Jamaica,” 1801 or 1803. Colored Etching. Lewis Walpole Library, Yale
University Library.

A black militia band is also ridiculed in Abraham James’s satirical print “Martial
Law in Jamaica,” published in 1801 or 1803 (fig. 2.2).151 Overall, the cells in “Martial
Law in Jamaica,” like all of Abraham James’s satirical prints about the West Indies,
mock white creole men and women who, to the eyes of many in Britain “inhabited a
middle ground, neither indigenous nor metropolitan.”152 In this case, James visually
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mocks the ineptitudes of white creole men enlisted into Jamaica’s militia. However, the
last cell of the image, captioned “Beau Jenkins practicing the Militia Band in the new
German Waltz,” (fig. 2.3) depicts four black musicians and a bystander. As black
members of the militia had to be free, it is likely that these men were born in the
Caribbean, though they could also have been manumitted Africans. On the far left of the
image, a man in the British military uniform of a red coat holds a horn aloft. Next to him,
uniformed in a blue jacket, a man holds a stick in a position of being about to strike a
tasseled square drum. To his left a man wearing loose bloomers or a skirt and pointed
shoes plays violin, and next to him, on the far right of the image a uniformed man with an
elaborate hat is playing a banjo or mandolin.153 At a distance of two hundred years it is
difficult to unpack what exactly is being satirized in this image, but I think that James
made a decision to play upon what his white British audience may have known about
military bands. For example, the combination of instruments depicted—horn, drum,
violin, and banjo—were by no means standard for a military band. The horn was reserved
usually for signaling. Being limited to the natural harmonic series, the horn would not
have been a useful instrument for performing the marches and dance tunes played by a
military band in the early years of the nineteenth century. The fiddler in the image is not
in a uniform, suggesting that they were not in the militia. It is possible that they were
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enslaved, and thus ineligible for the militia, but had been paid to play with the band. And
the banjo, an instrument with African origins, was likely to have been an unusual sight to
a British viewer unused to seeing string instruments in a military context, particularly
instruments such as the banjo that in the early nineteenth century were overwhelmingly
played by black people in the Americas.154

Figure 2.3 “Beau Jenkins.” Detail from Abraham James, “Martial Law in
Jamaica,” 1801 or 1803. Colored Etching. Lewis Walpole Library, Yale
University Library.
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The caption, “Beau Jenkins practicing the Militia Band in the new German
Waltz,” is also likely to be a joke, perhaps playing on the intimacy of the waltz. German
waltzes, which became popular in the last quarter of the eighteenth century, were widely
objected to in Britain because of the speed of the dance and the intimacy with which
dancers were required to hold their partners.155 These moral objections were being made
in England as late as the 1820s. The British-born John Stewart, who had lived in Jamaica
in the last decade of the eighteenth-century and the early years of the nineteenth century,
pointed towards the intimacy of the waltz as being a reason it was unpopular in Jamaica.
He wrote of the popular dances in Jamaica, that “country dances, with reels between, are
chiefly in use; quadrilles have not yet been generally introduced; and waltzing, so
fashionable in the higher circles in Europe, is an exotic which has not yet found its way
here, nor would it be much relished by the transatlantic fair, by whom a modest
demeanour is considered an indispensable charm in their sex.”156 By giving the reason
that the waltz was unpopular as the modesty of white creole women, Stewart implied the
idea of the opposite to perceived white womanly virtue: either the notorious sexual urges
and violence of white creole men, or the perceived sexuality of black women. Perhaps
Abraham James chose the “New German waltz” as the music that the free black
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musicians of the Jamaican militia are playing in “Martial Law in Jamaica” to extend his
mockery of white creole men’s sexual appetite for black women, which is referred to in
other panels of the image. By captioning the image of a black militia band as playing a
German waltz, James is informing his audience that militia bands also played dance
music, though how well they played was open to interpretation. James’s caricaturing of
black people in his satirical images is consistent with the Georgian tradition of black
caricatures, where artists produced “a physiognomy that evoked ‘lowness’ through
references to the subhuman … faces were drawn with swollen and similar features that
regularly verged on the bestial … bodies were always out of shape, either through bent
posture, disproportions in scale, and fatness.”157 The exaggeration of “bent posture” can
be seen in the banjo player’s bowed legs. Along with the inclusion of a non-military
violinist, James is surely ridiculing both the appearance and sound of militia bands in
Jamaica.
The Abraham James satirical print is a rare depiction of a black militia band.
There are also very few sources describing West India Regiment bands before
emancipation. But such bands undoubtedly existed, and were an important social element
of black regiments and the militia. Just as little writing survives detailing how enslaved
fiddlers learned violin, so is there little surviving information about how African and
African-descended people were taught to play their instruments in a military context. But
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surviving evidence points towards the rich dance tradition of the colonial Caribbean
being closely tied to the participation of a variety of military musicians, be they
Caribbean-born members of the militia, African members of the West India Regiments,
or visiting white musicians attached to British regiments.

White Regiments, Black Women
Women of African descent, many of them mixed-race free or freed women, interacted
with white military men through music and dance throughout the British colonial
Caribbean.158 These women left few written records before emancipation but they can be
glimpsed through the journals of military men recording their trips to the Caribbean. In
this section, I speculate about the lives of these women, arguing that the transient nature
of regimental tours, where regiments were stationed on an island for anything from a few
months to several years, meant that white soldiers were not necessarily confined to the
same unwritten social codes as white people who lived there permanently. Although there
is extensive writing on women in the British military, this work has tended to exclude the
role of black women in the Caribbean, an omission that is explored in a chapter in
Markus S. Weise’s 2017 dissertation on the social history of the West India Regiments in
which he argues for the specific roles—marital, social, economic, and otherwise—that
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African and African-descended women provided for both African and White British
members of the West India Regiments.159 By attending to these women as listeners and
arbiters of taste I expand our understanding of interactions between African and Africandescended women and the military beyond the usual focus on gendered and racialized
sexual violence. Historian Jessica Marie Johnson characterizes the conflict between the
usually low status of African-descended women in slave societies and their influence as
“tastemakers” by stating that “social capital, status and pleasure could never be
uncomplicated or uncomfortably separated from enslavement, the quotidian brutalities of
slave trading, and the growing economy of chattel bondage of Africans and African
descent. This was especially true for African women and women of African descent who
inhabited the Atlantic zone at the edges of both slavery and freedom.”160 Johnson is
speaking of women on the coast of Senegambia, but it rings true for the women in this
chapter. Even though social status and pleasure could not be separated from the violence
of society, they were still negotiable, and in some cases music and dance offered a space
for status and pleasure to be negotiated and felt.
In this section, I first approach African and African-descended women, be they
dancers or listeners, through the writings of visiting white soldiers and sailors who
interacted with them. These accounts point towards the complexities of the relationships
between visiting white officers and free women of color. Although many free women of
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color had material advantages compared to enslaved women, they still lived in a
racialized and gendered system that disadvantaged them. In the second part of this section
I imagine how we may consider African-descended women who listened to white
military musicians for their own pleasure.
Richard Augustus Wyvill, an English major in the British Army, was assigned to
the 1st West India Regiment in 1805.161 At that time, before the Mutiny Act of 1807, the
vast majority of privates of this regiment were enslaved Africans, and Wyvill was
responsible for inspecting troops newly-imported from the West African coast. While
associated with various West India Regiments in Trinidad, St. Kitts, and Barbados,
Wyvill kept a journal. Amongst the typical journal entries from white British visitors
visiting the Caribbean for the first time about overpriced food, oppressive weather, and
observations of the enslaved population, Wyvill’s journals also imply the importance of
African and African-descended women to both the social and logistical aspects of day-today life for the West India Regiments.
White soldiers stationed in the Caribbean frequently socialized with free women
of color. Wyvill registered his amusement one day in 1806 when “we had a full garrison
parade consisting of the 15th regiment of the York light infantry, the 7th West India, and
Royal Artillery. It was an amusing scene viewing the mulatto ladies and black women,
with handsome umbrellas over their heads, walking in the most stately manner up and
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down some even with their waiting women.”162 Wyvill’s amusement came from what to
him was a disjunction between the women’s “stately manner,” and the color of their skin.
The “mulatto and black women” that he saw were likely free women of color, given that
they had the free time to leisurely observe the parade, and that they presumably owned
their servants, who were likely enslaved. This was not uncommon in Barbados, which
historically had a not insignificant population of free women of color who had their own
businesses, independent wealth, and partook in the purchase and exploitation of enslaved
people.163 These women did not form a homogenous group, and as women of color were
often themselves reliant on cultivating relationships, sexual or otherwise, with white men,
including visiting military officers and soldiers. These relationships were often made at
social events such as balls, organized for profit by the women themselves.
For example, later in 1806, Wyvill wrote more generously of the mixed-race
population, noting that he “went to a grand mulatto ball, commonly called a Dignity Ball,
at Susy Austen’s. The ladies were all splendidly dressed and they danced uncommonly
well. The ballroom was brilliantly lighted and highly perfumed.”164 There is a marked
change in his attitude to these women, from his mocking of their “stately ways” earlier in
the year, to being impressed by their dress and dance skills. “Dignity,” or “Quality” balls
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were dances sponsored by free women of color and attended by women of color and
white men in Barbados.165 In the 1834 novel Peter Simple, written by Frederick Marryat
who had spent some time in Barbados as a naval officer in the 1810s, Dignity balls in
Barbados were described as “a ball given by the most consequential of [the] coloured
people, and … is generally well attended by the officers both on shore and afloat.”166
Such multi-racial social occasions were common throughout the British colonial
Caribbean in the final quarter of the eighteenth century and the early nineteenth century,
and in particular attracted white British military men temporarily stationed in Caribbean
garrisons or moored in-port. Although certain higher ranked members of the British
military, such as officers, would socialize with white colonial elites, white rank-and-file
soldiers were largely excluded from these gatherings. For example, Frederic Bayley
wrote of his time in Barbados in the 1820s, that “the society of Barbados is very good and
pretty extensive; nevertheless the civilians and the military mix very little, and the former
are rather shy of the latter. It is true that they are often brought together at balls, given by
the governor, and other public parties, but it is a rare circumstance to find many red coats
in the house of a private individual.”167 Although not explicitly stated, the class of
members of the military that Bayley writes about reveals his own class prejudices, as it
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was only officers who would have been guests of the governor, leaving rank-and-file
privates to find their own entertainment elsewhere.
In Peter Simple there is an extensive description of a Dignity ball that, although
fictional, is revealing about the experiences the author had during his time in Barbados in
the 1810s and reflects the levels of hierarchy maintained for socializing mentioned above
by Bayley. The first-person protagonist of the novel, Peter Simple, described that after
giving his ticket for the Dignity ball hosted by Betsey Austin, “a quadroon woman,” to a
mixed-race man stationed at the entrance to the dance, that he and his companions were

ushered on by him to the ball-room, at the door of which Miss Austin was waiting
to receive her company. She made us a low curtsey, observing “She really happy
to see de gentlemen of de ship, but hoped to see de officers also at her dignity.”
This remark touched our dignity, and one of my companions replied “that
we midshipmen considered ourselves officers, and no small ones either, and that
if she waited for the lieutenants she must wait until they were tired of the
governor’s ball, we having given the preference to her’s.”168
This playful exchange illustrates Betsey Austin’s keen awareness of military rank, and
the knowledge that she had more to gain, both financially and in terms of social standing,
by hosting higher-ranked officers than middling midshipmen. Although Betsey Austin
may be a fictional character in the novel, Marryat had attended Dignity balls during his
time in Barbados, and her name holds a striking resemblance to the hostess Suzy Austen
of the Dignity ball that Wyvill recorded he attended in Bridgetown, Barbados’s capital, in
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1806.169 The dialogue in Peter Simple at the entrance to the Dignity ball shows how all
the characters, British or Barbados-born, were aware of the mechanics of rank and race in
colonial Barbados. Austin may have lamented that only “gentlemen” and not officers
were the first to arrive at her dance, but in turn, those gentlemen could remind her of her
lower status, by alluding to the fact that the officers would always prioritize the
governor’s ball above her Dignity ball.
Although we do not learn in the novel what music was playing at the governor’s
ball, Marryat writes in some detail about the musicians at Betsey Austin’s ball, where at
the beginning of the dance

stepped forward the premier violin, master of the ceremonies and ballet-master,
Massa Johnson, really a very smart man, who gave lessons in dancing to all the
“Badian ladies.” He was a dark quadroon, his hair slightly powdered, dressed in a
light blue coat thrown well back, to show his lily-white waistcoat […] Such was
the appearance of Mr. Apollo Johnson, whom the ladies considered as the ne plus
ultra of fashion, and the arbiter elegantiarum. His bow-tick, or fiddle-stick, was
his wand, whose magic rap on the fiddle produced immediate obedience to his
mandates.170
The violinist Apollo Johnson is presented as an important male presence in the otherwise
female-organized space of the dance, and he is referred to as not only a taste-maker in
dress, but important for teaching dance to women who, like him, were of both African
and European parentage. Peter Simple and his companions then attempted to dance with
the mixed-race women of the ball to the cotillions that were played, but they proved to be
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disappointing partners. After one dance, Marryat wrote that Simple’s partner looked at
him contemptuously, saying “I really pity de gentleman as come from England dat no
know how to dance nor nothing at all, until em hab instruction at Barbadoes.”171 To his
partner, Miss Eurydice, Peter Simple and his naval colleagues were uncultured compared
to her and the other mixed-race Barbadian women at the ball. In all descriptions of
dignity balls, mixed-race Barbadian women were described as superior dancers, and
masters of many European dance forms.
The dance skills of African-descended women were frequently described as
superior to those of white creole and even white European women. However, to white
European military visitors, the skill of these women in dance combined with their darker
skin and Caribbean creole accents was unsettling, and even contradictory, due to their
racist expectations. In the novel Peter Simple the protagonist notes that “The free
Barbadians are, most of them, very rich, and hold up their heads as they walk with an air
quite ridiculous. They ape the manners of the Europeans, at the same time that they
appear to consider them as almost their inferiors.”172 To Peter Simple, no matter how
much wealth free African-descended Barbadians may have accumulated, or how well
they had learned music and dance with European origins, they could still only “ape the
manners of Europeans,” speaking to a strongly held racist bias that Africans and their
descendants could only imitate, and not truly understand European cultural forms. This
idea would gain traction through the nineteenth century, as it became embedded into
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theories of biological scientific racism. And yet, in Peter Simple’s statement there seems
to be a strong political as well as pseudo-scientific reaction to African-descended people
who had mastered European forms, as he wrote that “they appear to consider them
[Europeans] almost as their inferiors,” [my emphasis.] That “appear” suggests that
Simple is unwilling to accept that African-descended Barbadians actually thought
themselves superior, perhaps because fully voicing that possibility would destabilize the
already fragile hold that the demographic minority white population had over the
majority African and African-descended population. In the novel, Miss Eurydice’s
contempt for Simple is clearly expressed, but Simple himself cannot fully recognize the
superiority that she believes she holds in that situation.
James Williamson, a Scottish surgeon who served as a civilian on board several
British ships, also wrote in his journal about his experience of Dignity balls in Barbados
in 1833. He wrote of one evening walking through Bridgetown being “attracted by the
sound of the violin, and the appearance of many figures gliding like ghosts thro’ a well
lighted room.”173 Like Wyvill, Bayley, and the fictional Peter Simple, Williamson was
impressed by the dance skills of the gathered women, writing that

they had a very excellent band of music – and mirth & dancing were the order of
the night. The dancing was really very superior. I would not say that heaven was
in all their eyes – but perhaps with truth, that grace was in all their motions. The
lowest slave exhibited herself to as much advantage as her free companions – and
probably had paid money to receive lessons from celebrated professeurs. The
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passion for this exercise is beyond all belief – so that you might describe the
coloured or black person by the generic term of a dancing animal.174
There is an inherent contradiction in Williamson’s journal, as even though he writes of
the grace, superiority, and advantage of the dancing of African-descended women, and
that it is a learned, not racially inherent, skill as they had paid for lessons, he still
concluded that “you might describe the coloured or black person by the generic term of a
dancing animal.” Like the fictional Simple, Williamson finds it difficult to reconcile the
skilled dancing of a European dance form of African-descended women with their skin
color and resorts to the racist trope of describing them as animals, much as Simple writes
they can only “ape” European dance forms. This is a clear disservice to the women of the
Dignity balls, who navigated a complex racialized economic landscape, using their
awareness of rank, style, and desire. Even the name for the balls, “dignity,” seems
deliberately chosen to vest the women who organized and attended with a status and
respectability that they were not always granted in colonial society.
Most descriptions of Dignity balls by white men mention that the women in
attendance were mixed-race, but Williamson’s journal mentioned that at the dance the
“lowest slave exhibited herself to as much advantage as her free companions.” It is
unclear how Williamson would have known the difference between enslaved and free
women—perhaps through making assumptions about their skin color or their dress. He
went on to speculate that the enslaved women in attendance “probably had paid money to
receive [dance] lessons from celebrated professeurs.” This inclusion of enslaved women
174
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as students in the economies of dance teachers, and the musicians that worked for them,
suggests a certain flexibility within the society of free mixed-race women towards
enslaved women, if they could afford the outfits and lessons to integrate themselves into
the Dignity ball scene.
Dignity balls were mostly limited to attendees who were of at least half European
descent, however this did not mean that white military men did not also interact with
other women of African-descent, enslaved and free in their day-to-day lives. Wyvill
recorded that in Bridgetown in early 1807 he saw “about fifty black women went this day
through the streets in procession, all dressed in gowns of the same large pattern. They had
flags with ships painted on them. It appears they were washerwomen to the fleet going to
have a dance, and inviting the gentlemen to join them.”175 This short journal entry is an
insight into the amount of local labor that was required to maintain a regiment or fleet
stationed on a Caribbean island. Garrisons and naval ships acquired the services of
women—enslaved or free—such as the fifty black washerwomen that Wyvill observed,
in order to ensure their smooth running. Handler speculates that the parade of processing
washerwomen might have been an early form of the Barbadian Landship dance tradition
that continues to today.176 The parading washerwomen may not have had the wealth of
the business-owning mixed-race free women of color who organized Dignity balls, but
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their parade illustrates that they too could negotiate their relationship to visiting white
troops. The parade was clearly designed to have a strong and attractive visual element, as
the women all wore matching patterned dresses, and they had made themselves or
commissioned flags with naval insignia to show their allegiances to the men whose
laundry they were employed to take in. Although no music is described in Wyvill’s
description, it seems likely that some music or chanting would have accompanied the
procession, perhaps the women singing a song they had themselves written for the
occasion, as was the norm in other parade-based festivals, such as Jankanu.
The flags with painted ships held by the washerwomen of the fleet are an example
of how military and naval presence in the Caribbean to some extend dictated taste and
fashion among the African and African-descended population. White writers sometimes
were impressed by the skills of women of mixed European and African heritage, for
example, Bayley commented that “in Grenada, too, the ladies of color have not shown
themselves behind the men in their progress in civilization; they are, generally speaking,
better educated than their sisters in the other colonies, and many of them can play on the
piano, and sing with very fair execution.”177
Historically, the work of African and African-descended women in spaces such as
Dignity balls has been viewed in terms of prostitution, due to the necessity of using what
historian Marisa Fuentes paraphrases as “a troubling archive, that cements enslaved and
free women of color in representations of ‘their willingness to become mistresses of
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white men.’”178 I do not want to minimize or refute the possibility that some free women
of color did indeed participate in the sexual exploitation of the enslaved women they
claimed to own, or were being exploited and coerced themselves. However, as black
feminist thinkers and historians such as Fuentes, Jessica Marie Johnson, and Treva B.
Lindsay have explored, it is not so simple to assess, theorize, and analyze inter-racial
sexual relationships and informal sexual economies during slavery, especially when one
considers the limitations on the opportunities that free women of color had to create and
pass on wealth compared to white men or women.179 Cultivating an aptitude for music
and dance was one strategic avenue that was open to women of color in order to navigate
and negotiate their relationships with white men who they had a potential to profit off,
including visiting members of the military.
But not all women of colors’ interactions with the British military centered white
men. An undated watercolor, entitled “A Dance in Jamaica” (fig. 2.4) shows four African
or African-descended women in the foreground dancing to a military band depicted in the
background performing in front of a small cluster of buildings. To the left of the image
stand a large crowd of black people (likely enslaved), who are listening to the band with
varying degrees of interest. The watercolor was painted by English artist Emeric Essex
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Vidal. Vidal joined the Royal Navy when he was fifteen, and travelled widely.180 He is
most well-known for his landscape paintings and detailed depictions of costumes from
his travels in Brazil and elsewhere in Latin America, however in this image figures are
very much the focus. Records of Vidal’s travels suggest this painting was probably
painted before 1820 if it was created in Jamaica in situ, as seems likely. The four women
in the foreground dance in a circular formation—their toes pointed, and their faces intent.
The dancing women seem uninterested in the others in their surroundings, their faces are
solemn, serious, belying the balletic lightness of their dance and implying an individually
focused dance practice. From the women’s positioning in relation to the band the music is
presumably not for them, and yet, they dance, each seemingly absorbed in her own
gestures. Vidal has centered the women, and not the musicians, who take no notice of the
dancers, and neither do the other African and African-descended people in the image.
Only the white soldier stationed between the dancers and the band seems to take any
interest in the women, perhaps surveilling them somehow, in using his presence to imply
a boundary between the dancers and the source of the music. The composition suggests
that there is some other event going on just out-of-sight, perhaps a more formal
arrangement of members of the island’s white population.
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Figure 2.4 Emeric Essex Vidal, “A Dance in Jamaica,” undated. Watercolor and graphite on paper. Yale Center for
British Art, Paul Mellon Collection.

The women depicted in “A Dance in Jamaica” likely had more in common with
the black washerwomen who paraded through the streets of Bridgetown advertising their
dance than to the free women of color who socialized with white officers and sailors at
Dignity balls. They are barefooted, and their dress and headscarves, though elegant, are
simple and unadorned. From this image alone it is not possible to determine whether they
were enslaved or free, or much about the women beyond the way that Vidal chose to
portray them in motion. Glimpses of women such as these four dancers are a tempting
challenge for contemporary historians of women and slavery, who have had to come up
127

with alternative ways of writing histories due to a paucity of sources. Although the faces
of the women dancing in “A Dance in Jamaica,” seem to defy an obvious interpretation—
they seem more solemn than joyful—they are also an invitation to reflect on the private
effects of women’s music in scenes of chattel slavery that perhaps shouldn’t always be so
easily available to read and reconstruct. As historian Jessica Marie Johnson writes,
“scholars of black women’s lives have engaged in … dances of irreverence and defiance,
revealing the known and reveling in the unknown, pushing the boundaries of narrative
and the archive.”181 This revealing and reveling is doubled when we are looking at actual
sources that thematize dance as an act of dissemblance. We are likely never going to
know much more about women who danced to British military music, fully aware of the
dissonance between the pleasure they gained from the music and the potential for
violence held by the men who played it. Examples of women such as those who
organized and attended Dignity balls for visiting regiments, or washerwomen who
organized dances for the naval fleets that they worked for, illustrate that even within a
racialized system designed to dehumanize and extract labor from Africans and their
descendants, music-making, dancing, and listening and observation, had the potential to
disrupt and reorder prevailing colonial logics that lead to that same gendered and
racialized social imbalance. Despite the archival imbalance that mean that we know more
about the white male perspective of such events than the African-descended women that
attended them, glimpses of those women imply that they utilized their knowledge of
military hierarchies, military music, and European dance forms for their own pleasure, as
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in the example of the women depicted in “A Grand Jamaica Ball,” or for their own profit,
in the case of the women who organized Dignity balls.

Discipline and Dress
The examples so far in this chapter have been at social events that were intended as
entertainment. However, certain military musicians also had more violent duties.
Drummers, or higher ranking drum-majors, were expected not only to perform the
sounding commands that organized drills and battle alike, announce significant moments
of the day, and perform with military bands, but they were also key to the military
disciplinary process. Flogging was a common and violent punishment metered out to
soldiers and sailors as a deterrent in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century, with
floggings of up to a thousand lashes being common.182 These punishments were usually
carried out in a spectacular manner, being watched by the whole regiment, and, as
musicologist Morag Josephine Grant has researched, the punishment was generally given
by drummers and other military musicians who may also have performed music during
the floggings.183 Grant’s detailed study into the relationship to music and punishment in
the British army argues for the deep connection between music and corporal punishment
in the army, however, her research does not extend to the particular racialized issues that
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occurred in the British colonial Caribbean where African or African-descended drummers
in British regiments were ordered to flog white British soldiers, or where drummers of
white regiments were ordered to punish enslaved people who were not in the military. In
this section I contemplate what that relationship between race, music, and disciplinary
violence might have been in the British colonial Caribbean, and in particular, that for
many black people, whether enslaved or former members of the military, the lines
between civilian and military issues were often blurred.
White civilian discomfort with the sight of white British soldiers being flogged by
black drummers is discussed by J. D. Ellis, a military historian who has written
extensively on African and African-descended musicians who served in British
regiments, who notes an example in Boston where a placard was left at the site of a
military flogging “Who would be flogged by a black----?”.184 Ellis speculates that white
nineteenth-century soldiers would not resent being flogged by black drummers because
of “an awareness by the soldiers that the drummers were often upset at the task they had
to carry out.”185 Ellis’s claim of solidarity between white soldiers and the black soldiers
flogging them seems slightly naïve about the workings of racism within institutions;
indeed, the omitted word suggested by “----" on the placard, was surely a derogatory
epithet and likely racial. “Who would be flogged by a black----” suggests that the sight of
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a black man flogging a white man was considered by white people as a humiliation or
insult, even when both parties were technically colleagues wearing the same uniform.
In the British colonial Caribbean there was also controversy about the way that
military discipline was metered out to enslaved people who were not affiliated with the
military. In this section I explore two moments which demonstrate the contested
relationship between the spectacle of drummers as floggers and slavery, connecting
music for pleasure with music for punishment. The first is a moment in 1831 Antigua
when a moment of spectacular military punishment is seen as excessive by the civilian
population, and the second the case of a former African drummer in British Honduras in
1821 who was hired to punish enslaved people on local estates.
An enslaved man named Peter who worked on the Union Estate in St. Ann Parish,
Jamaica, had a sentence passed against him by the Military Commission in 1831 due to
his alleged insubordination. In itself, this was not unusual, however, the spectacular
nature of his punishment raised concerns in local newspapers. Peter was sentenced to
receive two lots of fifty lashes, to be executed by the drummers of the 86th Regiment. The
86th Regiment was a British regiment, and so the majority of the corps would have been
white British men. There is a possibility that the drummers may have been African, or
African-descended, as was not uncommon during the period, though this is not mentioned
in the surviving sources about Peter’s case. But it was not only the drummers of the 86th
Regiment who were present at Peter’s flogging, as reported in the Antigua Weekly
Register:
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The first part of [Peter’s] sentence was carried into execution on Saturday last, at
the Great Market, by the drummers of the 86th Regiment, in the presence of a
detachment of that corps, and also of 100 men of the 2d Regiment of Militia.
Another man, belonging to the Wood Estate of Peter Langford Brooke, Esq., was
flogged at the same time for inciting his fellow-slaves to insubordination.186
The drummers may have been playing while one of their number flogged Peter, either
beating out to count the number of lashes, or providing more consistent rolls to drown out
his cries. Peter was brought to the market place for his punishment, making it a public
event; no doubt the sound of drums also acted as an advertisement for all those in hearing
range of what was about to take place. His flogging took place not only in front of the
mostly British 86th Regiment, but also was witnessed by “100 men of the 2d Regiment of
Militia.” These men would have consisted of white residents of the parish, both poor and
with substantial wealth, as well as free men of color. Requiring over two hundred
uniformed men to witness the punishment of one enslaved man, in addition to other
observers and passers-by, illustrates how keen the ruling classes of the British colonial
Caribbean were to quash and prevent any type of insurrection from the people they held
to labor, hoping that public punishment would act as a deterrent. The public nature of the
flogging was heightened by the use of military drums.
The flogging of Peter, as well as several other contemporary floggings of
enslaved people witnessed by large numbers of militia, was criticized in an editorial in
the Antigua Free Press:
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This system of marching the Militia-men out of town, to be present at the
infliction of punishment on disorderly slaves on the Estates has occasioned much
murmuring, and appears to be injudicious. If it be judged proper that the negroes
of the same property with the insubordinate should be witnesses of their
punishment, it would certainly be more reasonable and just that they should be
brought to town. By this method one individual only, and he the properest and
best able to bear it, would suffer inconvenience and loss; whereas now 40 or 50
men are taken from their business for many hours,--that business upon which not
a few of them depend for the support of the day.187
The editor’s critique of the practice of the militia having to travel to estates to witness the
flogging of enslaved people by drummers of British regiments, illustrates that the
relationship between military and civilian issues was often blurred in the colonial
Caribbean. The militia was made up of people who had jobs and businesses, in towns and
on plantations, and were required to join the island’s militia in addition to their day-today responsibilities. To the editor of the Free Press, it was an abuse of the militia’s
purpose for them to have to lose half a day’s potential income solely to witness a flogging
on an estate. The editor does not mention whether the band of the militia were also
required to attend, but it is possible that they were also present to add to the spectacle.
The practice of bringing drummers to plantation estates to execute corporal punishment
constitutes a sonic as well as physical violence. The sounds of the drums would be
unavoidable anywhere on the estate as a reminder of British power. If there were any
survivors of the middle passage still alive on the Union estate, or other elders, the
prevalence of military drums may also have been a reminder of how the British often
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banned drums being used by Africans, through paranoid fear that they were a part of
plotting and executing uprisings.188
And yet, despite these deeply held fears, black men and boys were consistently
trained as drummers in the military, and tasked with punishing both civilians and
soldiers. This sometimes had undesirable consequences, for example, in the case of a
retired African-born drummer of the 7th West India regiment named Teague, who had
retired on his military pension to British colonial Honduras (present-day Belize).189
During Teague’s military service he was required as a drummer to be responsible for
executing punishments, and after his retirement he continued in that violent trade. He
came to the attention of the local Brigade-Major’s Office in 1821, who reported that
Teague, “who was always remarkable in his corps for punishing very severely, has been
employed by one of the inhabitants in flogging slaves,” most likely in the position of an
overseer.190 Although Teague was retired, he was still required to attend the BrigadeMajor’s office because he was on a military pension. The Brigade-Major disagreed with
Teague’s employment, considering it “a most dangerous evil, thus to employ the military
pensioners, as it must lead to disturbances between them and the slaves.”191 In Teague’s
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case, it was argued that he abused his power as an overseer to flog enslaved men that he
had disagreements with, and that his violence was encouraged by the man who employed
him, Mr. Bowen, who was noted for “his barbarity and indecent treatment of his
slaves.”192
The violence of Teague—who was born in West or Central Africa, drafted into
the British West India Regiments, trained as a drummer and instrument of punishment,
and then retired to British colonial Honduras where he continued to flog people as part of
his living—may on the surface seem to be tangential to a history of military musicians
and music in the Caribbean. But his story, like that of Peter on the Union Estate,
illustrates that it is very difficult to disentangle music and violence in scenes of military
violence and slavery. It is likely that during his career with the 7th West India Regiment
that Teague performed music dances or other social occasion with his fellow musicians,
becoming familiar with not only the tattoos of British warfare, but also the reels, country
dances, and marches that were enjoyed as social music. However, the skills and
privileges granted to him as a drummer also meant that he was tasked with performing
great violence too, and that this violence came to shape his character and trade.
Teague’s story illustrates that it was not always possible to leave the military’s
gaze, even when one retired. Another side of the blurring between the civilian and
military for enslaved and formerly enslaved people is illustrated by the influence of the
military on clothing. Members of the militia had to pay for their own uniforms, as the
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bookkeeper Simmons was distraught to discover.193 However, there was an underground
economy of selling clothing, including military garb, amongst enslaved people and
beyond. A. C. Carmichael described the trend for enslaved men wearing old military
uniforms:

There are some negroes of good character, who are fond of a change of clothing,
and a half-worn soldier’s suit has great attractions for them: such people often sell
the estate’s clothing, and purchase a red coat from the garrison, after it has
become too shabby for the soldier. This is a very comfortable dress for them; and
I have often seen eight or ten negroes hoeing the field in the worn-out jackets
used in one of his Majesty’s regiments. So fond are negroes generally of bartering
their clothing, that I have seen jackets belonging to a St. Vincent estate, with the
stamp of the property upon them, worn in Trinidad by Trinidad negroes.”194
The scene that Carmichael describes, of enslaved men in the 1820s working in the field
wearing old red coats, may have seemed incongruous to a British reader. The bartering
trade she describes suggests that men were very interested in their own clothing, and that
military-wear retained some of its desirability and status, perhaps even being worn as an
ironic statement of power when donned by the very enslaved men that British troops were
often deployed to intimidate. Steeve Buckridge, in his study of dress in Jamaica, noted
that red was often worn in various West African ritual practices, writing about the
“knowledge of symbolic colours among African slaves and the importance of red as a
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resistance colour.”195 The popularity of wearing military uniforms could thus show how
European and African styles and symbolism were combined in dress.
However, European observers often struggled to see such imitation as anything
but thoughtless copying, done without understanding. John Stewart, writing of his
decades in the Caribbean in the late eighteenth century came to the conclusion that:

The Creole negroes affect much to copy the manners, language, &c., of the
whites; those who have it in their power, have, at times, their convivial parties;
when they will endeavour to mimic their masters in their drinking, their songs,
and their toasts; and it is curious to see with what an awkward minuteness they
aim at such imitations. The author recollects having given an entertainment to a
party of negroes, who had resided together and been in habits of intimacy for
twenty years or more. After a variety of curious toasts, and some attempts to
entertain each other with European songs, one, who conceived himself more
knowing and accomplished than the rest, stood up and very gravely drank,
“Here’s to our better acquaintance, gentlemen!"196
Stewart here mocks the revelries of some black friends—it is unclear if they are enslaved
or free—who he provides an entertainment for. Their toasts are “curious,” their singing of
European songs are merely “attempts,” and he wrote that their use of the English
language was imprecise to the point of ridiculousness. Toasts were usually given with
songs after dinner in military settings in Britain and throughout the Caribbean, with notes
of songs and toasts often published in local colonial newspapers. The men described
above were probably well familiar with the traditions of toasting. Perhaps they had served
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at such a dinner if they were enslaved, or participated in one if they were members of the
militia. And yet, Stewart struggled to make sense of their adaptation of European toasting
traditions. Historian Simon Gikandi theorized that “colonial mimicry performs its work
through a double-entendre: it mimics and camouflages its desires and intentions in the
same register.”197 His interpretation suggests why white observers were so uncomfortable
or dismissive when they described Africans and their descendants imitating, and even
mastering, European tastes and trends. If knowing mockery as well as desire or jealousy
could be expressed in the same gesture, then it became possible for non-white people to
be evaluated by the majority African-descended population as easily as they themselves
desired to evaluate black cultures. By allowing Africans and their descendants to serve in
the military and militia—by force or by choice—not only were black members of the
armed forces taught the skills and values of the British military, but they were able to
take possession of their new knowledge, to adapt it, and to compare themselves to those
who trained them.

Conclusion
The African and African-descended people I have discussed in this chapter all had very
different relationships to the military; from washerwomen employed by naval regiments
to free women of color courting visiting soldiers, and from African drummers employed
to execute brutal military punishments to free black men who played in the militia bands.
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All of them were aware of the power that the British army wielded and its role in
upholding white supremacy in the British colonial Caribbean and beyond. But their close
proximity to, and even membership in, the military meant that they also saw the
weaknesses of the military, learned how white soldiers, sailors and officers rested and
their desires, and absorbed their tactics and values. This included learning, developing,
and sometimes exploiting the musical tastes and skills of the military. Although some
military music was purely designed to strike terror, or give orders—such as canons
marking the hours, bugles giving orders, or drums accompanying a flogging—other
music was social and was crucial in building social community between different races,
even as power differentials were still defined through race and gender. The musical
moments in this chapter may all have been mediated through white eyes and ears, but
there is much to be learned from the anxiety behind evaluative musical statements, as
observers tried to reconcile their ideas about race with the people they met and heard.
Eventually, the skill of black military musicians in the Caribbean could not be
denied. James Phillippo, who was a Baptist missionary in Jamaica for two decades from
1823, observed that “the band of the 2nd West India Regiment, now in Spanish Town, is
composed almost entirely of liberated or recaptured Africans from Spanish and
Portuguese slave-ships, and their performances will bear a comparison with those of any
other regimental band in her Majesty’s service.”198 This is a far cry from Abraham
James’s 1802 caricature of a black militia band as a raggle-taggle group of amateurs,
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playing a repertoire that they didn’t understand. Phillippo’s claim that the playing of an
African regimental band was indistinguishable sonically from a British band
demonstrates not only the growing professionalization and investment of training in
military music during the nineteenth century, but also the discourse opened by
missionaries such as himself in which Africans and their descendants were not assumed
to be inferior due to their race. As the nineteenth century went on, the West India
Regiments’ bands would continue to negotiate their role in the imperial project, as
explored by Elizabeth Cooper in her study of the West India Regiments, cricket, and band
music in the later nineteenth century. Cooper argues that the bands of West India
Regiments became “iconic images of empire that combined both the notion of colonial
subjection and order with the spread of British culture around the world,” and their
musical skills were evidence of Britain’s success in the “civilizing project.”199 This
would not be possible however, without the twin cultural effects of emancipation and
large scale Christianization, the topic of the next chapter.
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Chapter Three | “Simple Psalmody” or “Artificial Compositions”?: Creating,
Controlling, and Maintaining Black Congregations in the 1820s
In the 1820s the call for the abolition of slavery was growing louder in Britain and was
beginning to trouble slaveowners in the Caribbean. At the same time as the abolition
movement grew in Britain, people of color in its Caribbean colonies were appealing for
their rights to both colonial and imperial powers, as planters and colonial elites attempted
to downplay suggestions and rumors that emancipation would be imminent. Both colonial
and imperial powers started to imagine possible post-slavery futures for Britain’s
Caribbean colonies through legislation such the Amelioration of the Condition of the
Slave Population in the West Indies Act of 1824 which attempted to lessen the brutality
of the treatment of enslaved people. Alongside attempting to ameliorate conditions for
enslaved Africans and their descendants in the Caribbean, anti-slavery societies, religious
groups, and even the pro-abolition lobby in parliament were appalled that for two
centuries there had been few efforts to Christianize enslaved people, and as part of their
campaigns insisted that enslaved people should be more consistently converted to
Christianity. With this growing support for conversion, the Church of England as well as
dissenting Protestant denominations such as Methodists, Moravians, and Baptists began
significantly expanding their missionary efforts in the Caribbean.200
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In this chapter I examine three moments in the 1820s in which the question of
how enslaved black people experienced religious musical listening and participation was
caught up in anxieties over the relationship between slavery and Christianity. First, I
examine a procession and service held in Bridgetown, Barbados that demonstrated
Anglican power while excluding African people and their descendants. The bombastic
procession—part of a cornerstone-laying ceremony—was attended by the newly
appointed bishop, and I suggest that in the Caribbean sound was one way to demonstrate
the church’s religious dominance. I go onto explore how John Shipman, a white, English
Methodist minister, promoted psalmody as a way to evangelize to enslaved Africans and
their descendants in Jamaica. However, despite Shipman’s missionary goals, he
simultaneously maintained the status quo of chattel slavery in order to get permission to
preach to enslaved people he adapted his teaching to. The final example concerns a
controversial Anglican minister, George Wilson Bridges, who attempted to show that
passive listening to choral music, rather than participatory singing, would increase the
size of his congregation in St. Ann parish, Jamaica. Bridges, like many Church of
England clergy in the Caribbean, had enslaved domestic servants, and I include the life of
one of them, Kitty Hylton, in how we evaluate Bridges’s musical innovations.
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In only one of these examples does written testimony from the enslaved people
involved survive, as Kitty Hylton’s words were recorded when she complained to local
officials about Bridges’s treatment of her. There are no writings that survive, if they ever
did, from the enslaved people that Shipman ministered to, or those African-descended
people who observed the Bishop’s parade in Bridgetown. White religious ministers
attempted to account for and control how enslaved people would react to the music that
each was promoting, however it is difficult to evaluate how this religious music was
heard, interpreted, and understood by African and African-descended listeners due to
their lack of testimony in the historical record Although Africans and their descendants
were always the majority of the population in Britain’s Caribbean colonies, this is often
obscured by written sources that omit their presence. Throughout this chapter, I attempt
to center these listeners, from a single mention of the black crowds who attended the
Bishop’s parade, to Kitty Hylton’s powerful testimony. In considering how white
religious figures used music in scenes of slavery, I argue that regardless of the their
denomination they were unable to control how religious music was heard and interpreted,
even as in many cases it was taught and performed to serve the status quo of slavery.

Processing Power
On the morning of July 25th 1825, a long religious procession snaked through the narrow
streets and public squares of Bridgetown, Barbados. The sight of over four hundred white
men solemnly processing through streets that were usually bustling with the day-to-day
trading and life of the port town was an unusual spectacle, and the route was lined with
143

curious Bridgetown residents taking in the sights and sounds of the occasion, the majority
of them African or African-descended.201 In 1825, Bridgetown had a population of
around 20,000, making it one of the most populated towns in the Leeward Islands, and on
this occasion the usual inhabitants were also joined by curious visitors from across the
country, making it the largest gathering in Bridgetown in living memory at the time.202
The one kilometer route of the procession was lined with spectators, and women and
children leaned out of the windows and balconies of the houses on the route in order to
observe the spectacle.203 Colonial Bridgetown was home to a multi-racial population,
from white women who owned their own businesses to enslaved black domestic servants.
Bridgetown also had a large population of free people of color, and it seems probable that
there were free people of color among those women and children who leaned out of their
windows to watch the parade. It was also reported that there was a large crowd of Black
people gathered to watch the parade and service.204 Historian Marisa Fuentes argues that
in Bridgetown “there was an obvious link between enslaved bodies in urban space and
architectures of control. White supremacy was expressed in ideology, physical exertion,
and inanimate symbols of power,” which included the public positioning of “the Cage,”
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an unsanitary jail and holding cell for enslaved people, and the public nature of corporal
and capital punishment.205
The religious parade that took place on July 25th, 1825, was also a demonstration
of white supremacy. The parade was led by a military band and full battalion, whose
heavy steps, bugles, and drums marked the beat for the procession. Residents of Barbados
were no strangers to the presence of these red-coated soldiers, who, as discussed in the
previous chapter, were a feature of colonial Caribbean life. For some of the enslaved
people in the town, the sight of these uniformed soldiers might have reminded them of
the military’s role in quashing the slave rebellion known as Bussa’s Rebellion, in 1816, in
which enslaved people’s homes were burned down, over 120 enslaved people were
killed, 144 executed and 132 deported.206 Behind the military band and battalion walked
a less militaristic, but no less powerful group, the brethren of the island’s Masonic
Lodges. Walking two-by-two, these men in their robes represented the elite decisionmakers of the island’s workings; it was their money that had funded the stone-laying, and
so they were granted pride of place at the head of the procession. The reason for all this
formality was revealed after the Masons had passed. Behind them marched a solitary
engraver, carrying a plate, then an architect and a builder carrying the tools of their trade,
and finally, the sum of their work: a large architect’s model of a church, hoisted on a
platform that was carried like a coffin on the shoulders of six master Masons. This model
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represented St. Mary’s, the planned new Church of England church for Bridgetown, and
the procession was ceremonially travelling to the site where it would be built, in honor of
the laying of the cornerstone for the new building.207 Behind the model church marched
hundreds of white men and boys, from the clergy of the island to its physicians, and from
the customs officers to the members of the island’s governing and legislative bodies. The
contrast between the hundreds of white people in the parade, and the many Black people
observing from the crowd was surely a striking visual reminder to all of the racialization
of power in Barbados. At the rear of this long procession walked the most important
person of all: the recently appointed Bishop of Barbados.
Until the first decades of the nineteenth century, there were few direct lines of
communication between churches in the British colonial Caribbean and the Church of
England’s authorities in London. Anglican parishes had been established in the Caribbean
since the seventeenth century, but they had close links to plantocracy elites who feared
that Christian knowledge would spread a message of equality and freedom to their
enslaved laborers, preventing them from any significant conversion attempts to the
enslaved population. Anglican clergymen based in the Caribbean were technically
responsible to the episcopal jurisdiction of the Bishop of London, but in reality they were
semi-autonomous, and far more strongly aligned with planters and slave-owners than any
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ecclesiastical authority in England.208 The relationship between the Anglican church in
the Caribbean colonies and the seat of Anglican power in London changed significantly
when in 1824 two new bishoprics were created: the Diocese of Jamaica under the
direction of a resident Bishop of Jamaica and the Diocese of Barbados under the Bishop
of Barbados, whose jurisdiction also included all British colonies in the Leeward and
Windward islands, as well as British Guyana and Trinidad. It was this newly appointed
Bishop of Barbados, William Coleridge (1789–1849), just thirty-six years old, who
presided over the cornerstone-laying ceremony at Bridgetown in 1825, five months after
he had first set foot on Barbados.
Since his arrival on Barbados, Coleridge’s reception was as predicated on how he
sounded as much as how he looked in his imposing bishop’s miter and robes. Reporting
on Coleridge’s first public service given on the day of his arrival, January 29, 1825, the
newspaper The Barbadian reported that “His voice, and his manner of reading the
commandments, and the beautiful prayers […] were beyond comparison, fine and
impressive,” and that “the instant that the bishop’s deep-toned commanding voice was
heard, the most perfect silence prevailed; and, when he pronounced the blessing, we do
believe it penetrated the heart of every one present.”209 This reception through voice and
utterance was by no means unique, but part of an establishment of authority through the
racialized voice across colonial America. Voices mattered in the Church of England, as
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cultural historian Miles Ogborn writes, the Anglican church historically valued not just
the content, but the sound and manner of preaching. Ogborn argues that in the Church of
England there was “an acknowledgement that “Faith comes by hearing; and how shall
they hear without a preacher?”” and that preaching was considered an embodied act and
a skilled accomplishment.210 The authority of Coleridge was marked by his deep voice,
described even for those who could not attend in person, but also through other sonic
markers, such as his appearances often also being heralded by the fanfare of military
trumpeters. As I discussed in Chapter Two, the sonic presence of the military in the
Caribbean was crucial to the maintenance of British power. With the arrival of the
Bishop, the authority of the church and the military were even more closely intertwined
because British regiments became a regular part of ceremonially occasions such as the
cornerstone-laying ceremony given the Bishop’s high status.
Three regimental bands participated in that procession to the ceremony: bands of
the Christ Church and St Philip’s Battalion from the south of the island, as well as the
band of the 93rd Regiment and of the 35th Regiment who were both stationed on Barbados
at the time. The contemporary descriptions of the procession and ceremony did not name
the music that was played during the procession, but they were unanimous in reporting
that the bands played the British national anthem, “God Save the King” three times
during the ceremony at the Old Church Yard, the site of the building of the new St.
Mary’s church. When Bishop Coleridge arrived at the church yard, he walked through a
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lane formed on both sides by members of the procession, including the band of the 35th
Regiment. As the Bishop and his entourage passed through the gathered people all three
bands together played “God Save the King,” which must have been loud and bombastic.
This was followed by the firing of a twenty-one-gun salute that could be heard across
Carlisle Bay. It was only once these sonic markers of power had been heard—guns
representing the British monarchy and Britain’s military might—that the ceremony
began.
In order for the assembled crowds to be able to see the ceremony, once the gun
salute had taken place, the Bishop and his attendants stood on a raised platform built for
the occasion. Coleridge then said prayers, including the Lord’s prayer, which would have
been familiar to the majority of white people in attendance, and to the minority of
enslaved people and free people of color who had been taught it at school or church.
Richard Wilson, the Rector of the existing church in Bridgetown, St Michael’s, then read
a Latin prayer dedicating the church site. Wilson probably projected his voice as far as he
could, considering the scale of the occasion, but the prayer would have been quiet
compared to the musical portions of the procession and service. Descending from the
platform, Bishop Coleridge buried a time capsule of coins from across the Caribbean,
followed by the climax of the ceremony: the lowering of the cornerstone. To mark this
key moment, the act of lowering the stone was accompanied by the Band of the 93rd
Regiment and the boys of the Central School performing “The Old Hundredth Psalm,” a
familiar hymn across Protestant colonies.
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The Old Hundredth Psalm refers to both the text and the tune of a popular
metrical psalm setting that has been in continuous use for worship since the sixteenth
century. The text is a sixteenth-century versification of Psalm 100 (All people that on
earth do dwell) set syllabically to a French tune that it has been associated with since
1561 (figure 1).211 The hymn was sung by the boys of the Central School, Combermere
School, which was closely linked to the church of St. Michael in Bridgetown. Established
in 1819, Combermere was a school for teaching poor white boys between the ages of
eight and fourteen. During their time at the school they were under the care of the
churchwardens of St. Michael’s, and when they left school they were expected to be
apprenticed to a trade.212 It seems likely given that the boys of Combermere sang at the
cornerstone ceremony that they also were expected to sing regularly at church. During the
procession the boys were followed by the master of the school wearing his robes, as well
as the organist of St. Michael’s church, who was responsible for their learning
psalmody.213 There had been music of various forms in Anglican churches in the
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Caribbean for almost two centuries by this point: wealthier parishes such as those in
Bridgetown had built and maintained organs in their churches since at least the early
eighteenth-century. The boys’ participation in singing as a choir at church models that in
other parishes in the British colonial Caribbean where choirs made up of the poor white
children of the parish received a weekly allowance for their musical services.214
Combermere was a small school that opened with just nineteen boys in 1819, and if they
were being accompanied by the full forces of the fifes, trumpets and drums of the band of
the 93rd regiment, it seems likely that they would easily have been drowned out, even as
they provided a visual spectacle. The Old Hundredth was a very popular hymn, and it is
possible that some of the members of the procession, or even some of the observers, may
have elected to join in the singing. Regardless, the suitability of the length of the hymn
for the occasion led the church building committee to comment that “so well and
appropriate was the movement of the Stone adapted to the sacred Music that both
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simultaneously ceased at the same instant of time,” a coincidence that seemed pleasing to
them.215

All people that on earth do dwell,
Sing to the Lord with cheerful
voice.
Him serve with mirth, His praise
forth tell;
Come
ye Tune
before
Himverse,
andfrom
rejoice.
Figure 3.1 Old Hundredth
Psalm
and first
William Henry Havergal, A History of
The Old Hundredth Psalm Tune, with Specimens (New York: Mason Brothers, 1854), 16.

The pomp of the cornerstone ceremony and its accompanying procession was
designed to demonstrate the power, both earthly and celestial, of the Church of England
in Barbados. The inclusion of British regiments reinforced the church’s connection with
the crown and British power. The whiteness and formality of the parade emphasized the
exclusionary nature of the Church of England, rather than the more participatory models
of dissenting churches. African and African-descended people, enslaved and free, were
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invited to gather to witness the event, but not to participate. Even if some members of the
crowd chose to sing along to God Save the King or the Old Hundredth Psalm, they were
not taking part as insiders. Instead, they were to be judged by how well they could stand
still and quiet, with one observer noting that “we were pleased to see that the immense
crowd of negroes behaved with great decorum.”216 The inclusion of the boys of the
Combermere school demonstrated that it was race rather than money that counted, as the
majority of the white boys schooled there were far poorer than the middle-class free
people of colour of Bridgetown. Although the creation of two new bishops for the
Caribbean could be read as a commitment from the Church of England to the religious
welfare of Britain’s subjugated and enslaved colonial subjects, the church remained
committed to a racialized hierarchy which would come under scrutiny as the call for
abolition grew stronger from Britain. At the same time, competition was growing in the
form of an increasing number of missionaries travelling from Britain to the Caribbean
representing dissenting Protestant denominations. Unlike the Church of England, these
denominations were often publicly anti-slavery, and were committed to converting the
enslaved and allowing African and African-descended Christians to be full members of
their congregations with rights to be preachers. This mode of proselytizing demanded a
much more involved relation to music than the “decorum” and silent listening advocated
by the established church.
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“They Should Learn Psalmody”
John Shipman (1788–1853), an English Methodist preacher, arrived in Jamaica
from England with his wife Ann Shipman in November 1814. John Shipman recalled that
the first thing they noticed on disembarking was “the different shades of complexion of
the inhabitants; as the black, the sambo, the mulatto, the mustee, the mustiphena, &c.”217
It was these Afro-Jamaicans that the Shipmans had travelled so far to proselytize to, and
they would soon learn the significance of such taxonomies of color and lineage on the
workings of both the island’s legal system and its unspoken racial logics. John Shipman’s
desire to immediately begin preaching was thwarted in his first year on the island by
opposition from the courts of quarter sessions in Kingston and the Governor in Spanish
Town. The majority of Jamaica’s white elite remained resistant to attempts to teach
Christianity to the enslaved population because many slave owners feared that the
message of Christianity would spread the idea of freedom and equality to the people they
claimed as property.218 Shipman claimed that at some points in 1815 “there was not a
Protestant Missionary, of any Society, licensed to preach in the island of Jamaica; and
none were allowed publicly to do so, especially in Kingston, without such a license.”219
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This was only partially correct, as although there were some missionaries of several
denominations who preached privately at the discretion of proprietors of plantations
across the island, as well as several “illegal” chapels in Kingston.220 A license was
required for dissenting missionaries to preach in Kingston, and Shipman applied four
times for his license, as well as petitioning the Governor and the legislature. One petition
he organized was signed by over 1,400 free black and people of color, and another signed
by a lesser number of white people.221 It was not until the end of 1815 that Shipman
finally received a license, suggesting a deliberate bureaucratic slowness designed to
discourage preaching to enslaved people. With his license now in hand, Shipman opened
a Methodist chapel in Kingston on December 3rd of that year. Shipman wrote that in those
early days “frequently, whilst preaching, one, two, three, or four would fall down as if
shot, and struggling cry for mercy.”222 After his struggles to get a license to preach,
Shipman must have found the cries of his congregants encouraging, even if notably
different compared to the behavior of the English church-goers that he was used to. It
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would not be long before he sought to impose a more disciplined way for potential black
Methodists to sound their religious beliefs and feelings.
By 1820 the Methodist Society in Jamaica had grown to a membership of over
6,500, the majority of them black.223 Shipman and his family were relocated by the
Methodist Society to Montego Bay where its ministry was growing. There, Shipman
preached to free colored inhabitants, and also regularly attended several plantations
nearby to preach and catechize to enslaved laborers.224 It was probably this experience
that brought Shipman to realize that in order to be able to preach successfully in Jamaica
a certain amount of acquiescence to the planter class was required. White planters were
strongly opposed to the Christianization of the people they claimed to own for various
reasons: namely, they believed that converted enslaved people would become
unmanageable and think themselves equal and there was a question of whether one could
enslave fellow Christians. Shipman’s desire to placate these reservations can be seen in
his manuscript “Thoughts on the Present State of Religion among the Negroes in
Jamaica,” written in 1820. The first volume outlines his observations on various African
and Creole religious and spiritual practices, funerals, and the condition of the lives of
enslaved people he had so far witnessed in Jamaica. In the second volume he proposed an
eight-part method of how to Christianize the Black population. This “Plan of Instruction”
includes a catechism written specifically for teaching enslaved people without requiring
them to learn to read, based on John Wesley’s Instructions for Children, with new added
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emphasis on maintaining a hierarchical relationship between master and slave.225
Shipman’s “Plan of Instruction” is in eight parts:

Part 1st. They should hear the church service read on Sundays
Part 2nd. They should hear impressive sermons
Part 3rd. The negroes should be catechized
Part 4th. The Funeral Service should be read over those who have been baptized
Part 5th. Christian Negroes should have their children baptized
Part 6th. Polygamy and the promiscuous intercourse of the sexes should be
prohibited on pain of severe punishment
Part 7th. That marriage should be regularly solemnized among them
Part 8th. They should learn psalmody226
Hearing is centered in Shipman’s plan. Parts 1, 2, 4, and 8 all center sound and listening.
The multiple suggestions that “they should hear,” illustrate that hearing over reading was
prioritized in the conversion of enslaved people. The final section of Shipman’s plan—
“They should learn psalmody”— reveals how he imagined song and psalms as part of his
plan for the conversion of the enslaved population of the British colonial Caribbean. He
begins:

The Negroes should be encouraged to learn Psalmody, and to practice it in the
evenings. This will induce them to attend on religious institutions and impress
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them with a love for Christian ordinance, for it is well known that they are
remarkably partial to singing and in fact to any kind of music.227
Shipman’s claim here that enslaved Africans and their descendants were innately
musical, that is, “remarkably partial to singing, and in fact to any kind of music,” was a
commonly, though not universally, held idea at the time by white people. The abolitionist
William Dickson published in 1789 in his Letters on Slavery that “The fondness of the
negroes for music, and the proficiency they sometimes make in it, with little or no
instruction, is too well known to need support, from particular instances. Thus their taste
for melody and harmony, if it does not demonstrate their rationality, ought, at least, to be
admitted as an argument in proving their humanity.”228 This use of musicality to
demonstrate humanity was frequent in both travelogues of European visitors to the
Caribbean and in abolitionist writing. However, just a few years later, Bryan Edwards, a
historian and prominent Jamaica planter, wrote, “[an] opinion prevails in Europe, that
they [Africans] possess organs peculiarly adapted to the science of music; but this I
believe is an ill-founded idea. In vocal harmony they display neither variety nor compass.
Nature seems in this respect to have dealt more penuriously by them than towards the rest
of the human race.”229 As the nineteenth century progressed the matter of whether or not
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African and African-descended people were innately musical would develop into a
scientific discourse that could be mobilized both by those who wanted to deny black
people’s claim to humanity and equality with Europeans, and those who fought for the
recognition of black people as equals.
For Shipman, a belief in black people’s musicality was a convenient tool through
which to teach them Christianity, especially as it could be done without having to teach
reading or writing skills. Shipman was not the first to suggest this, as strategies for
teaching enslaved children and adults Christianity often relied on hymns and psalmody,
due in part to unease around teaching enslaved people to read and write.230 But what did
Shipman mean by “psalmody”?
The term psalmody originally referred quite specifically to biblical psalm texts
sung metrically by a congregation, but by the early nineteenth century its meaning had
expanded to cover a variety of types of congregational singing in Protestant churches
which included sung psalms as well as hymns.231 Methodism had musical devotion at its
core right from the founding of the movement by John Wesley, who himself was a
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musician who wrote many hymns.232 Methodism began as part of the Anglican tradition
and drew on the Church of England’s tradition of metrical psalms for many of its early
hymn tunes.233 Indeed, many metrical psalms—settings of the psalms in verse to simple
syllabic settings—are what today would be considered hymn tunes.234 Shipman would
likely have been familiar with John Wesley’s 1761 “Directions for Singing” in his
volume Select Hymns with Tunes Annext, which emphasized the importance of singing
for the strengthening of faith.235 Wesley asked Methodists to sing tunes “exactly as they
are printed here, without altering or mending them at all,” to “sing modestly,” and to
“sing in time” [emphasis in the original].236 His guidelines posit singing as a disciplined
and disciplining practice. Musicologist Glenda Goodman writes that Wesley “wanted
fidelity and presumed music literacy,” in his desire for musical obedience.237 In the
context of slavery in the Caribbean musical literacy could not be presumed, but hymns
were still a site for obedience and discipline. This Methodist belief in music as
disciplined divine worship became racialized in the Caribbean, promoting a respectability
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that prioritized hymn singing over other forms of secular song.238 Shipman goes on to
write that teaching enslaved people psalmody had additional benefits, for example:

[…] how much more preferable it would be, to hear them in the evenings, at their
own houses, engaged in such devotional exercises, to their beating the tom tom.
Would it not also be better for them to sing praises to God in the fields than to
hear them vociferating their heathenish songs, in which they are sometimes
inveighing against their Masters, and at other times against each other.239
This attempt by Shipman to use Christian song practices as an attempt to replace and thus
suppress the musical practices of those whom he sought to convert was by no means
unique. This was a tactic that had been used since the sixteenth century across the
Americas and beyond by Christian dominations from Catholics to Puritans, and to
convert and control a wide range of indigenous and African-descended peoples.240 The
teaching of psalmody here served not only an evangelical purpose, but also aesthetic and
disciplining purposes. Shipman believed that teaching psalmody would have the
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domesticating effect of keeping enslaved people “at their own houses” in the evenings
presumably where they would be more predictable, and safely out of sight of those who
feared enslaved people gathering together publicly.
However, staying indoors singing hymns did not always mean a lack of trouble.
After the passing of an 1807 ordinance in Jamaica preventing night meetings and
unlawful public prayer and preaching, an arrest was made in Kingston at a Methodist
gathering where hymns were being taught. A newly arrived missionary named Firth was
hosting a meeting, as “the missionaries had been in the habit of occasionally meeting
some of their people between the hours of five and six in the evening, for the purpose of
instructing them in psalmody.” 241 However, “At a quarter past six, the master of police,
attended by a magistrate and some of the night guard, entered the house, and
apprehending Messrs. Gilgrass and Knowlan, were about to conduct them to the “cage;”
when, on their calling for their hats, they agreed to let them remain, on the condition of
engaging to meet them the following morning at the Court-house.”242 A few days later
Gilgrass was summoned to the courthouse, and “having been found guilty of the crime of
singing a hymn tune after sunset, in his own house, he was actually sentenced to
imprisonment in the common gaol, for the space of one calendar month.”243
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The account of the event gives a glimpse at how new tunes were learned, as the
newly arrived missionary “introduced a new tune to which they listened a little longer
than usual,” implying a mode of learning through listening and repetition.244 The
Wesleyan writer of this account clearly saw Gilgrass’s arrest as a deep injustice, and “the
crime of singing a hymn tune after sunset, in his own house,” as a phony charge, one
designed to intimidate missionaries given his use of inverted commas around the new
“ordinance”. In his account “their people” who were at the meeting are not racialized, but
given the Methodist’s mission, it seems probable that at least some, if not all, of the
attendees were Black. What must these attendees have thought, as they sat in Gilgrass’s
house one evening, perhaps wearied after a full day of work, listening to the contour of a
new tune being sung, and perhaps new words to help them meditate on their faith—their
listening interrupted as they heard noises outside, and at least four uniformed men
bursting in to stop the peaceful gathering? It surely would have been a confirmation that
the colonial apparatus was opposed to black people learning the Christian faith, of
ideological divisions even between Christians, and that one could not safely gather to
sing, even in a domestic space.
Given the small community of missionaries in Jamaica, it is likely that Shipman
would have heard the story above, especially as it concerned his own denomination. Even
as white Methodists such as Gilgrass and Shipman were barely tolerated by white elites
and slaveowners in Jamaica, they still used their language of white supremacy in order to
advocate for their missionary work. For example, Shipman advocated for evening
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gatherings, but one of the reasons he gave for them to persuade white plantation owners
was “how much more much more preferable it would be, to hear them in the evenings, at
their own houses, engaged in such devotional exercises, to their beating the tom tom.”245
Like many European visitors first arriving in Jamaica, Shipman singled out drumming as
a sonic marker for African difference. Earlier in the text he described observing a funeral
that was

One of the most noisy I ever saw […] attended with several of their wild,
discordant musical instruments and each sett kept about a hundred yards from
each other, beating their drums &c, dancing and throwing themselves into the
wildest attitudes, singing at the same time in a most vociferous manner their
senseless, heathenish songs.246
Shipman, and others like him, reported to European readers that the song of Africans and
their descendants was as “senseless” as the drumming that accompanied them.247 This
lack of recognition of meaning, especially at moments such as the funeral procession that
Shipman observed, also denied the naming or investigating of the details of the calling
and sounding between death and life at these funerals.248 Slaveowners and proprietors
were fearful of African spiritual practices as they were an element of plantation life that
they could not control. In his proposed method for teaching enslaved people Christianity
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Shipman played on this fear by suggesting that the learning and practice of psalmody
would lead to a reduction in the movement and spread of ideas among enslaved people on
plantations. “Another great advantage,” he wrote, “will accrue to the Proprietor from this,
which is, that the Negroes will by such practices be kept at houses, and not be wandering
through the night, as many of them do, by which they bring fevers upon themselves and
other diseases, which render them unfit for labourers.”249
This is an example of what religious historian Katherine Gerbner calls the
polysemic concept of Protestant “Christian Slavery,” where missionaries attempted to
persuade slaveowners of the beneficial elements of the conversion to Christianity of the
people they claimed to own.250 Shipman’s logic here may seem far-fetched—that singing
indoors will lead to a reduction in fevers—but it speaks to a belief that spiritual life and
the racialized body were linked. In order to be given permission to preach, Shipman
spoke in the ideological language of those that profited from slavery, arguing that
conversion would lead to fitter and thus more profitable laborers.
We do not know the extent to which Shipman put his plan to teach psalmody into
action, though it seems likely that he and his wife Ann must have attempted some version
of it on their weekly visits to plantations when they were stationed at Montego Bay, and
later in St. Ann Parish. What must the people the Shipmans preached to on Goshen
Estate, a plantation that they visited weekly, have thought of this Methodist and his wife,
who must have arrived sweaty from their ten-mile ride in the Jamaica sun? Goshen was a
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sugar plantation with 460 enslaved people held there to live and labor in 1820.251 On a
large plantation such as Goshen enslaved Africans and Afro-descendants had limited
freedom of movement, except on Sundays. This “day of rest” was not kept as a Sabbath
day, but for most enslaved laborers on plantations it was the only day they had to tend to
their provision grounds where they grew their own produce, the only day they could go to
market to trade goods, socialize in large groups and with people from further away, and
to go to church if there was one in walking distance. There was also a long tradition of
Sunday markets and gatherings such as dances in the British colonial Caribbean, even as
both practices were widely criticized by European visitors and religious anti-slavery
campaigners as an open desecration of the Sabbath.252
Life on a large plantation such as Goshen was likely difficult, as is suggested by
the number of children and adults from Goshen found in missing slave advertisements,
many of them branded, showing both that the plantation branded their slaves, and that
conditions were bad enough that people would risk running away.253 Missionaries were
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concerned not just with the physical lives of enslaved people, but also their spiritual life.
The Wesleyan missionary Peter Samuel reflected on Goshen Estate in the early 1820s as
“a place of great darkness and wickedness, destitute of the means of moral and religious
knowledge, save what they afforded; but that many had a desire to hear, which could not
be met […] from want of a sufficient number of missionaries.”254 Perhaps this desire to
hear was also a desire to sing, and to learn psalms from the Shipmans on their weekly
visits.
But alongside learning the tunes and words of the psalmody the Shipmans
envisioned as a respectable way for enslaved people to spend their evenings, Shipman
was also teaching enslaved adults and children at Goshen a catechism that was designed
to maintain the status quo of their captivity. This catechism was written in a call and
response style, with the catechist asking a question to be answered by those enslaved
people gathered to be catechized. For example, in Lesson VII of Shipman’s catechism
“Duties of Servants with respect to Labour” he would ask:

[Question]: How should servants attend to their labour?
[Answer]: Diligently, for we are commanded to be “diligent in business”
Q: But what do you mean by labouring diligently?
A: Not to trifle away my master’s time, but in it to exert all my strength for
him.255
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This inclusion illustrates the theological gymnastics that Protestant churches in the
Caribbean had to perform in order to make chattel slavery compatible with Christian
theology. In the absence of testimony from the enslaved men, women, and children on
Goshem Estate, we cannot claim how they may have reconciled pleasure in learning the
music that the Shipmans taught them with the conservative and restricting social message
of the catechism they were taught.
By 1824, unrest against Methodists was growing in Jamaica. Methodist
missionaries were publicly accused by local slaveowners of believing that slavery was
incompatible with Christianity, that they were plotting with and encouraging
subordination from the slaves, that they were trying to effect emancipation, and that they
were extorting money from enslaved people. That year Shipman felt compelled to give a
defense of the Methodists in Jamaica, published in the Jamaica Royal Gazette, in which
he and three other missionaries wrote their “Jamaica Resolutions,” denying that they
were anti-slavery.256 He wrote in response to the charge that Wesleyans missionaries in
Jamaica believed slavery to be incompatible to Christianity, that “Christianity does not
interfere with the civil conditions of slaves, as slavery is established and regulated by the
laws of the British West Indies.”257 However, this public proclamation was not
consistent with the strong anti-slavery roots of Methodism. Because of the rising
intolerance of missionaries in the island, the Shipmans were forced to leave Jamaica.
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Based on Shipman’s earlier writings, it seems that he was somewhat sympathetic to the
plight of enslaved people in Jamaica. However, by the mid 1820s, a decade in Jamaica
had taught him the advantages of placating slave owners in order to be able to access
their plantations to preach. Shipman’s “Thoughts on the Present State” undoubtedly
promoted a Christianity that was compatible with chattel slavery. However, his desire to
have enslaved people actively sing and learn Christian practice through psalmody, and
his commitment to non-segregated congregations, shows one way in which the Methodist
church differed from the more racially-conservative practices of the Church of England.

“The Influence of Melody on Man”
It is unusual to find printed music in official British colonial records. But a printed choral
service is bound up in the 1827–1828 collection of correspondence from the Bishop of
Jamaica to the Secretary of State for War and the Colonies, nestled between copies of
letters, questionnaires, plans for new churches, complaints, and other paper records of the
bureaucracy that was required for an imperial state to keep its eyes on a colony four
thousand miles away. Not much notated music was printed in the Caribbean in the first
half of the nineteenth century, and that which was printed rarely survives to today,
making this choral service doubly unusual. The music preserved was from the parish of
one of the most controversial religious ministers in Jamaica in the 1820s, George Wilson
Bridges (1788–1863). Bridges was no stranger to those in Britain who kept up with
colonial affairs and the progress of the anti-slavery cause; in 1823 he published a lengthy
defense of slavery attacking the claims of the prominent abolitionist William
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Wilberforce.258 This publication and Bridges’ musical innovations were not the only
reason he came to the attention of imperial officials in London, as one year later in 1829
an inquiry into his brutal flogging of Kitty Hylton, an enslaved woman in his possession,
put Bridges under scrutiny again. When taken together, these two moments—Bridges’
musical innovations in his parish church, and his violent attack on Kitty Hylton—
illustrate the entanglement of ideas about music, listening, slavery, and race in the British
colonial Caribbean in the decade before the 1833 Slavery Abolition Act.
George Wilson Bridges was born in England to a prosperous family. His parents
expected him to join the church, and after studying at both the Universities of Cambridge
and Oxford, he was ordained into the Church of England in 1812. In 1817 he moved to
Jamaica to become rector of a parish church in the newly formed Manchester Parish on
the invitation of that parish’s name sake, the governor of Jamaica, the Duke of
Manchester. In 1823 Bridges was appointed rector of St. Ann Parish in the North of
Jamaica: at the time, the largest parish in Jamaica.259 At some point during his first few
years at St. Ann Bridges decided that he was going to improve the music at his Sunday
services in order to attract a greater congregation of African and African-descended
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people, enslaved and free. Unlike the Methodist Society, the Church of England was a
slave-owning organization, and even if some prominent members of the Church publicly
opposed slavery, the Church itself did not.260 A missionary branch for the church, the
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, was founded in 1701, but for
most of the eighteenth-century it was more active in North America than in Britain’s
Caribbean colonies.261 In addition, although Anglicanism was the default if not practiced
religion of the majority of the island’s white population, there were few practicing
ministers given the number of enslaved people.262 A white British visitor to Jamaica in
1834, Richard Madden, observed that a possible reason that Methodist and Baptist
churches were full while Anglican churches were sparsely attended was because of “the
entire attention that is given by the clergy of the former to the mode of adapting their
instruction to the capacity of the negroes; while in the Protestant church, where the
majority of the congregation consists of white people, the clergyman must adapt his
language and delivery to one class only.”263 This led to a service that was unattractive to
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those unfamiliar with the customs, language and liturgy of the Church of England,
compared to churches where missionaries such as Shipman actively adjusted their
teaching to the African-descended majority of the Jamaican population. Madden also
suggested another reason why the Church of England struggled to attract black people
was because of “all the adventitious circumstances which enlist the senses on the side of
religion, there is none that has greater influence on the devotion of the negro than that of
sacred music,—a fact which the sectarians are well aware of, and have evinced their
knowledge of, in their selection of simple tunes and familiar language for the hymns they
teach the negroes.”264
Bridges had come to a similar conclusion some eight years earlier. But unlike the
rector of the parish church that Madden visited, Bridges decided to do something about
what he perceived as an underuse of music and ritual in Anglican services in British
Caribbean colonies. The music that was sung in these services was often referred to as
psalmody. The majority of the service, however, was spoken. Aware that a spoken
service was not attractive to many enslaved parishioners, Bridges went back to a 1661
religious tract to justify that the music in parish churches hadn’t always been so solemn,
and that the Book of Common Prayer —the rubric for Anglican liturgy—permitted
melodious singing and use of instruments in many parts of the liturgy, not just the
psalms.265 With this justification, Bridges began to reform the music at St. Ann by
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introducing new harmonized responses for the choir, and replacing parts of the service
that were previously spoken, such as the Kyrie and Sanctus, with choral settings of those
texts. Bridges also added choral anthems to his services; these were stand-alone pieces
that were not liturgical but based on a biblical text. With donations from wealthier
parishioners, Bridges also replaced the organ and employed a new organist, who
presumably was responsible for rehearsing the choir in its new repertoire.266
For the first seven years of his tenure as a colonial parish rector Bridges enjoyed
relative autonomy. Although he was technically responsible to the episcopal jurisdiction
of the Bishop of London, in reality he had a lot of freedom in the day-to-day running of
his church, and he was far more strongly aligned with planters and slave-owners than any
ecclesiastical authority in England.267 This all changed when in 1824 the Diocese of
Jamaica was created and put under the direction of a resident Bishop of Jamaica. A new
position of Archdeacon was also created, who reported directly to the Bishop. When
Bridges began to develop the choral singing at his church in St Ann’s Bay in 1826 it did
not take long for news to reach the new Bishop, Christopher Lipscomb. The first
Archdeacon of Jamaica, Edward Pope—Lipscomb’s eyes and ears in the parishes—heard
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the choir of St. Ann’s rehearsing Bridges’ Te Deum in December 1826, and reported to
the Bishop of Jamaica that:

[t]he Singers at St Ann’s Bay practiced a part of the Te Deum before me in
December 1826: and I expressed myself in terms of approbation of their
performance and of the Composition. I had then no idea that Mr. Bridges intended
to compose a complete Choral Service— to chant passages which the Rubric
expressly directs shall be read, or to introduce an objectionable anthem.268
Bridges did not agree with Pope’s assertion that he was liturgically incorrect in
introducing music for parts of the Sunday service that were traditionally read. Bridges
consistently claimed that the music he introduced to St Ann’s Parish was valid within the
practices of the Church of England as he was following the rubrics of its official
guidelines, the Book of Common Prayer.269 Bridges wrote about his liturgical correctness
at length in his widely-criticized two-volume Annals of Jamaica, writing that he was
“following the directions of the Rubric, the Te Deum, the Jubilate, and the responses to
the Commandments” which “were chanted in the sublime strains of Kent and Handel, and
assisted by an organ which was expressly built.”270 Although such a musical practice was
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not standard at the time in Britain’s Caribbean colonies, to Bridges it was acceptable and
was part of the old tradition of the church.271
Not only did Bridges reform the music of his church without permission from the
Bishop, he also printed and published A Service for the Parochial Church of Saint Ann
Jamaica (henceforth Choral Service) in 1827, of his own volition, and on his own press,
The Pontine Press. The cover of the publication announced that it was to be sold for the
sum of ten shillings “for the benefit of the choir,” some £34 in today’s money (fig. 3.2).
This fourteen-page publication was no small undertaking. Along with a preface written
by Bridges on the value of music to converting African and African-descended people in
the Caribbean colonies, the Choral Service consisted of ten short choral settings, the
printed music prepared on lithograph by Bridges himself.272 No composers are listed. The
music is on a grand staff that is suitable for reading at a keyboard instrument in the
homes of those wealthy enough to own such an instrument. The text-setting throughout
implies that the choir of St. Ann’s was for higher voices only, suggesting that it would
likely be a children’s chorus. For example, the last piece in the Choral Service is the
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Figure 3.2 Frontispiece for George Wilson Bridges, A Service for
the Parochial Church of Saint Ann, Jamaica (St Ann, Jamaica: The
Pontine Press, 1827), in the Correspondence of the Bishop of
Jamaica, CO 137/267, 30. The National Archives.

anthem “Oh! Had I the wings of a dove,” a setting of the 55th psalm, and likely the
“objectionable anthem” that Archdeacon Pope complained about, is entirely suitable to be
sung by children who were regularly rehearsing (figure 3.3). The lilting melody is sung
mostly in close thirds throughout, supported by a simple bass line that could easily be
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introduction of choral responses and anthems at St. Ann’s parish was heralded by Bridges
as an unparalleled success story. In particular, he made the argument that once the music
was improved, so did attendance from enslaved parishioners, and that “the vacant
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benches of the church were immediately crowded; the negroes left the dissenting chapels,
and deserted even the Sunday market; [and] their attention was fixed upon the service.”273
Despite this apparent success, Bridges had not gained the permission of Bishop
Lipscomb to publish, practice, or sell his Choral Service. Early in April 1827 someone
visiting the Bishop at his seat in Spanish Town shared with him the printed booklet. This
was the first time that Lipscomb had heard about the musical innovations at St. Ann, and
the first time he had seen the printed choral service that resulted from it. The Bishop was
less than pleased when he found out about the publication and Bridges’ changes to the
musical life of the parish. In particular, Lipscomb objected that he was not consulted over
what he considered to be major and incorrect changes to the liturgy. But it was not only
Bridges’ theological insubordination that Lipscomb opposed. He thought that the music
Bridges was using was inappropriate for enslaved and non-white people to hear. As
Bishop of Jamaica, Lipscomb reported to the Secretary of State for War and the Colonies
back in London. This position was held by the 3rd Earl Bathurst from 1812 until 1827.
Lipscomb thought Bridges’ behavior was important enough to warrant being reported to
the Colonial Office, and in June 1827 the Bishop wrote to the Secretary of State to report
Bridges’ Choral Service and to ask for further instruction, writing that he

[I] had no objection to a part of the publication being occasionally introduced into
the service but that I decidedly objected to the whole being used at one time, on
the grounds that, I considered simple Psalmody, in a small church capable of
containing between 300 & 400 persons, better calculated to promote the ends of
religious instruction amongst a congregation chiefly composed by people of
273
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colour & negroes, than the laboured & artificial compositions adopted by our
cathedrals.274
Lipscomb even enclosed a copy of the printed service with his letter for
Bathurst’s attention, which is how the Choral Service came to be preserved at the
National Archives of the United Kingdom today. The Bishop’s objection was in line with
earlier claims he had made about the enslaved population of Jamaica and their
relationship to musicality. Only a month into his tenure as Bishop of Jamaica Lipscomb
wrote to Bathurst in London giving his first impressions of “the negro population,”
observing that:

Psalmody & Organs have great attractions for them & the severity & baldness of
Presbyterianism have never yet gained one convert. They seem particularly fond
of form & ceremony & greater critics than many persons will give them credit for,
remarking every particularity of manner & gesture, & have a great predilection
for a powerful sonorous voice.275
So, despite Lipscomb’s initial observation on arrival in Jamaica that black people to his
mind seemed to like and gravitate towards music and organs, ceremony and form, it was
“simple psalmody,” not “laboured & artificial compositions” that he deemed suitable for
non-white congregations. Lipscomb’s “simple psalmody” is likely to have referred to
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hymn tunes and metrical psalms that could be easily taught by rote to parishioners who
were unable to read or write, let alone read music, and could be sung in unison without
the need for a conductor, at church or at home. In contrast, the music printed in Bridges’
Choral Service required the singers to harmonize, and was sometimes non-metrical,
which requires more rehearsal. For example, the “Grand Chant” Venite, Exultemus in the
Choral Service has six syllables sung to one depicted note. Bridges’ musical innovations
were towards choral singing and away from congregational singing. This matches with
the Bishop’s criticism of cathedral practices, as most British cathedrals had professional
choirs who sang parts of the mass that otherwise would have been congregational,
leading to a less active role taken by congregants. For Lipscomb, this was neither
acceptable nor appropriate.
Before writing to Bathurst in London, Lipscomb had sent a message to Bridges
via Archdeacon Pope, ordering him to immediately discontinue the Choral Service until
he received further instruction.276 On the 8th April, 1827, the following message was read
to Bridges by Archdeacon Pope:

I am further to communicate the Bishop’s directions as to the mode of
celebrating Divine Service in your parish Church; where the introduction of Choir
Service is entirely inapplicable; and destructive of that simplicity which ought
always to characterize our psalmody. And in future you will apply for the consent
and sanction of your Diocesan whenever any alterations are mediated in the
public service of the Church.
The Bishop does not object to the “Venite Exultemus” and the “Te
Deum,” one or both being occasionally chanted: but the introductory sentences
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and the “Jubilate” are to be read. As to the other parts of the service, you had
better not deviate from the usual simple mode of officiating.277
Despite protests from Bridges, the choral music stopped and the organist was
dismissed. A letter signed by forty-seven parishioners also objected officially, expressing
their regret that the bishop had ended “a form of Divine Worship so successfully
perfected and so unfortunately interrupted.”278 By the end of 1828 Bridges reported that
his pews were once more empty, “relapsing into the deserted State in which it was before
the music attracted a congregation from the Dissenting Chapels.”279
Bridges was not alone in seeing non-Anglican denominations, or dissenters, as a
threat to the established church. This fear verged on paranoia, and Methodist and Baptist
ministers were frequently blamed and prosecuted for slave insurrections. This paranoia
often led to violence, and in 1831 Bridges co-founded the Colonial Church Union, an
organization which carried out violent attacks on the homes and places of worship of
Baptists and Methodists in St. Ann.280 So, Bridges’ assertion that his music persuaded
congregants away from dissenting churches was not an idle boast, but a re-assertion of
the rightful place he felt that the Church of England should have in the parish.
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But even if Bridges considered the Church of England to be the appropriate
church for enslaved people, he had no way of forcing people to attend. Bridges’ pride in
the increase in his congregation during the period he had a sung Sunday service illustrates
that attending an Anglican church was a choice for his parishioners, as he wrote:

The vacant benches of the church were immediately crowded; the negroes left the
dissenting chapels, and deserted even the Sunday market; [and] their attention was
fixed upon the service, and the public registers proved, that during the ten months
which followed the renewal of a neglected form of worship, the conversions to
Christianity were more numbers than ever, and the rites of marriage more
frequently applied for.281
Bridges’s use of emphatic language—he italicized “immediately,” and used an adverb to
emphasize that his black parishioners “deserted even the Sunday market”—suggests how
unusual it was to see the church of St. Ann full of enslaved people who had chosen to be
there, and even to convert to the Anglican church through baptism and the sacrament of
marriage.
Bridges had previously frequently supported his public pro-slavery stance with
statistics of record-breaking numbers of him baptizing and marrying enslaved
parishioners, in so doing arguing that the teachings and faith of the Church of England
were compatible with race-based chattel slavery. An 1823 pamphlet Bridges published
boasted that during his residence as rector in Jamaica’s Manchester Parish he baptized
9,413 enslaved people, “many of whom attend church.”282 A year later, this number had
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gone up to 12,000 slave baptisms, with the hope he could perform another 5000.283 This
fantastically high number was met with skepticism in British abolitionist publications,
with one anonymous writer questioning how Bridges had time to properly convert so
many people and wondering “if they were not converted to Christianity, or if they did not
understand the nature of the solemn vow and covenant they were called to make, what a
mockery of religion, what a prostitution of the sacred initiatory rite of baptism is here
made the subject of boast!”284 Sceptics of the integrity of Bridges’ high number of
baptisms also pointed out that Bridges was paid per baptism, with the majority of his
income coming from fees received for performing baptisms, marriages, and funerals.285 It
mattered to religious abolitionists that if African and African-descended people were
baptized, that they became full, practicing members of the Church of England,
disavowing previous beliefs and accepting Anglican theology. But the concept of
conversion was not necessarily understood as so absolute by Bridges, or the thousands of
enslaved and free African and Afro-descended people he baptized and attended his
church, who would have held a variety of understandings of Christianity, religion, and
conversion.
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Making claims about conversion anywhere, particularly in scenes of chattel
slavery, is difficult if not impossible.286 Afro-Caribbean Christians were not a
homogenous group. Some enslaved Africans had already encountered Christianity before
they were taken captive and brought to the Americas, for example, those who had come
from the Catholic Kingdom of Kongo.287 Those who converted in the British colonial
Caribbean did so for a variety of different reasons. These reasons were not always
subversive, or collaborative, but can be considered, as ethnomusicologist Michael
Birenbaum Quintero writes, as “maneuvers through the various available forms of
sociality and culture [that] were conditioned by what they saw as the means to better, or
at least ameliorate, their lot. Their choices exhibit the range of possible human responses
to oppression, from resignation to insubordination.”288 There was no one way to be
Christian in the British colonial Caribbean: personal religious life was one of the few
areas of life in which enslaved people in the 1820s could exercise some degree of
autonomy.
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Bridges was not the first European to use music to evangelize the Anglican
church to an enslaved population. One of the earliest recorded instances of this was the
French Huguenot Elias Neau who used prayer and singing to attract and retain enslaved
congregants at his meetings of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in New York
in the early eighteenth century.289 However, unlike Bridges, Neau was teaching people to
sing as an active method of prayer and for learning the teachings of the church. This
tactic was also used by Baptist and Moravian missionaries, to whom singing psalms and
other religious songs was a central part of worship at church and at home. This was seen
as a threat to Anglicans, who could not promise the same immediacy and centrality of
religious experience through singing. Bridges lamented this advantage that dissenting
churches had over Church of England chapels, noting that “[t]he sectarians of Jamaica,
aware of the power of melody over the negro mind, have introduced vocal music among
their congregations with peculiar effect: for so susceptible are the Africans of the
influence of that art which variously affects the mind by the mysterious power of sound,
that they will scarcely give any attention to a religious instructor who possesses a harsh
or discordant voice,” reiterating that to him the only way for the Anglican clergy to
become more attractive to black people in the Caribbean was to focus on music.290
Bridges even went as far as considering Catholicism to be more attractive to African and
African-descended people than Anglicanism, an unusual position for an Anglican
clergyman in the generally anti-Catholic British colonies, imagining that although
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the religion of despotism, and the enemy to reason, [Catholicism] often becomes
the parent of the arts; and it may be easily imagined that even the splendid vices
of the papal church would have introduced more ostensible improvements,
perhaps made more converts to the abstract cause of Christianity in this island,
than have the more pure, but less impressive ceremonies of the reformed religion.
[…] Mankind is ever prone to embrace a splendid error rather than a sober truth:
and the wealthy communities of priests and monks expend their revenues on
stately edifices, splendid professions, impressive music, and imposing exhibitions,
well calculated to affect the senses, and to make a deep impression on the minds
of the ignorant multitude.291
This more Catholic approach is the path that Bridges chose for his music program at St.
Ann, which involved parishioners not participating through singing, but by silently
listening to music sung by a choir. Bridges consistently claims that novel music was the
only way to persuade non-white parishioners to his church, using contemporary
stereotypes about African and African-descended people’s innate capacity for music. In
the preface to his printed Choral Service, Bridges shares his belief that

Music has ever been found to possess the greatest influence in commanding the
passions of the most barbarous; and it has, therefore, been an art of more
importance amongst uncultivated, than with civilized, nations. Accordingly, we
find the Negroes, and all barbarous tribes in every clime and every age, to have
expressed all strong emotions of the mind by Music.292
Like Shipman, Bridges’ ideas about music and race are based on the widely held idea of
the innate musicality of Africans and their descendants. However, descriptions of musical
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Africans by white observers often focused on how they made music, not how they
listened to the music of other people. What is curious about Bridges is that he focusses on
the potential for him to build a congregation by appealing to African-descended people’s
supposed curiosity and listening skills, rather than the benefits of actually singing and
music-making, which was what missionaries from dissenting churches did with the same
racist stereotype. In the preface to his Choral Service Bridges writes that curiosity for
listening to unfamiliar music would be enough to draw in black attendees to the church:

More especially would the influence of Sacred Music be felt by those whom we
here labour to convert. — — Those objects of our solicitude who have yet,
unhappily, a religion to adopt, are peculiarly susceptible of the powers of music,
and were they but induced to join our congregational worship by motives no
better than curiosity, they would be retained by the devotion which a Choral
Service would inevitably inspire.293
Here, Bridges shows he was aware of his own novelty in encouraging the choir as
a way of getting people through the door in the hope they would then be inspired to
devotion. Bridges believed that the musical curiosity of enslaved and free Africans and
their descendants was strong enough that if there was new music to be heard, that alone
would make them inclined to attend his services. Although Bridges grants his
parishioners agency here, he also maintains the racial status quo. For although he implied
that his parishioners could listen to, enjoy, and be drawn to the type of European church
music that he was promoting, he never demonstrates any commitment to the possibility
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that Africans and their descendants were capable of learning this music, performing it, or
producing something similar themselves.
If we accept Bridges’ claim that when his music began the pews swelled with
enslaved and free black congregants persuaded in by the music, and when the choir fell
silent they emptied again, then it is worth exploring why the music may have been
appealing. In the absence of testimony from enslaved people in the parish of St. Ann at
the time we are left to speculate from the printed Choral Service and the paper-trail about
it, as well as other contemporary descriptions of religious services in Jamaica. But,
ultimately, I think Bridges underestimated the sensibilities of the very people he was
hoping to inspire by music, who surely must have had a more nuanced understanding of
religion, slavery, colonization, faith, entertainment, and music than Bridges was able to
grasp. Bridges’ lack of long-term strategies for retaining black congregants back-fired on
him; as once the choir was disbanded, there was no longer a reason to continue attending
the church of St. Ann.
Imagine the scene. African and African-descended people would have travelled
from their homes to the church in St. Ann’s Bay. It is likely that many of these people
would have walked several miles from the plantations where they lived and labored to
attend the Sunday church service. Some of them may have sacrificed other Sunday tasks
like tending their provision grounds, resting, and socializing in order to journey to
church. Like most churches in the British colonial Caribbean St. Ann’s would have
looked superficially similar to an English Parish Church, standing in the middle of a
churchyard, having a West and a North door, and perhaps even a tower. Unlike English
188

churches, the long windows had no glass, just shutters that allowed a breeze to flow
though the building and cool the congregants within. St. Ann could hold 300 to 400
people, and the hierarchies of the outside world were represented within. Like in most
British churches of the time, seating at the front was fixed pews assigned to individual
families; in the Caribbean wealthier white congregants paid annually for the use of their
pew.294 Behind them sat poorer white people unable to afford the annual fee. Behind
them, if there were pews left, or otherwise on benches at the sides or in the aisles, or on
the gallery if there was one, was where free people of color and enslaved people could
sit.295 Even if impoverished white church-goers were more poorly dressed than the
African and African-descended people, which is likely considering the attention to dress
of free people of color and many enslaved people in Jamaica, particularly on high days
and holidays, they would still sit in front of them. The enslaved women and children who
chose to attend, perhaps hearing about the new choir, would probably have been dressed
in their finest white outfits.296
Enslaved men, women, and children may have been drawn to St. Ann through a
curiosity about the music, but they were not ignorant of the segregation of the room and
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the violence and views of Bridges’s church and what it represented. The harmonies of the
responses and anthem may have brought delight and interest, and the coolness of the
church may have brought relief, but this did not override that they were in a house of
white supremacy that was committed to the continuation of race-based slavery. Some of
the congregants in attendance were almost certainly owned by Bridges, and they may
have struggled to reconcile his performance at the pulpit, and his delight in the choir’s
music, with his everyday violent behavior. After the service had finished, enslaved
parishioners may have gathered outside the boundaries of the churchyard to exchange
stories, rumors, news, and opinions. It seems likely that at least some of these
conversations would have been about the new choral music. Although these
conversations are untraceable, it is possible that the musical goings-on at St. Ann’s
created as much talk among the enslaved and free congregants as it did a transatlantic
correspondence between the Bishop and the Secretary of State. Although speculative, the
presence of those conversations lingers as a counter-conversation beneath Bridges and
Lipscomb’s speculation about the limits and desires of black listening.297

Listening for Kitty Hylton
George Wilson Bridges, Bishop Christopher Lipscomb and Archdeacon Edward Pope all
claimed people as property. Although British involvement in the transatlantic slave trade
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had been banned with the Slave Trade Act 1807, it was not until the Slavery Abolition
Act 1833 that British parliament legally pledged to end slavery in its Caribbean colonies
a year later on August 1, 1834. However, even this emancipatory act had benefits for
those who had long profited from slavery. Former slave-owners were compensated for
loss of property to a total of over £20 million, and the majority of enslaved people
remained tied to their former owners through a period of coerced labor called
apprenticeship until August 1, 1838.298 At emancipation, Archdeacon Pope was
compensated for fifty-seven enslaved people, and his wife owned over 660 people who
labored uncompensated on her sugar plantation.299 The conditions on her plantation were
bad enough to come to the attention of British abolitionists, who noted that between 1824
and 1830 the number of enslaved people held there decreased by ten percent, presumably
due to deaths caused by the brutality of their working conditions.300 Bishop Lipscomb’s
family also still held enslaved people at emancipation, and Bishop’s Penn, the home of
the Bishop in Spanish Town, Jamaica, was run by enslaved servants. Bridges was
compensated for three slaves at emancipation. In St. Ann, in 1826 Bridges reported in the
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Annual Return of Slaves that he claimed twelve people in his possession, six men and six
women. Three years later he claimed eleven people as enslaved domestic servants.301
Bumbling vicars they were not: like many Church of England clergymen in the
Caribbean, they were deeply committed to the creation of wealth for themselves and their
families through the continued enslavement and exploitation of people whose skin was
darker than theirs. It would be easier for me to remain focused on Bridges, Pope and
Lipscomb’s petty squabbles and back-and-forths over the music at services at St. Ann’s
than the lives of the hundreds of people they claimed to own, because far more ink was
spilled over the legitimacy of the singing at St. Ann’s than was ever written about the
lives of the people that they counted as their property. The contrast between the amount
of writing left by and about Bridges, who was an avid letter-writer, published author, and
later photographer, compared to the paucity of writing about his congregants and the
people he kept enslaved is vast.
However, there is one exception to this. Kitty Hylton was an enslaved woman
who worked in Bridges’ house. The only reason I can say Kitty Hylton’s name is because
she made a complaint against Bridges in 1829 to St. Ann’s council of protection, an
assembly of magistrates and vestrymen who judged cases of improper punishment of
slaves that was established as part of the ameliorating slave codes of 1816, but was
largely ineffectual.302 Hylton claimed that Bridges unjustly and brutally flogged her over
301
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a mistakenly slaughtered turkey. Like enslaved black women throughout America’s past
and present, her name and a tiny part of her life story was only made known because of
the extreme violence she suffered.303 Because of Bridges’ notoriety amongst abolitionists,
her case was of interest in England, and was published first by anti-slavery advocates,
and eventually even raised in parliament itself.304
Evidence given by Hylton at the court of protection claimed that one Friday after
breakfast she asked Bridges what he wanted for dinner, and he said that he wanted a
turkey for his meal. However, later in the day when Bridges saw that she had indeed
slaughtered a turkey he took her into the pantry, “nailed her against the dresser” and
kicked her severely for over an hour. Hylton recalled that while doing so he said, “he
wished he could see her a corpse, as he hated her so.” After this kicking, she was dragged
to the cow pen, where he made her lie down, not on the grass where she requested, but on
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the rocks, and flogged her severely. After he had flogged her Bridges ordered an enslaved
man nearby named Charles, also in Bridges’ possession, to continue the whipping and to
“cut all the flesh off her.” Charles did not give evidence at the court of protection. Blood
was running down Hylton’s back and legs and soaked through her clothes, but she did not
change clothes until Bridges saw her later that afternoon serving his wife, and ordered her
to change. When Hylton said she only had one other dress and it was dirty he brought her
another dress, ordered her to change and to burn the bloodied dress that she was beaten
in. Hylton’s testimony was corroborated by several witnesses. The white governess Miss
Moreland witnessed Bridges’ beating and kicking Hylton in the pantry, and the dress
burning. Another witness, Thomas Raffington, a white man residing nearby, gave
evidence that Hylton came to him and he “never saw a female in such a situation […] she
was “terribly lacerated” and he “never saw a woman so ill-treated.” The local doctor who
examined Hylton when she was sent to the workhouse by Bridges said that the marks on
her body were severe, and showed she had received punishment far beyond the thirtynine strikes that were allowed by law. Bridges did not deny that he had ordered the
woman to be lashed; but despite the evidence against him, the council of protection (a
council made up of his own peers, many of whom as vestrymen met regularly in his
church) decided that he should not be prosecuted.305
The report of the council of protection does not give us much information about
Hylton beyond this instance. She is described as a “quadroon,” which was understood at
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the time as the child of a “mulatto” woman (a mixed-race person with one parent of
African-descent and one of European descent) and a white man. She had only been
working for Bridges for three months at the time of his attack. Bridges’ butler called her
“a troublesome woman in the house” and said that he had often heard her say “I will do it
when I think proper” when she was ordered to do anything. This spark of resistance and
self-confidence, paired with her taking the risk of bringing a formal complaint about the
man who owned her, points towards Hylton being a woman who knew her rights and was
prepared to fight an injustice done to her despite having experienced the severe and
violent consequences of advocating for herself. I have not been able to find any more
details about Hylton’s life, but, as Saidiya Hartman writes, “[t]he loss of stories sharpens
the hunger for them.”306 I am aware of my desire to imagine Kitty Hylton as a resistive
counterpoint to Bridges despite knowing I am unlikely to ever find evidence to fill in her
character beyond the ways in which she was represented in the council of protection, and
to British readers four thousand miles away.
To those readers, Hylton was presented as a sympathetic case illustrating the need
for the end of slavery in the British colonial Caribbean. It is perhaps not surprising that
Hylton’s status as “quadroon” is immediately listed in the description of her in the AntiSlavery Reporter, which may have marked her as more sexually desirable and part of a
long tradition of using light-skinned African-descended women as the face of moral
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outrage of abolitionists while also being titillating.307 In the account of the case in the
Anti-Slavery Reporter one witness, J. Harker, claimed that he examined Hylton, finding
that “her posteriors were very much cut up; on the inner part of her thigh on each there
were several black marks.”308 To the British readers of the Anti-Slavery Reporter
Harker’s mention of the violence done to Hylton’s buttocks and inner thighs may have
conjured up imagery of the long history of sexual violence that white men perpetuated on
black enslaved women that is inseparable from the history of racialized chattel slavery.
Harker’s testimony seems to open the possibility of that sexual violence, in the
imaginations of readers, if not in the minutiae of the case.309 I hesitate to mention the
bleeding and bruised back of Hylton for fear of committing further violence by retelling
the violence that was done to her, what Hartman calls “replicating the grammar of
violence.”310 There is a long history of the bodies of black women being used for the antislavery cause; as Diana Paton wrote so clearly, “When abolitionists wanted to convey a
sense of slavery’s horror, they told stories about women. They emphasized the violations
of women’s bodies that accompanied enslavement – the sexual brutality, the vicious
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flogging, the enforced nakedness.”311 Perhaps one way to redress that violent use of
violence is to imagine other ways that Hylton may have interacted with the world of
Bridges.
I do not know whether or not Hylton attended the Sunday services of the man
who laid claim to her, nor whether or not she heard the choral service. If she did attend a
church it would be unlikely that she would choose to attend another denomination.
Because Hylton worked in the rectory, not as a field laborer, it is likely that she would
have had to work part of her Sundays in the kitchen, serving Bridges and any guests he
might have had. Indeed, in her testimony at the council of protection she mentioned that
she would be willing to buy another turkey with her own money and serve it for Sunday
dinner. Living in such close proximity to Bridges, Hylton must have heard that at the
beginning of 1829 he had a man named Henry Williams, enslaved on a nearby estate,
sent to the workhouse where “he was put in chains, and repeatedly flogged, and so severe
was the punishment inflicted upon him, that [it was necessary] to place him in the
hospital, where his death was expected.” The reason for this punishment was that
Williams was unable to persuade other enslaved people on the estate he worked on to
attend Bridges’s church rather than the Methodist chapel.312 The message was clear:
deviating from Bridges’s desires could lead to life-threatening violence.
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Hylton was purchased by Bridges after the Choral Service was no longer being
sung, but I suspect that the musical life of the parish would still have intersected with her
day-to-day life. As an enslaved domestic servant, she would have spent most of her time
in Bridges’s house, and probably also lived there. Other enslaved people in the house
would have overheard moments of preparation for the Choral Service. Perhaps Charles,
the enslaved man who was ordered to take over Hylton’s whipping, may have heard parts
of the service being prepared on a piano in Bridges’s home when he first had the idea.
Perhaps he, another enslaved servant, or even the white governess Moreland gossiped
with Hylton when she arrived, warning her that the name of the Bishop was not to be
raised with Bridges, as he was still furious about the fallout from the disbanding of the
choir. Perhaps Hylton served food and drink when parishioners who had signed the letter
to the Bishop complaining about his decision visited Bridges, and overheard them
complaining about the lapsed state of music in the Anglican churches of the British
Caribbean, and cursing the dissenting missionaries in the area. Perhaps Hylton sometimes
overheard Bridges singing on his way to church; perhaps Bridges overheard Hylton
singing as she prepared dinner in the kitchen.
And this is why I cannot speak about Bridges without speaking about Hylton, and
cannot sing the Choral Service without thinking about the conditions of the lives of those
who listened to it. If, as Michel-Rolph Trouillot asserts, “the past does not exist
independently from the present,” then Bridges’ racialized thinking about music must have
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an intellectual inheritance.313 It is easy to condemn and hate a man like Bridges. What is
more difficult to acknowledge is that his ability to focus on music and the musical object
while minimizing his attention and responsibility to the conditions of the enslaved black
people in his parish mirrors a mode of understanding eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
music in Europe and America that neglects to acknowledge the imperial and colonial
networks that allowed that music to flourish, in ways that still have impact today.314
Bridges’ attempted to manipulate what he believed to be the natural musical curiosity of
enslaved black people in his parish for his own gain. The amount of work required to
recruit an organist, rehearsing a choir up to a higher standard, fundraise, and print the
choral service lithographically was significant, and yet his efforts were short-lived. It is
easy to write about Bridges; I get the feeling he wanted to be written about. It is even
possible to write a little about the light-skinned Hylton. Although her story is desperately
violent, some part of that violence was recorded in print and is recoupable, unlike the
violence in the lives of the many more dark-skinned plantation workers that attended,
even if briefly, Bridges’ church. We cannot recover what those enslaved workers may
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have thought of the music at St. Ann’s in those months that spanned 1826 and 1827.315
But even in the absence of the possibility of that recovery I think we can speculate that
Bridges was attempting to train black people to appreciate and learn to listen to a type of
European music that he didn’t believe they were capable of producing themselves.
Bridges’ choral service does not offer redress to his violence, and many of his ideas about
music and race would gain traction throughout the nineteenth century, and still circulate
today.

Neither Hylton’s thoughts, nor the thoughts or the enslaved men, women, and children of
Goshen Estate who sang with Shipman, nor those enslaved people who observed the
Bishop’s parade through Bridgetown, are recoupable. However, through the archival
traces left by men with very different agendas—John Shipman and George Wilson
Bridges, as well as the records of the Bishop of Barbados—all of whom claimed
responsibility for the religious education of enslaved people throughout the Caribbean,
one can begin to hear faint imaginings of the music that might have been heard and sung
by those they preached to. The exceptionality of Bridges’ Choral Service and Shipman’s
guide to teaching psalmody grant an opportunity to attend to the complex entanglements
of music, race, power, and listening, at a time and place where musical discourse was
always tinged by the uncertain possibilities of a post-slavery future.
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Chapter Four | A Segregated Society: Music and Listening in the Lives of (Free)
People of Color

Free coloreds, or free people of color, was a racialized category used in the British
colonial Caribbean that included free black people as well as free people of mixed
European and African descent. The category applied whether one had been manumitted
or born into the condition of freedom through having a free mother. The demographic
growth of free people of color came to trouble the white minority in the Caribbean
creating what was later to be called a “brown” class.316 Alongside the population of free
brown people there was also a significant population of enslaved people of mixed African
and European descent. By 1820 the population of mixed African and European descent
outnumbered the white population in Jamaica, causing an ideological as well as a
practical problem for the plantocracy.317 Similar trends were recorded across Britain’s
Caribbean colonies, although the status of mixed-race people varied on different islands.
For example, in Antigua and St. Kitts and Nevis, there was a well-respected mixed-race
Methodist middle class in the early decades of the nineteenth century.318 But overall, the
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growing mixed-race population was an ideological problem for colonial elites because
mixed-race people were a visual representation of extra-marital inter-racial sex, a taboo
subject that was nonetheless an open secret across white society; and a practical problem
because mixed-race people were deemed unfit for field labor if they were enslaved, and
in some cases were creating a new brown middle-class, upsetting the already fragile
demographic balance and distribution of power and wealth in the British colonial
Caribbean.
In previous chapters I have explored scenes where differently racialized people
socialized in each other’s presence: free women of color organized balls for white
soldiers, enslaved children and their parents hovered on the peripheries of white
dancefloors at balls, and mixed church congregations listened to the same choral
repertoire. Music scholarship has dealt with moments of musical mixture in scenes of
unequal, racialized power such as these from various theoretical standpoints. As Olivia
Bloechl and Melanie Lowe observed, “the richness of the critical language, even just in
English – appropriation, accommodation, hybridization, ambivalence, creolization,
decolonialism, and so forth suggests the range of adaptive cultural responses to
asymmetrical power.”319 However, some of these concepts are more adept than others at
analyzing unequal power structures. Hybridization and creolization lend themselves to a
more positive analysis, emphasizing the productive value of cultural exchange in contact
between different musical cultures. For example, music and dance scholar Christopher
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Smith mobilizes the concept of creolization, or creole synthesis to argue for an
accounting of Black agency in the development of North American blackface practice in
the early nineteenth century.320 “Appropriation” has become a politically-loaded term
compared to its original more neutral meaning, especially regarding the musicking of
black Americans. While hybridity and creolization were popular theoretical tools in
musicology in the 1990s and early 2000s, more recently music scholars of colonialism
have begun to go beyond sometimes politically flat models of music as cultural exchange
towards a more ambivalent approach, focusing either more sharply on the violence of
such practices of exchange, or how appropriation of European music by indigenous
and/or subjugated people could be subversive or a site of resistance.321
I analyze disparate musical scenes in this chapter, that can be interpreted as much
through the lens of segregation as by concepts of hybridity, appropriation, or
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creolization. By this I mean that I am choosing to focus on how expectations of racial
segregation conditioned ways of performing, listening, and dancing, as much as did
musical exchange. Although many of the scenes described in this dissertation might on
the surface look like spaces where a musical culture is being shared due to the presence
of differently racialized people of many classes, alongside this shared world were
constantly developing customs of racialized and gendered segregation that must be
recognized. In particular, undergirding the scenes in this chapter, sometimes literally and
sometimes through absence, is the presence of white women. Although there was never
legal segregation in the British colonial Caribbean and multi-racial scenes of socializing
were not uncommon, there was one last taboo that ensured that society ultimately
remained segregated: the taboo of white women socializing with Black or mixed-race
men. The strength of white women’s desires and the expectation upon them to remain
sexually and racially pure continued to shape society in Britain’s Caribbean colonies long
after emancipation.
In this chapter I dwell on this issue of social segregation based on race and how
gender structured modes of racialized listening. First, I take on the case of brown people,
including those educated in England, who became second-class citizens on their return to
the Caribbean, through the example of a christening for a mixed-race child. I use this
scene to develop the importance of overhearing in such spaces and the difficulty of
separating Caribbean musical practices by race. Second, I focus on the listening ears of
white women, and how they often used mockery to ensure that black excellence was
perceived as mimicry rather than artistry through the example of three women: A. C.
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Carmichael, who appears elsewhere in this dissertation as a visitor to the Lesser Antilles
in the 1820s, Maria Nugent, the wife of the governor of Jamaica at the turn of the
nineteenth century, and an anonymous woman visiting Antigua post-emancipation,
named locally as Mrs. Lanaghan. The final section shows how issues of musical
segregation were still at play after emancipation through the case of competing new
amateur orchestras in Antigua. The controversies and teething-pains of the attempt by
local mixed-race merchants to form a new orchestra for local young men played out
across the pages of the St. John’s weekly newspapers, illuminating the political and
personal stakes of who could and couldn’t play European music in public spaces.

Gentlemen and Ladies: The Social Segregation of “Brown People”
The extent of social segregation between white and mixed-race people, even at the same
event, is illustrated in a description of a christening attended by the Methodist missionary
Thomas Cooper. Cooper, who was based in Hanover Parish, Jamaica, recalled that he
was invited by a “brown man” to attend the christening of his child. The ceremony for the
child was to take place at the house of the father of the mixed-race man, who was also of
mixed African and European descent. It was typical at the time for wealthier parishioners
to hold their christenings, as well as weddings, at home rather than at the church,
although the practice was frowned upon by some rectors.322 The unnamed man who
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invited Cooper seemed to be aware that the latter was unfamiliar with the protocols for
such ceremonies, as alongside his invitation he told Cooper that “he expected a number
of white gentlemen to be present,” perhaps in order to ease what he may have anticipated
as the possibility of discomfort on Cooper’s part to accept a social invitation to the home
of a mixed-race man.323 On the day of the ceremony Cooper accompanied the rector to
the house, where he found a disturbingly segregated scene. Cooper recalled that he and
the rector were “directed to take our seats at the upper part of the room: the brown
people, of whom many were present, remained below. In a short time, all the White
gentlemen who were expected arrived, and we were all treated as a superior race of
beings.”324 Not only were the white and mixed-race guests separated, they were also
treated differently, presumably by both the servants and hosts. Cooper was surprised at
this, especially because of the level of education and wealth of the mixed-race men
present, commenting that “The Browns were far above most of us in fortune, and some of
them had been educated, in a very respectable manner, in Great Britain. They, however,
did not attempt to assume any thing like a footing of equality with their White superiors.
They seemed gratified and flattered by any attention which was shewn them, and were
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free to converse with those who would condescend to converse with them. I resolved to
look on, and let affairs take their own course.”325
This final sentence suggests that Cooper made the decision to attempt to observe
the event from the detached gaze of an ethnographer, rather than to fully participate as an
invited guest, perhaps because of his discomfort of being in a social space for which he
didn’t quite understand the unspoken rules, or perhaps because he knew he would in
future be writing about the event for publication. He admitted that attending the
christening was a new experience for him, writing that during it he “was a mere spectator,
confounded by the novelty of the scene.” Perhaps this scene was novel and confounding
to him as a visitor unfamiliar with the racialized customs of Jamaica, and what was
strange to him was taken for granted by the other white guests in attendance.
Cooper seemed somewhat surprised that the mixed-race people in attendance,
despite having been educated in England, and many of them being more prosperous than
the white guests, including Cooper himself, had to be content to “converse with those
who would condescend to converse with them,” and take a lower social position in the
room, including the father and grandfather of the child whose baptism this occasion was
marking. Cooper, as an outsider, interpreted the mixed-race men’s behavior as
acquiescence to the situation as they seemed “gratified and flattered” by any white
attention. However, it is not hard to imagine that resentment simmered just underneath
their calm surface. At the time the christening took place in the 1820s, brown people
across the British colonial Caribbean were beginning to collectively advocate for their
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right to legal citizenship to local Houses of Assembly as well as to Parliament in London.
These rights included being allowed to participate fully in civic life, such as being
granted the ability to hold public office, voting rights, and the right to inherit and
bequeath property.326 However, even after these rights were granted, social segregation
by race remained. As historian Sara Salih writes, legislation does not abolish prejudice,
and social attitudes do not always keep pace with law.327 The growing political power of
mixed-race people had eventual repercussions on other spaces, such as in churches and at
baptisms such as the one that Cooper attended, however, such change was slow to adapt.
The deferential behavior that Cooper understood as demonstrating mixed-race
men’s desire to be flattered by white attention could also be interpreted as illustrating
their detailed knowledge of, and attention to, the racialized social expectations of white
people in the Caribbean. This knowledge, that was even honed by some in England, was
equally informed by a nuanced understanding by the often unwritten racialized social
codes of the British colonial Caribbean and the potential consequences of expressive
behavior that could be read as out-of-place or even incendiary by white people. Although
some of the mixed-race guests at the baptism may have had experience of more equallyfooted social occasions in Britain, in Jamaica they largely abided by the segregation of
creole society. Caribbean historian Kamau Brathwaite, in his germinal book on creole
culture in Jamaica wrote of the “fragility” of attitudes of Jamaican white people to the
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mixed-race population.328 This fragility was sometimes unspoken and enforced through
custom, and sometimes legally enforced. For example James M. Phillippo, writing of his
experiences of Jamaica around the time of emancipation, wrote that

At church, if a man of color, however respectable in circumstances or character,
entered the pew of the lowest white man, he was instantly ordered out. At any
place of public entertainment designed for the whites, he never dared to make his
appearance. […] In whomsoever the least trace of an African origin could be
discovered the curse of slavery pursued him, and no advantages either of wealth,
talent, virtue, education, or accomplishments, were sufficient to relieve him from
the infamous proscription.329
It seems that even outside the church, in the home where the baptism took place, the rules
of segregation from the established church continued to be at play. Phillippo’s
observation suggests that wealth and education did not give mixed-race men the ability of
social mobility to a higher class. Although some individuals may have held ambivalent
views on people of color, depending on their economic and social position, class
hierarchies remained racialized.
After the christening ceremony there was an abundant celebratory meal that only
the white guests partook in. At the meal “the father of the child which had been
christened, waited upon us, just as if he had been our footman. The other Brown people
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kept at a respectful distance, not attempting to associate with us.”330 Some of the white
guests tried to encourage the host and grandfather of the child to join them at the table,
but he “could not be prevailed on to lower our dignity by such an act of familiarity.”331
The meal was followed by a “merry dance for half an hour or so.” It seems likely that the
dancers were white given that only white people sat down to eat at the christening.
Although dancing between different races was not uncommon during events hosted by
mixed-race women, such as the Dignity Balls discussed in Chapter 2, during an event in
the presence of white clergy which already had segregated seating, it is highly unlikely
that mixed-race or black guests would have danced together with white guests. An
example later in this chapter illustrates the controversies that dancing in mixed-race
couples could arouse.
Although Cooper does not describe how music functioned at the christening and
its subsequent celebrations in detail, it seems likely that music was functioning in the
room. The christening itself would have involved spoken prayers, and perhaps even sung
psalms or a hymn sung by the assembled guests and there must have been instrumental
music for the initial, short “merry dance” for the white guests. The music for this would
have been organized by the father or the grandfather of the baptized child. Given the
relative wealth of this family implied by the generous size of their receiving room and
their ability to fund such an event, it is possible that the music was played on a keyboard
instrument of the house, or musicians, likely one or two fiddlers who were hired for the
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occasion. During the dance, it seems likely that the physical segregation of the white and
“brown” guests within the same room continued, with the mixed-race guests chatting on
the sidelines, while simultaneously overhearing and observing the conversations and
interactions taking place amongst the white guests who were feasting.
But once the white guests had left, the real party began, as “the Brown people
commenced their feast, which they kept up for two or three days.”332 Cooper was not
invited to this part of the celebration. However, he must have surely heard it if he was
able to speculate how long it went on, compared to the mere thirty minutes of dancing the
white guests managed. In the absence of any more details about the brown people’s feast
it is difficult to speculate about what the food and music would have been like at the
celebration. But given the wealth of the host, and their attention to detail at the ceremony,
it seems likely that they would have eaten as grand a feast as was provided by the white
guests, and likely would have provided even more music for their fellow mixed-race, and
black, guests to enjoy. Some of this music may have been similar to what was performed
at the brief dance the white guests participated in, even with the same musicians. White
balls often went on until dawn or beyond, but multi-day events were associated with the
celebrations and festivals of enslaved people held at Christmas and Easter, when they
were given multi-day holidays. The post-christening celebration probably combined
elements of both these festivals and white balls.
White visitors to the Caribbean had long expressed their surprise at seeing
enslaved black people in attendance at otherwise white social events, not participating in
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the dancing and feasting, but certainly enjoying the atmosphere and observing the
behavior. In earlier chapters I have discussed how some white women were shocked by
the extent of access that enslaved people were permitted, for example in Chapter Two I
discussed A. C. Carmichael’s surprise at overhearing her outfit being criticized by several
enslaved women at a ball in St. Vincent, and in Chapter One Maria Nugent’s horror at the
reaction of enslaved black servants overhearing conversations about the Haitian
revolution while serving dinner. It is rarer to find comments from white visitors
concerned about the access that free people of color, particularly men, had in their social
spaces. This is perhaps because they were sometimes seen as more threatening than those
Africans and their descendants who could be controlled and punished by the condition of
slavery. Cooper observed that white people in the Caribbean entertained “much jealousy”
towards free people of color, “especially when they have been educated in England,
where they have been treated as men, and on a footing of equality with their White
brethren.”333 Such feelings may have been playing out at the baptism, where all the
parties were aware that the educated mixed-race men present would be experiencing
more discrimination in their home than they would have during their education in
England, where it was possible for them to socialize on a more equal and less deferential
footing with white people at social occasions such as dances, and in religious spaces such
as churches. Such characters—wealthy mixed-race visitors or immigrants to Britain from
the Caribbean—figure frequently in nineteenth-century literature, for example Kitty
Swartz in William Thackeray’s novel Vanity Fair, the “half-mulatto” Georgiana Lambe
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in Jane Austen’s unfinished Sanditon, or Olivia Fairfield in the anonymous novel The
Woman of Color.334 These literary representations of Caribbean “mulattos” were
overwhelmingly women, illustrating how the reception of African-descended people was
filtered through the experiences, expectations, and desires of white men. Although
fictional, these depictions of women give insight into how gender and class, as well as
race, structured interactions differently on both sides of the Atlantic.
Not all mixed-race people had the advantages of education as did the mixed-race
men present at the christening that Cooper witnessed. Mixed-race people could be of a
variety of different classes, and few women were sent by their white fathers to be
educated in Britain. Most mixed-race women were poor, and though it was rare, some
toiled in plantation fields as enslaved laborers.335 In most cases, white people were
reluctant for mixed-race people to be agricultural laborers for various reasons, as they
valued Black enslaved workers far more for those tasks, and preferred to train mixed-race
enslaved people in domestic tasks or skilled manual labor. Cooper wrote of his surprise
on learning that “The number of Brown slaves, the children of White men, is very
considerable. In general, however, they are not employed in the field: […] They are
usually employed as domestics, or taught mechanic arts, as carpenters, coopers, masons,
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smiths, &c.”336 Cooper does not mention how music was utilized by these craftsmen, nor
of the relationship between black and mixed-race enslaved people. However, an example
of the possible musical lives on a plantation where both mixed-race and Black people
labored can be found in the Hermitage Estate in Jamaica.
The Hermitage was a coffee plantation in St. Elizabeth, Jamaica of 300 acres on
which around sixty enslaved men, women and children were held to labor. A letterbook
from the estate contains letters written between 1819 and 1824 addressed to John
Wemyss, a white Scottish man who was one of the absentee joint-owners of the
Hermitage Estate representing the interests of the owners.337 The author of the letters was
William Adlam, a white British resident of Jamaica, himself a slaveowner, who was left
in charge of the Hermitage in the absence of Wemyss and the other interested owners of
the estate. Among other topics, Adlam wrote to Wemyss complaining about the rising
cost of purchasing enslaved people since Britain’s banning of the transatlantic slave trade
in 1807, expressing pleasure over favorable market prices of coffee, and keeping him
updated about births and deaths of the enslaved people on the estate. Yet in Adlam’s
letters the enslaved people who worked there were rarely individualized, an omission
typical of the quotidian horror of the logistics of slavery.
The exception is two women who Adlam wrote about in some detail. The first
was Nancy, an elderly enslaved woman, whose death Adlam coldly reported to Wemyss,
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saying “we have a few days ago lost an old invalid woman named Nancy, she had been
doing little or nothing for the property for some time past, and her loss is not much felt in
consequence.”338 The second woman was unnamed: a woman with a white father,
referred to only as “Mr. Bonthorne’s daughter.” She appears three times in the letters, as
Adlam kept Wemyss up to date on his efforts to persuade Bonthorne to buy his
daughter’s freedom in exchange for “a good young negroe Man or woman to be sold to
the H[ermitage] in lieu of her.”339 Also in the letterbook is a notated tune, which raises
question about the difference between how both people and music were racialized on
brutal plantation estates, and how contemporary historians of music racialize both music
and people in scenes of slavery.
The tune is written on one of the final pages of the book with its title “Kiss my
Lady” scratched above it, in a seeming different hand to the letters copied in the rest of
the book (Figure 4.1).340 “Kiss my Lady” originated as a British tune. An early version
can be found in the 1801 fifth volume of the Glasgow-printed A Selection of Scotch,
English, Irish and Foreign Airs Adapted for the Fife, Violin, or German Flute. Similar
tunes with the same title are can be found copied into personal music books on both sides
of the Atlantic.341 The tune would be relatively easy to play on a variety of instruments,
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namely those in the above title, and to dance to as it is in square, four bar phrases, In
colonial America and the Caribbean it is rarely possible to easily or purely racialize
music as “white” given the demographics of the continent and the reliance that European
settlers and colonists had on both Indigenous Americans and Africans and their
descendants who lived and worked in America by choice, coercion, or force. In a colonial
Jamaican context there is no reason to assume that a performer of “Kiss my Lady” would
be of European descent. A tune such as “Kiss my Lady” could easily have been played at
the christening that Thomas Cooper attended. Imported fifes and fiddles were frequently
advertised for sale in local newspapers produced and printed in Jamaica, and there is

Figure 4.4. Transcription of “Kiss my Lady,” National Library of Jamaica MS 250, f. 20r.
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sufficient evidence to argue that enslaved fiddlers were an everyday part of life in some
parts of colonial Jamaica.342
One cannot assume that “Kiss my Lady” would have been heard as European by
enslaved listeners on the Hermitage Estate. By 1820 there had been centuries of European
influence on Afro-Jamaican songs and tunes and visitors to the island were sometimes
surprised by enslaved fiddlers’ knowledge of tunes familiar to them from Europe. Astley
Clerk, an early twentieth-century Jamaican collector and historian of Jamaica’s music,
highlighted the bidirectional musical transmission between Britain and Jamaica, noting
that “Jamaican Negro Folk-Songs […] can easily be bracketed with their English
brothers,” and that new songs influenced by English and Scottish songs written by
enslaved people from Jamaica found their way back to Britain: “Book-keepers, overseers,
attorneys, proprietors, and visitors […] took the songs heard on their own Estate to
others, sang them at table, and even […] carried them as far as England & Scotland.”343
Musical transmission in colonial Jamaica was not experienced or understood as one-way,
nor was it limited to transmission through notation. Like Clerk, historian Devin Leigh
made a similar observation about a rare collection of notated tunes composed and
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performed by enslaved musicians in 1770s Jamaica, noting that “if taken out of context,
most of these airs could easily be mistaken for Irish or Scottish reels.”344 It is context,
then, that allows us to racialize notated music and to recognize how this racialization may
have changed over time, a context that is missing for the “Kiss my Lady” tune notated in
the Wemyss Letterbook.
The existence of the tune in the letterbook seems incongruous. Below the tune
someone had drawn further blank staves on the rest of the page and the next as if
intending to copy more music in the future and the pages directly preceding “Kiss my
Lady” contain lists valuing the twenty-seven enslaved men of the estate at £3,860 and the
twenty-six women as worth £3,455, with each individual neatly categorized as “negro,”
“mulatto,” or “sambo.” This juxtaposition—between the neatly notated value of humans
and the neatly notated music—throws into high relief what Saidiya Hartman names as
“the diffusion of terror and the violence perpetrated under the rubric of pleasure,
paternalism, and property.”345 The potential pleasure of the tune is, through its position in
the book on a facing page with slave accounts, indelibly connected to those people
counted as property. It is likely that the Wemyss letterbook, despite how it has been titled
in the archive, was produced on the Hermitage by Adlam or a clerk, who would have
copied the letters before they were dispatched to Scotland so they would have a record of
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them on the Hermitage for reference.346 “Kiss my Lady” may even have been played on
the Hermitage, making a tangible connection between the conditions of chattel slavery in
the British colonial Caribbean and the transatlantic circulation of airs and tunes. Several
musicologists have recently turned towards centering how European music was linked to
slavery, and that just because something may look European on the page, it was not
necessarily understood as white.347 The case of “Kiss my Lady” suggests how difficult it
is to racialize tunes in a colonial Caribbean context. Unlike the enslaved people listed on
the page that precedes it, the tune is not labelled with a racial assignation. And yet, the
way the tune is interpreted, treated, and understood to “fit” into historical narratives—
then and now— relies on its racialization.
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Enslaved musicians on the Hermitage were alluded to by Adlam, who wrote to
Wemyss at Christmas 1820, asking him to “[…] please excuse this short letter for my
house is now surrounded with a great number of Negroes, singing, dancing, and playing
their country music on account of their holidays that I have not time to write you more on
account of this great noise.”348 It is certainly possible that some of this “country music”
could have been played on violins, which appear in several descriptions of Christmas
celebrations in Jamaica contemporary to the Wemyss letterbook.349 If any enslaved
people on the Hermitage owned and played violins, or instruments of some type, they
may have known “Kiss my Lady,” although I can only speculate about this as there are
no probate records for enslaved people and so it is difficult to trace ownership of
instruments.
The Christmas that was such an assault on Adlam’s senses came at the end of the
year in which Nancy died and Adlam attempted to purchase Bonthorne’s daughter. It
would have been the first Christmas in many years that Nancy was not present to join the
celebrations. Adlam had written that Nancy “had been doing little or nothing for the
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property for some time past,” suggesting that she had been purchased before becoming
infirm, and was likely purchased when she was much younger and fitter and thus better
able to create profit for the estate. Because of her lack of productive labor she was not
mourned by Adlam, but her absence would surely have been marked and mourned by
others on the Hermitage who knew her as a person, not as a unit of property that either
contributed to, or drained, the profitability of the Hermitage. Given Nancy’s age it is
possible that she was a survivor of the middle passage and, if so, would have previously
brought experiences of her life in Africa to the celebration. Adlam’s naming of “their
country music” suggests that he heard the celebrations on the Hermitage as distinctly
“African,” but it was likely that many types of music, including music with European
origins, were involved in the celebration.350
The lady of the tune’s title may seem like an insignificant flirtatious gesture, but
the conditions and possibilities of flirtation for women in the colonial Caribbean carried
different weight and relationship to racialization than they did in the metropole. “Kiss my
Lady” would have been listened to in various ways in 1820 depending on context,
whether heard by a Scottish teen-aged girl in an Edinburgh drawing room, whose
comforts were provided through the profits of slavery; a Jamaican-born white woman
hearing the tune played in the distance by a Black fiddler, watching from a window as her
husband strolled toward the “negro huts” of their plantation; or by an enslaved girl, the
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daughter of a mixed-race mother and white overseer, pondering her future as she watched
her father dance to the tune at a ball. The lives of all these imagined women would be
shaped by chattel slavery, which is inseparable from the violent control of the sexual and
reproductive lives of enslaved women who could scarcely count on being titled “Lady,”
which would have been reserved for white women.
Wemyss and Adlam, like many who profited directly from slavery, were
anxiously aware of their reliance on women’s reproductive labor at the time the Wemyss
letterbook was written, as after the banning of the transatlantic slave trade in 1807 they
could no longer rely on a supply of captive Africans who survived the middle passage to
replace their coerced labor forces.351 Adlam’s anxiety and frustration over the difficulty
of replacing enslaved laborers who were no longer productive workers due to illness,
injury, age, or death, runs through his letters to Wemyss. Adlam did not hide his desire
for the enslaved population of the plantation to increase through the birth of children born
into slavery, complaining that “Women on the Hermitage breed very slow indeed, which
I cannot account for, and they are many of them good looking young women.”352 It is a
skin-crawling sentence, equating the sexual and reproductive lives of enslaved woman to
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the breeding of livestock, and tying the possibilities of successful pregnancy and childbearing to their perceived attractiveness in the eyes of men. Regardless of whether
children born to enslaved mothers had fathers who were free or enslaved, white or
African-descended, in 1820s colonial Jamaica they would automatically inherit their
mother’s status, drawing from the law partus sequitur ventrem, itself based on Roman
law: the offspring follows the womb.353 But the simplicity of this principle belies the
complexity of the relationship between racialization and enslavement in the British
colonial Caribbean.
For children born to white men and enslaved mothers, their possibilities in life,
whether working as an enslaved laborer in the field or in a domestic or town setting, or
even being granted freedom, were tied to the level of recognition their fathers were
prepared to give their offspring. Mr. Bonthorne’s daughter was one such child. It is
probable that Mr. Bonthorne was Henry Bonthorne, who was named as the overseer in
charge of the daily work on the Heritage Plantation in 1807.354 For a white overseer to
have fathered mixed-race children was not exceptional; many visitors to the Caribbean
commented with distaste on the custom of white men of all ranks having relationships
with enslaved women, and in some cases even securing the freedom of their mixed-race
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children.355 Although the mention of the purchase of one’s own kin in the letterbook
seems abhorrent, Adlam was suggesting a trade that was mutually beneficial to both
parties, and presumably, to Bonthorne’s daughter too: Bonthorne would purchase his
daughter’s freedom from the Hermitage by providing Adlam with an enslaved field
laborer in her place.356 But despite negotiations beginning in February 1820, by
November Adlam still hadn’t managed to get what he wanted due to Bonthorne’s illness.
Like so many enslaved women who appear fleetingly in sources written by white men,
the fate of Bonthorne’s daughter is not resolved in the letterbook. She had value in the
letterbook because of her relationship to whiteness through her father, whereas her
distance from African-ness meant she was less valued by Adlam, who wanted a “good
young negroe man or woman,” who he deemed better for coerced labor in the field and
for the value of their potential reproduction. And yet, because I do not know her name, it
is easier for me to trace genealogies of the “Kiss my Lady” tune than to trace her
ancestors and descendants. This imbalance in the historical record—where the tunebooks of the affluent are more likely to be preserved than the musical traces of the lives
of the enslaved—has the uneasy consequence of necessitating different methods for the
study of those who sometimes notated the music they played, to those who played the
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same music, but without recourse to written notation. The former lends itself more easily
to a philological approach, whereas the latter relies on more speculative methodologies,
such as those employed by historian Marisa Fuentes in her approach of stretching
archival sources “along the bias grain in order to eke out extinguished and invisible but
no less historically important lives.”357 This methodological difference is also reflected in
disciplinary histories. Musicology’s historical focus on scores and composers meant that
for many decades the study of black music in America found a more welcome home in
literary studies than in traditional music departments, thus disciplinarily segregating the
study of contemporaneous musics. This scholarly segregation is not a reflection of how a
tune like “Kiss my Lady” would have been understood by those on the Hermitage Estate,
who would have had a relationship with the music regardless of whether or not they
would recognize it in its notated form. Although it may not be possible to definitively
draw a direct connection between “Kiss my Lady” and the lives of Nancy and
Bonthorne’s daughter, the copresence of the traces of the women’s lives in the same book
as the tune is testament to the inseparability of music of European origin, circulated and
performed in colonial American and the Caribbean, from chattel slavery.
Like Bonthorne’s daughter, the mixed-race man whose child’s baptism was
attended by Thomas Cooper is also unnamed, making him similarly difficult to trace in
the historical record. Although they were both Jamaican, and both of mixed European
and African heritage, they had vastly different relationships to whiteness and to slavery.
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The child’s father had the wealth, education, and social capital to organize a christening
attended by many white people, even if he was restricted from freely socializing with
them; Bonthorne’s daughter’s life was at the mercy of those who claimed to own her.
However, both of them would have had knowledge of a variety of different types of
music, as well as a sharp awareness of how they were expected to fit in to Jamaican white
society, which was defined as much by their gender as how they were racialized.

White women listening and being listened to
White women, whether creole, newcomers to the island, or visitors, were part of a world
that was very strictly segregated not just racially, but also through gender. John Stewart, a
British man who lived in Jamaica for twenty-one years, who we first met in Chapter One,
noted how the intersection of racialization and gender structured socialization on the
island, observing that

The more independent people of colour, shut out from the general society of the
whites, form a separate society of themselves. They have their own amusements,
their parties, their visitings, and their balls. The latter are fully as gay and as
expensive as those of the whites; and as the brown females are the chief planners
and supporters of these, the young and dissipated of the white men, their admirers,
form a distinguished part of those meetings of pleasure.358
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So, like at the Barbadian Dignity Balls discussed in Chapter Two, it was acceptable for
white men to attend dances organized and attended by women of color. Stewart however
noted that the inclusion of white men at such events had another consequence, as

on these occasions the men of colour—the brothers, uncles, cousins, and other
relations of the women, are excluded; though sometimes the brown ladies
condescend to attend a ball given by the men of their own colour. The practice of
white men giving dances to the women of colour is thought a matter of little
consequence, except by the brown men, who being contemptuously excluded
from these entertainments, must fell the indignity; in fact, it is calculated to excite
feelings not the most amicable between the two classes.359
Within Stewart’s statement is the undertone that mixed-race women held the power in
many social situations, as it was they who could “condescend” to attend a dance given by
men who, like themselves, were of mixed European and African descent. His description
of mixed-race women fits into racist stereotypes of mixed-race women in the Caribbean
as being stuck-up and carrying themselves with a sense of their own importance and
superiority. White men’s propriety claim on all African-descended women, rooted in
chattel slavery, clearly meant that mixed-race men felt unfairly treated on account not just
of their race, but also their sex. However, what mixed-race men and women had in
common was the unwritten prohibition on them socializing with white women. Stewart
claimed that “if [a “brown” woman] has one drop of African blood in her veins, however
remotely derived, it operates as effectually to shut her out from the society of the white
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ladies, as a moral stain in her character would do in European society.”360 In short, in
order to maintain the illusion of the innocence and purity of white women living in slave
societies, the “African-ness” of mixed-race women had to become an inherent moral
failing. This illusion was supported by white women operating within a separate social
realm to mixed-race people, even as their husbands did not. Art historian C. A. Nelson
understands the rarity of seeing white women represented in the same images as African
or African-descended people in the Caribbean as “a form of ideological protection, which
resulted also in the refusal of their nativeness/Creolenes and therefore, racial
contamination, and moral corruption.”361 Of course, this representation of separation was
just an illusion, and there is substantial documentation of the violent role that white
women played during slavery, including torturing and punishing black women for their
own husbands’ sexual infidelities.362 In this section I examine how this separation, or
illusion of separation, affected how three white women—Maria Nugent, A.C.
Carmichael, and an anonymous visitor to Antigua, experienced and heard mixed-race and
Black people in Jamaica and Antigua respectively.
Lady Maria Nugent was the pinnacle of white womanhood in Jamaica at the turn
of the nineteenth century. As the wife of the governor, she held the most elevated
position of a white woman in Jamaica, and her behavior was expected to match.
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However, as a newcomer to the island, being born in New Jersey and living for an
extended period in England, she was unaware of some of the racialized social faux-pas
that were possible in the colonial Caribbean. In April 1803, Nugent shocked her white
female companions by dancing with an enslaved black man at a wealthy rural household
she was visiting in Jamaica. The party was in honor of the return of her husband. She
recalled the incident in her journal, writing that

I began the ball with an old negro man. […] However, I was not aware how much
I shocked the Misses Murphy by doing this; for I did exactly the same as I would
have done at a servants’ hall birthday in England. They told me, afterwards, that
they were nearly fainting, and could hardly forbear shedding a flood of tears, at
such an unusual and extraordinary sight; for in this country, and among slaves, it
was necessary to keep up so much more distant respect! They may be right. I
meant nothing wrong, and all the poor creatures seemed so delighted, and so
much pleased, that I could scarcely repent it.363
The reaction of the Misses Murphy, the unmarried daughters of her hosts, shows how
strongly white women were invested in not associating with Africans and their
descendants, as they claimed that they had an immediate visceral bodily reaction to the
sight of Nugent dancing with an older enslaved man, causing them to almost faint, and to
hold back tears. These very reactions seem designed to reinforce their own inherent
sensitivity and innocence, as the very sight of Nugent dancing with, and presumably thus
physically touching, a black man, was alarming to them. Nugent seemed to have been
somewhat caught by surprise by the strength of their reaction, as she “meant nothing
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wrong,” and even went as far as comparing enslaved black people’s celebrations to “a
servants’ hall birthday in England.” Such a comparison would surely have shocked the
Murphy sisters even further, as it illustrates that Maria Nugent, a relatively recent
newcomer to Jamaica, was still not entirely immersed in the specifics of how racialization
predetermined all interactions there.
Nugent seems to have been torn about whether what she had done was right or
wrong. Her attitude towards enslaved Africans and their descendants throughout her
journal is generally paternalistic, and she tried to educate, Christianize, and cultivate
individual relationships with her own enslaved servants without going as far as
supporting abolition. Reflecting on reading evidence presented to the House of Commons
for the Abolition of the Slave Trade, she wrote, “I believe the slaves are extremely well
used. Yet, it appears to me, there would be certainly no necessity for the Slave Trade, if
religion, decency, and good order, were established among the negroes; if they could be
prevailed upon to marry; and if our white men would but set them a little better
example.”364 The bad example set by white men was due to the majority of them living in
“a state of licentiousness with their female slaves.”365 So, for Maria Nugent, the very
necessity of the condition of slavery was due to white men’s desire for interracial sex;
and if they refrained from that, then abolition would be desirable. Nugent believed that
the role of white women like herself was to provide a good example to enslaved people—
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in contrast to the immoral behavior of white men—by being a dutiful Christian wife and
mother.
In this light, Nugent’s dancing with the unnamed enslaved man in April 1803 is
an example of her showing what she believed was fair behavior that nonetheless still
maintained racial hierarchies. On reflection in her journal, she rethought her decision,
writing that “I was, nevertheless, very sorry to have hurt their feelings, and particularly
too as they seemed to think the example dangerous; as making the blacks of too much
consequence, or putting them at all on a footing with the whites, they said, might make a
serious change in their conduct, and even produce a rebellion in the island.”366 This fear
was not unbased: Nugent, like almost all other white people based in Jamaica, were
aware of the ever-present possibility of rebellion from the enslaved population, their fears
heightened by their knowledge of the Haitian revolution. But in the moment of the
celebration, Nugent did not pick up on any hostility, instead commenting “all the poor
creatures [Black enslaved people of the estate at the party] seemed so delighted, and so
much pleased” at the sight of her dancing with the enslaved man.367 It was Maria Nugent
who had organized the party, paid for the feast for the enslaved people “with all their
most favourite dishes” and had set up a place for the white people to sit at “stations in the
piazza, to see the blackies enjoy themselves.”
The only music that Nugent mentions was performed is “God save the King,”
which was played on the arrival of her husband, suggesting a band that performed music
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for that anthem, the dance that Nugent so controversially partook in, as well as for the
remainder of the dances, which were just for the enslaved servants. This suggests that the
majority of the attendees, people that the Murphy family claimed to own, were familiar
with a wide range of music and its meanings, could celebrate and dance to the provided
music which was also known by the white people who claimed to own them, and they
probably also knew the words of “God Save the King” to sing along to. In order for
Nugent to dance with the “old negro man” they both must have known how to associate a
certain pattern of steps to a certain tune in order to dance together in an enjoyable way.
Perhaps to the Murphy sisters, the shock was not just in seeing a white woman and a
black man in close contact, but seeing them move synchronously together, suggesting
that the two bodies could complement each other and work together, sexually or
otherwise.
But although it was shocking and unacceptable in the eyes of other white women
for Maria Nugent to dance with an elderly enslaved black man, it was completely
expected of her that she would entertain mixed-race women in her own bedroom in the
evening while on tours of the island accompanying her husband, the governor. Nugent
describes this event as the “usual custom” with her surrounded in her own room by “all
the mulatto ladies the neighbourhood afforded.”368 Nugent usually found these audiences
tiresome; although she enjoyed recounting in her journal what she learned about their
everyday lives she did not think much of the intelligence or conversation of the women
that were sent to her. Through Nugent’s informal social time with mixed-race women she
368
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sometimes learned, to her horror, about the number of enslaved children that her hosts
had fathered through meeting the daughters of her hosts. One host, a plantation owner
called Simon Taylor who “detest[ed] the society of women,” became incredibly anxious
when he learned that his guest had met one of his young mulatto daughters, and made
every effort to separate them in order to protect his own reputation in his guest’s mind.369
At the evening “assemblies” that Maria Nugent was expected to host, the mixedrace invitees from local country estates gathered to learn and listen to her, as much as she
was expected to be entertained by them. These women may not have been permitted to
dance at the balls that were organized in Nugent’s honor, but they were admitted into the
intimate space of her own bedroom. And intimacy it was: while trying to get some rest
while staying at the Golden Grove plantation in March 1802 she “put on her dressinggown, and attempted to rest, but was every instant interrupted by mulatto ladies.”370
Nugent seemed to have been more disturbed at another incident on the same trip,
so much so that she unusually switched into writing about herself in the third person
while describing the incident. Nugent was at a bath house known for its healing waters,
and was in the water, in a private room, undressed, she described that as she was

stepping out of the bath, in a perfectly undisguised state, she heard a voice near
her, and perceived, under the door, a pair of black eyes, and indeed a whole black
face, looking earnestly at her; for the door was half a yard too short, and the old
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woman’s petticoat had been applied to the breach; this she had slyly removed, and
laid herself down on her stomach to peep.371
This incident illustrates that wherever Maria Nugent was travelling, her behavior,
fashion, and indeed body, was being observed and assessed by African and Africandescended women, many of whom would have had less experience of white women than
Nugent’s enslaved servants at Spanish Town, because white women were a minority
within the white minority in rural areas. Nugent had no qualms with her own privilege in
being able to visit “negro huts” at any hour, take enslaved children for her own
entertainment, or to attend enslaved people’s dances for her own curiosity. The bathhouse incident illustrates that this curiosity ran both ways. Nugent does not describe the
voice she heard that alerted her to the woman’s presence under the door, but her focus on
the bearer of the voice’s “black eyes” and “whole black face,” suggests that for Nugent
racialization was confirmed primarily through looking rather than listening. In her
account, first she “heard a voice” and then she “perceived” the presence of the woman,
whose blackness she emphasizes through repetition of her “black” features. Although
Nugent had developed a mode of racialized listening not only to words, but also to vocal
utterances.372
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Nugent did not speculate in her journal about what the women she met, whether
mixed-race women attending her rooms or the black woman who snuck a look at her
naked body, were communally theorizing and speculating about her. As performance
studies scholar Elizabeth Maddock Dillon writes, in colonial Jamaica during slavery
“gender is […] thoroughly reconfigured in relation to race: black women become
ungendered while white women, in contrast, become highly gendered figures who
embody reproductive possibility.”373 Mixed-race women complicated this dichotomy;
their reproductive abilities were continuously questioned (Nugent believed that they
could electively miscarry) and their growing lightness of skin through the generations
undermined the visual recognition of phenotypical whiteness. By attending and studying
Nugent they were learning more about the operations of white womanhood, and therefore
how they could understand, use, and even exploit those same traits. Nugent, however,
insisted that the women she met were stupid, making fun of them for they “have no idea
of time or distance.”374 Perhaps to believe that mixed-race women were her intellectual
inferiors was easier than to acknowledge that they had their own ways of knowing and
perceiving colonial society, that included herself. Just as Nugent failed to comprehend the
possibility that her dancing with an enslaved man could be discussed and interpreted as a
legitimacy of the idea of equality between differently racialized people, so too did she
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underestimate the type of learning that was taking place at her “colored assemblies” by
mixed-race women themselves.
After emancipation, there continued to be de facto segregation between white
women and black and mixed populations. In Antigua, as in all British Caribbean colonies,
white people were a demographic minority. The island’s population of 37,000 in 1850
composed of roughly 30,000 black African-descended people, 2,500 white people and
4,500 people of mixed African and European descent, known as people of color. Even
before emancipation in 1834, people of color outnumbered white people. Much of this
mixed-race population could be considered middle-class and several as part of an elite
class, owning property and holding colonial positions of authority.375 Antigua was also
one of only two British Caribbean colonies (the other being Bermuda) that granted full
emancipation in 1834, rather than instituting a system of apprenticeship that tied formally
enslaved people to their former owners. Many, though not all, people of color were either
born into freedom or manumitted before island-wide emancipation. In this way, they had
a different relationship to freedom than the 30,000 African-descended people in Antigua
who were emancipated in 1834. Before and after emancipation people of color—both
men and women—owned and ran their own newspapers, businesses, and societies, and
were particularly active in the Methodist church.376
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The anonymous author of the 1844 book Antigua and the Antiguans, written in
the long tradition of colonial travel narratives, considered the musical culture of both
formerly enslaved black people, and the mixed-race community in her book. The author
was named locally as “an English lady who married a coloured creole of this island a few
years since, during a visit which he made to England” called Mrs. Lanaghan or Mrs.
Flannigan.377 Alongside a history of Antigua, the author shared her experiences and
impressions of the island. She devoted an entire chapter to so-called “negro balls” on the
island, taking care to describe to her readers the novelty of the invitations given by the
black hosts. To show her first-hand experience, she noted that she had several “cards of
invite” for the balls given by freed black people in front of her as she wrote, explaining to
her readers that “cards of invitation are issued about eight or ten days before” the
advertised event, and that

[their invitations are] written upon paper, which had once been white, but, alas!
too many touches have tarnished its fair character. The next [invitation] which
comes to hand is traced upon that particular kind of green paper which we
commonly see wrapped round quills in the stationers’ shop windows, in far-famed
London.378
Lanaghan’s tantalizing description, although written in jest, implies that paper
was rare and valued by freed Black people on Antigua, who carefully recycled and reused
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scraps of paper left over from other purposes for their invitations. This material culture
may have come as a surprise to visitors such as the author, as well as her audience back
home in Britain and North America, although it would have been less surprising to
residents of Antigua, where there was a long history of circulating printed materials.379
Much is contained in Lanaghan’s phrase, “Paper that had once been white,” implying that
once brand-new paper imported from London had now lost its sheen, its whiteness eroded
by the marks left by the many fingers that had since handled it, fingers that were not
clean and dainty like those of white women living a mostly domestic life, but dirtied
through labor.
But it was not just being over-handled that “tarnished [the invitations’] fair
character.” Language as well as material were scrutinized by Lanaghan. She pokes fun at
the way the authors of the invitations mimicked the language and etiquette of the island’s
white elites. She claimed to recount them verbatim, giving the example “Mr. James will
be happy of Mr. Brown and Lady Company on Saturday the 2nd Quarter of the Moon.”380
Perhaps Lanaghan chose this example to draw attention to the lunar method of noting the
date of the party, which may have seemed unorthodox to readers back in England.
Another invitation Lanaghan selects for her book reads “Mr. James Hammilton
Compliments to Mr. James, and invite him to a Quadrille party on Tuesday next week,
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with lady.”381 Clearly Lanaghan is inviting her reader to laugh at the grammatical slips in
the wording of this invitation, and perhaps even inviting them to imagine or say aloud the
transcription in an imagined creole accent. However, this wording shows a remarkable
familiarity with the tropes of invitational language, a familiarity that is not at all
surprising considering the intertwined lives of African-descended and Europeandescended Antiguans.
To some white, Antigua-based readers of Antigua and the Antiguans the author’s
knowledge of such practices, and attendance at such ball was unacceptable. An Irish
local, R.S. Heagan, published a rebuttal to Lanaghan’s book on an Antiguan press.
Heagan had many gripes with Lanaghan’s description of the island, but he took particular
umbrage with how accurately she had described negro dances, writing

The authoress was, no doubt, a clever and observant person; but she does not
seem to understand the workings of the human mind well enough, to attempt a
description of character; at all events she fails—miserably fails—in describing
that of the negroes. Some of their manners and customs are nevertheless,
accurately represented—the negro dance, for example. She must have been a
spectatress of one of them, to have described it with so much fidelity. How she, as
a lady, could reconcile herself to look upon such scenes, even for the purpose of
book making, I know not. I am quite certain a creole lady of the same standing in
society would not, on any account, attend a negro dance. The proceedings are
such as I should be sorry to learn any female friend of mine had ever witnessed.382
Although Lanaghan wrote her book over forty years after the Murphy sisters were
horrified that Maria Nugent danced with an enslaved black man, the expectation that
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white women should be kept separate from the entertainments of African and Africandescended people remained, despite it being almost a decade after abolition. Even after
abolition the racialized and gendered social logics of slavery continued. Heagan called
into question Lanaghan’s femininity, questioning “how she, as a lady, could reconcile
herself to look upon such scenes” as a ball organized by formally enslaved people, a
position that posits watching and listening as a slight on Lanaghan’s character, even if
she didn’t actually participate in the dancing. However, later in the book Heagan gives
Lanaghan some acknowledgment as she “gives the Negroes credit for their musical
talent, which is only just. But she does not mention their equally great facility in learning
languages; and their remarkable powers of imitation.”383 This line of argument—that
Africans and their descendants were inherently musical with skill in mimicry—is similar
to George Wilson Bridges’s racial attitudes as outlined in Chapter Three of this
dissertation. But although Bridges and Heagan were able to come to this conclusion
through directly observing scenes of music-making, by virtue of their sex, Heagan
chastised Lanaghan for doing the same thing.
White women such as Lanaghan and Maria Nugent did not grow up in the
Caribbean and so had to develop their own tactics of racialized listening while in Antigua
and Jamaica respectively. They learned to listen for race, respectability, and danger
guided by the example and advice of the white creole women in their confidence, and in
the case of Lanaghan, through her mixed-race husband. At the same time, they developed
their own modes of racialized listening that was deemed suitable for white women in
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parallel to specifically white male ways of listening. Jennifer Lynn Stoever describes the
latter as “listening ear,” that “normalizes the aural tastes and states of white elite
masculinity as the singular way to interpret sonic information.”384 White women’s
listening ears had to both incorporate male ways of listening—Stoever’s “listening ear”,
such as interpreting African musicality as mimicry, with modes of listening that protected
their white womanhood. After emancipation mixed-race middle class people would begin
to employ some similar tactics of listening and musical expectations to advocate for their
own humanity and equality to white people, such as in the case of an Antigua musical
ensemble founded by local mixed-race businessmen.

The Antigua Philharmonic Societies
In 1849, just a few years after Lanaghan published Antigua and the Antiguans, Antigua
was in crisis. This island had suffered the worst year of drought since emancipation, with
the knock on effect that many African-descended people were trying to leave the island
for Sierra Leone or Liberia. New and highly opposed immigration laws were bringing in
Portuguese laborers into an already struggling labor market. Despite emancipation being
brought into immediate effect fifteen years earlier in 1834 black laborers still toiled under
exploitative and often violent conditions with restricted freedom of movement.
Emancipation had brought economic turmoil across the British West Indies as their sugar
prices became undercut by production from other slave societies in the circum-Caribbean,
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Latin America, and the U.S. Colonial elites constantly feared rebellion from black
laborers. Small pox, yellow fever and cholera were an ever-present mortal threat.
However, despite these conditions, the pages of Antigua’s newspapers show that there
remained a public commitment to ensemble music by both local white people and
communities of mixed-race families. One organization that involved people of color was
the Antigua Philharmonic Society. John Horsford, a Wesleyan reverend who called
himself “A Man of Colour” wrote in 1856 that “a Philharmonic Society is another of the
gems which adorn this famed Isle [Antigua], and reflects credit on the native youths
whose taste led them to unite together to practice and perform music.”385 Horsford’s use
of “native,” and the subject of his book, which advocates for the Wesleyan mission
among black people in the Caribbean, leans towards the likeliness that the Antigua
Philharmonic Society was at least partly, if not wholly, made up of nonwhite musicians.
However, a notice published in the Antigua Herald and Gazette in February 1849
suggests that the Philharmonic Society was not quite so clearly a “gem” just seven years
before Horsford sang its praises. The notice begins by lamenting that the society has been
in “feeble operation during a period of more than nine months past.”386 A number of
reasons are given for this low-point in the organization’s history: the difficulty of renting
rooms to rehearse and perform, no “competent person willing to undertake the direction
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of the members in their practices,” and a limited number of members meaning that “it
was impossible that any great degree of proficiency could be attained.” However, despite
these rather fundamental difficulties, the author of the article reported that there was
“lively interest” in the society’s concerts and that he felt “encouraged to make an appeal
to this community for its support and countenance on behalf of the Society.” The appeal
to “this community,” suggests a group of readers built around the Herald newspaper who
were united through a practice of charitable giving.387 The Herald was established in
1831 as an anti-abolition newspaper representing the planter interest.388 By 1849 its pages
frequently championed Britain’s moral position and leadership in the global anti-slavery
cause, however, it seems probable that its readership remained those who were initially
opposed to abolition.
Regardless of who exactly made up this community, the advertisement aimed to
persuade them that the Philharmonic Society was worthy of support. It claimed that the
aims of the society were to “afford opportunity for the gratification of that Musical taste
which in a measure, distinguishes the inhabitants of this Island…” The issue of taste was
then, as it is now, a somewhat unspoken means of signifying class, morality, and status
within social hierarchies. The appeal to taste in this advertisement acts as a form of antiblackness, allowing readers to distance themselves from black laborers whose musical
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practices were not considered in good taste, while still allowing the possibility of nonwhite people to learn, under white guidance, the practice of “good taste.”389 Within this
hierarchy of taste music became a science, with the advert claiming that by supporting
the society, supporters would “advance the cultivation and study of the Science
of Music.”390
But this cultivation came at a cost, as music had to be “well performed” in order
to charm. Herein lay one of the problems facing the society: its musicians were not very
good. The final paragraph of the advertisement runs:

The Society contemplates the formation of a Band to consist of the instruments
generally used in Military and other Bands [sic], to effect which object, there will
be separate classes for the study of the respective instruments, each class to be
under the direction of a Master, or of the member most proficient on the particular
instrument—[…]Advice from competent persons will be thankfully received and
is hereby solicited—Membership is open to all who shall meet the approval of the
Society — Donations of Music Books &c. will be gratefully accepted.391
The final appeal for donations illustrates how instruments and sheet music were limited
commodities on islands such as Antigua. In the colonized Caribbean music-making in a
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European style was always dependent on archipelagic and Atlantic networks of trade.
This mode of financing voluntary music organizations through the support of local
businesses, as opposed to relying on aristocratic philanthropy as was common in
England, could also be found throughout North America. For example, in South Carolina,
a musical organization named the St. Cecilia Society in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth century was “established as a voluntary corporation managed by wealthy
planters, transatlantic merchants, lawyers, and bankers who brought a great deal of
business experience to bear on their pursuit of concert patronage,” suggesting a similar
structure of a musical society being supported through a network of business owners.392
Just as dentists and daguerreotype salesmen were only present in Antigua for certain
months of the year, so too did musicians not have on-demand access to services such as
instrument tuning and repair, or commodities such as violin strings and new sheet music.
The notice’s commitment to instrumental lessons also suggests that it is impossible to
consider European music in Antigua without also considering musical pedagogies. The
musicians of the Antigua Philharmonic Society, unlike its supporters, were not
gentlemen-amateurs from the white planter class, but rather, non-white young men who
belonged to what would at the time have been called the “colored class” – the island’s
substantial middle-class of mixed African and European descent. Their rehearsals were
also instrumental lessons, and their performances were evaluated based on improvement
and proficiency rather than aesthetics and style.
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Two months after the Antigua Philharmonic Society published their call for
support in the Herald they were advertising a concert. The Herald’s report on this concert
tactfully, but somewhat shadily, implied the inexperience of the musicians. The editor
acknowledged that the concert was “extensively patronized by the Public” and that “this
circumstance affords a gratifying proof of the approbation with which the exertions of the
young gentlemen of that association are regarded.”393 However, those exertions were
judged against “the disadvantages with which they have had to contend” and despite
these disadvantages “the Concert passed off, on the whole, to the credit of those who
contributed to the amusement of the audience.” However, the description of the music
played implies that the ensemble sounded as one would expect an ensemble of beginners
to sound, as “very few of the members understood music two months ago, when the
society was established; but by the method of teaching adopted by Mr. Elderton, several
of them were enabled to take part in the late Concert—the great object of giving which
was to collect funds to provide the Society with Bass Instruments—the want of which
was seriously felt in the late attempt—the principal means of producing complete
harmony, and regulating correct time not having been at the command of the Society.”
So, a worthy, if somewhat shaky, start. The Society’s February call for support
seemed to have paid off, as the Herald’s report also noted that the ensemble were now
under the patronage of the Governor of Antigua, the highest colonial position on the
island, emphasizing the society’s status among the very highest elites. The conductor
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mentioned, Elderton, was a member of the 54th Regiment, an infantry regiment of the
British Army that were stationed in Antigua in 1849 and 1850, arriving directly from St.
Lucia where they were involved in quashing a rebellion of black laborers.394 The
combination of the support of the Governor and the direction of a British officer sent a
strong signal that the Antigua Philharmonic Society was a firmly British undertaking.
However, the Antigua Philharmonic Society were not the only musical ensemble
in town. A group of men attempted to establish a rival musical establishment to the
Philharmonic Society in 1849 led by a Mr. McNemara. They put out notices in Antigua’s
newspapers of their intentions to form a band “composed of lads of the humbler class”
and soliciting the “Ladies and Gentlemen of the Island generally to give donations, and
also to subscribe to a Band fund; to furnish music paper—Music—Violin Strings—
Clarionette [sic] and Bassoon Reeds—and all other necessaries required for keeping and
repairing a few old instruments which are wanted, and for the renting of a Room for
practice.”395 At the end of the notice was listed some twenty-six stores where one could
leave donations. But what was the reason for this attempted establishment of a second
band in a town that was already struggling to support just one? The notice even refers
slightly frostily to this doubling, in a nota bene at the end of the notice: “to prevent
misunderstanding it is proper to state, that this contemplated Band will be separate and
apart from the Philharmonic Society;—and that its formation was for some time past
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under consideration.” 396 The reason for this desire to distinguish between the proposed
new band and the established Philharmonic Society may lie in tensions between the
planter and merchant classes in the town. Many of the store owners that were taking
donations were nonwhite merchants descended from families of free people of color.397
This racialization is not obvious in the text itself, I am indebted to the detailed archival
and oral history work of historian Susan Lowes who has traced the genealogy of many of
Antigua’s families of color from the eighteenth century to the present day. Given the
merchants’ class and race status, it seems likely that the “lads of the humbler class” they
intended to teach instruments to may have included young men of mixed African descent.
Can we read the mixed racial make-up of the supporters of McNemara’s project, as a
deliberate opposition to the Governor-supported Antigua Philharmonic Society?
At least some St. John’s residents were confused as to why the town needed a
second band. The editor of the Register wrote that he was happy to print the notice for the
new band, but that “It is a pity an amalgamation with the Philharmonic Society could not
be effected. We recommend most strongly that this should be done, and we have no
doubt but that it will be productive of the greatest benefit to both undertakings.”398 But
McNemara was insistent on the difference between the two institutions, and wrote in
strong terms to the Register’s rival newspaper, the Observer to register his disagreement.
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There appears a note in the following week’s editorial of the Observer that “Mr.
MacNemara [sic?] desires us to state; that he by no means approves of the
recommendation in last week’s Register, viz. that his scheme be amalgamated with the
Philharmonic Society, his views being entirely distinct from any private or speculative
institution.”399
But what made McNemara’s ideas so “entirely distinct” from the aims of the
Philharmonic Society, particularly when his advertisement makes the same general
claims at the Society in terms of the benefits of music? I suspect that race, class, and a
tension between the island and its situation in the wider British Empire may explain some
of this friction. In 1849, the Philharmonic Society was closely aligned with the white
elite’s operations of Antigua through the British authority of the governor and military,
whereas McNemara’s enterprise was cosigned by twenty-six store owners from the
merchant class, many of whom were descended from families of free people of color.400
It is true that these co-signers were among the wealthiest people on the island,
after planters and colonial officials. However, unlike the Governor and Elderton, these
storekeepers were marked by how they were racialized, and therefore how they a
different claim to both the culture of the island, and to British authority.401 Unlike
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planters and colonial officials who often aimed to return to Britain to retire, elite mixedrace families were usually tethered to the island where their families had resided for
generations. This is not to say that certain families of color were not complicit in the
dangerous and exploitative labor practices of African and African-descended people
before and after emancipation—indeed, many free people of color vehemently defended
slavery; rather that their different experience of the island as a British colony and as
home affected their relationship to this island’s culture and the exploitation that supported
their prosperity.
The newspapers of Antigua do not make reading with race in mind easy. After
emancipation they often tiptoed around race, using phenotypical racial descriptors rarely
and strategically, if at all. This is perhaps because the construct “race” was not always a
straight-forward organizing principle in the post-emancipation British Caribbean. People
of color, such as the merchants and store owners who supported McNemara’s endeavor
were racialized colonial subjects and music played a role in this process of racialization
and becoming a British colonial subject. Access to British subjecthood and the relevance
of phenotype and skin color were always contingent—related to circumstances such as
prosperity and politics, as well as how well, or not, the colonial subject could perform
British respectability or be of use to the profitability of the empire. But even when
respectability could be perfectly performed, nonwhite subjects still always bore the risk
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of their colonial subjecthood being taken away from them through personal discreditation
in the press based on racist logics, or via legal, political, and social discrimination.
Could it be that McNemara considered his commitment to musically educating
“the lads” of St. John’s as a more legitimate gesture than the British military-based music
of the Philharmonic Society backed by the ultimate colonial authority on the island; the
governor of Antigua? It is also possible that there could be a personal grudge at play. The
pages of the Antigua newspapers are riddled with infighting, anonymous letters, and
pointed personal attacks. At the same time, the traces of this proposed rival ensemble
raise questions about why it is that music was the site of this particular form of
philanthropy and pedagogy. The existence of these rival musical endeavors on the pages
of local newspapers that elsewhere reported local and global instability, illustrates that
music was one site of many where the precarity of colonial islands and the relationship
between their white and nonwhite residents were played out at a local level. Although the
benefits of music claimed by the Philharmonic Society were that it elevated the mind and
lifted the spirit, music also played a role in the disciplining of the tastes and bodies of the
non-white population, in this case, the mixed-race population. If people of color were
allowed to associate with the white elite rather than the black laboring masses, then they
were more likely to uphold the status quo, rather than siding with the rights of black
laborers. The white population were well aware that the middle-class, mixed-race
population acted as a racialized, mediating class of people between white power and
black laborers. In 1849 there was a genuine fear that the African-descended middle-class
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would leave Antigua to seek better opportunities in Liberia, Sierra Leone, or elsewhere in
the British Empire. An editorial in the Observer in 1849 put it plainly:

There is no doubt that the educated portion of the coloured community in the
West Indies, comprising the majority in numbers, exert as a party a stronger
influence than any other class. Their position between the ancient règime and the
laboring population, is one of a peculiarly commanding, and we may add, of a
conciliating, nature. Let a gap be opened in the place which they supply, and
where will be found a power to encourage—and stimulate? to conciliate—and
allay?402
So, despite the many ways in which the Antiguan white elite claimed to be enlightened
regarding race, it was clear that they allowed mixed-race people certain privileges
because of their political possibility. Color prejudice could be overcome, at least while it
suited, if it was for the gain of the empire. Organizations such as the Philharmonic
Society were complicit in the perpetuating of racial inequalities on the island, despite
their inclusion of nonwhite musicians and audience members. In contrast, McNemara’s
ensemble can be read as a reaction against this state-sanctioned music making, instead
investing in a home-grown creole musical ensemble that anticipated a time when
residents of Antigua could control their own musical institutions out of the shadow of the
governor and the colonial paternalism that he represented.
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Conclusion
It is easier and more comfortable to focus the study of music on its celebrated unifying
powers than its use in more negative contexts: there is a reason that the idea of the
universality of music has such a strong hold in the popular imagination, despite being
largely unevidenced. While I do not wish to deny that there may have been such unifying
moments between differently racialized people in the British colonial Caribbean, and
there is much still to be learned about how shared music-making changed the practical
conditions of life for African and African-descended people. In this chapter I have
focused rather on how music-making perpetuated racial segregation, even within shared
musical practices. Some of the African-descended people in this chapter, such as the
grandfather and son who hosted the baptism Cooper attended, and the merchants who
donated to the founding of a new Antigua ensemble—had wealth to rival local white
middle-class families, and in some cases surpassed them in education. However, class
hierarchies were racialized in the British colonial Caribbean, meaning that despite how
much money or education a mixed-race man or woman may have had, their acceptance to
white society was only possible on occasions where individual relationships allowed it.
The grey spaces in the examples in this chapter—the nuances in the perceived
differences between two ensembles, a governor’s wife dancing with an enslaved man, a
tune that may have been played by a white overseer or an enslaved fiddler—illustrate that
it is not enough to merely “recover” through archival work African-descended performers
and composers of what we may broadly call Western, European, or British Music, in the
process merely expanding the territories that become part of a globally expanded linear
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narrative of European music. Such recovery and “inclusion” risks overlooking the
contingency with which racialized subjects were allowed access to certain social and
musical spheres. In these examples, African-descended people were allowed to perform
and listen to European music, but received pushback when they attempted to organize
their own ensemble; to dance to tunes from European dance traditions, as long as they
didn’t dance with a white woman; and to have their own Christmas celebrations, as long
as they continued to be productive enslaved laborers. Access to music in the multi-racial
spaces of the British colonial Caribbean was contingent on the maintenance of racial
hierarchies. This contingency has a legacy, as the question of to whom European music
“belongs” remains contested in the present day.
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Epilogue
Jamaican artist Carol Crichton’s mixed media piece “The Nugents Entertain at King’s
House” is a fantastical depiction of an entertainment at the Egyptian Hall in King’s
House, Spanish Town (fig. 5.1).403 You may recognize the room as the same space
depicted in the 1802 satirical print “A Grand Jamaica Ball!, or the Creolean Hop a la
Muftee” (fig. 1.1). In Crichton’s piece, Maria and George Newton appear twice in the
bottom left of the image, once in black and white, and again larger-than-life, George
Newton’s red coat drawing attention to him as the largest figure in the picture. Around
them Crichton has decoupaged pictures of figures dancing or at leisure, black and white,
from the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. But above them is the cost of the
opulence: manacled men, women, and children being led out of the frame, who hover
threateningly above the scene in the hall. Individual experiences of slavery were never
monolithic, and the enslaved musicians and listeners whose possible lives I have
discussed in this dissertation may not have been manacled, but racialized violence was an
ever-present threat to all African and African-descended people before abolition.
European music performed and heard in the British colonial Caribbean, including that
heard in Egyptian Hall, had the potential to provide joy and respite, but it could never be
entirely separated from the violence of racialized chattel slavery. Every ball for white
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elites attended by black musicians was made possible through the profits created by the
labor of enslaved Africans and their descendants who toiled on brutal coffee or sugar
plantations. This disjunction between the potential for pleasure produced through
exploitation is strikingly represented in Crichton’s artwork, her use of overlapping found
images representing the blurred lines between entertainment and exploitation in colonial
Jamaica.

Figure 5.1 Carol Crichton, “The Nugents Entertain at King’s House,” 2000. Collage/Acrylic on
Illustration Board, 18” x 27”.

In this dissertation, I have attempted to center the ways that black people in the
British colonial Caribbean listened to and performed European music. In attempting to
explore these practices I overwhelmingly relied on hostile sources. But even violent
sources and accounts riddled with omissions can be read, as historian Marisa Fuentes
suggests, “along the bias grain,” by stretching, reflecting, and lingering in apparent
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omissions and distortions. With this in mind, I realized that it was not enough to merely
reflect on how the conditions of socializing in British colonies facilitated different types
of overhearing in both directions, but that I must also acknowledge the relationship of my
interpretation and overhearing from a distance of 200 years. For this I find helpful the
uncertain difference between being a witness or a spectator as outlined by Saidiya
Hartman. Hartman asks us to consider subject position when one encounters slavery,
whether the witnesses are abolitionists or contemporary scholars of slavery, in
particularly questioning the tricky motivations behind our desire to empathize. She wrote
that she was interested in “the ways we are called to participate in such scenes [of
subjection]. Are we witnesses who confirm the truth of what happened in the face of the
world-destroying capacities of pain, the distortions of torture, the sheer unrepresentability
of terror, and the repression of the dominant accounts? Or are we voyeurs fascinated with
and repelled by exhibitions of terror and sufferance? […] At issue here is the
precariousness of empathy and the uncertain line between witness and spectator.”404
These questions pose a particular dilemma for scholars of music who overwhelmingly
study moments that, on the surface, rarely seem to be the most egregious sites of what
Hartman calls “world-destroying capacities of pain, distortions of torture, and
unrepresentable terror.” But this does not mean that terror is not present. Hartman goes
on to say that she chose “to consider those scenes in which terror can hardly be
discerned—slaves dancing in the quarters, the outrageous darky antics of the minstrel
stage, the constitution of humanity in slave law, and the fashioning of the self-possessed
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individual. By defamiliarizing the familiar, I hope to illuminate the terror of the mundane
and quotidian rather than exploit the shocking spectacle.”405
Hartman’s words about “the diffusion of terror and the violence perpetrated under
the rubric of pleasure, paternalism, and property,” have run through my mind as I wrote
this dissertation. Some of the scenes I examine seem joyful—two enslaved boys cleaning
their knives while whistling Haydn, an enslaved fiddler decorated with ribbons in
celebration of crop over, four black women dancing to a military band, enslaved
parishioners listening to a new choral service—and while I do not wish to deny the
possibility that these could have been scenes of respite and enjoyment, I equally cannot
for certain make those claims, given the context in which these moments of levity took
place. However, these moments of black ownership of European music demonstrate that
that gatekept boundaries of what constitutes European music are rarely clearly defined,
and that formational ideas about the relationship between musical genre and race were
not inevitable, but in flux during slavery leading up to abolition. At a time when
contemporary classical music organizations and many other predominantly white
institutions are reflecting on and challenging their historical whiteness, this dissertation
supports the idea that European music in America has never been fully white and that
classical music is only racialized as such today due to eighteenth and nineteenth century
white anxieties about Africans and their descendants who performed and listened to
European music in ways that challenged white dominance of their own musical
traditions.
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